The Fall is always a fine season down here in our industrial heart of America. It has special importance for us because it brings new anniversaries for both WSAZ-TV (now starting its 6th year) and WSAZ (31, going on 32).

As a super-birthday gift to WSAZ-TV, we're putting into service a brand-new TV tower 1,100 feet high...1,253 feet above average terrain. (That's about double the Washington Monument.) Although it weighs 200 tons, it will have a far greater weight among some half-million viewers across our five-state area who can now see WSAZ-TV programs better, more clearly than ever before.

It's quite a gift for advertisers, too. Here's bonus coverage and greater impact at no present boost in rates. When you figure that against the 2½ billion dollars (plus) our friends have for buying purposes every year, it's cause to get all the facts from the Katz Agency right away!
We use WKRC Radio regularly and sales results show that in the Cincinnati area WKRC - Radio is a primary selling tool.

JAMES M. TWOMEY
Cincinnati General Manager
City Products Corporation

Morning, noon and night, WKRC-Radio reigns King in the Queen City in Quarter Hour listening Monday through Friday.*

No wonder advertisers and their agencies choose WKRC-Radio when they want sales results in the Cincinnati area.

Contact your Katz Agency representative for more detailed information.

*July, August — Pulse

RADIO CINCINNATI, INC.
owners and operators of:
WKRC-Radio, Cincinnati, Ohio
WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, Ohio
WTVN-Television, Columbus, Ohio
WTVN-Radio, Columbus, Ohio

Kenneth W. Church, National Sales Manager, Radio Cincinnati, Inc.

CBS RADIO AFFILIATE

Represented by The Katz Agency
AMARILLO has a short past. It was born with a cocklebur under its civic tail back in 1887, during the days when a branding iron was a sacred instrument and the first railroad was coming through. The way one story goes, a man name of Sanborn offered the cowboys of the LX Ranch a town lot apiece if they'd vote for his town (then known as Oneida) in a contest which developed over the location of the county seat. Since the LX hands constituted a legal, or shooting, majority, justice triumphed. “Amarillo” derived from the yellow flowers that, along with cattle, decorated the surrounding prairie.

Highly productive Texas soil caused agriculture to flourish. Early farmers raised giant-size vegetables. Wheat liked the Panhandle. Cotton was planted after the accidental discovery that cottonseeds, in which an early shipment of eggs was packed, would grow. Highways and railroads crossed at Amarillo. Oil, natural gas and helium were discovered. Airlines came zooming in.

Amarillo, first in the nation in per family retail sales, is close to the stuff an advertiser looks for when he wants business. KGNC, half as old as Amarillo, reaches 78 counties with 1 million persons in Texas, New Mexico, Kansas, Oklahoma and Colorado. KGNC-TV, a high-powered newcomer, covers an area of 400,000 persons, gives its advertisers a clean shot of Panhandle hospitality and loyalty.

AM: 10,000 watts, 710 kc. TV: Channel 4. Represented nationally by the Katz Agency
Presenting the Super-powered CHAMPION

WGAL-TV
NBC CBS DuMONT
LANCASTER, PA.

316,000 Watts

WGAL-TV makes every blow tell, every advertising dollar you spend count. Use WGAL-TV to reach a vast, enthusiastic audience - three and a quarter million people who have an annual effective buying income of more than $5 billion, who spend almost $3 billion for retail goods annually. Win everytime with WGAL-TV.

The Channel 8 Mighty Market Place

York          Harrisburg        Reading
Hanover       Lebanon           Carlisle
Gettysburg    Sunbury          Pottsville
Chambersburg  Lewistown        Lewisburg
Waynesboro    Lock Haven       Shamokin
Hazleton      Westminster       Bloomsburg
Frederick     Hagerstown       Martinsburg

Representatives
MEEKER TV, INC. NEW YORK  LOS ANGELES  CHICAGO  SAN FRANCISCO

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
MARKET in reports of tv station sales remained bullish last week, but confirma-
tions were bairish. Most talked-about report—of negotiations toward absorption of DuMont Tv Network by ABC—still drew "no comment." Accounts of hands-
holding by DuMont and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. over later's reported purchase of former's WDTV (TV) Pitts-
burgh circulated widely but were denied by Westinghouse.

ONE thing, however, appeared certain: Westinghouse is aiming for full comple-
ment of five vhf and two uhf stations, with best attainable network affiliations. To
that end, discussions have been held not only with NBC, as reported earlier [B&T, Nov. 8], but also with CBS-TV, ABC and DuMont. Station swaps, shifting of affilia-
tions, station purchases or new-station applications may ultimately be involved, but negotiators expect no definite deal now.

BELT-TIGHTENING at Mutual, calculated to get network into shape for what its top officials foresee as "a New Look" in network radio, continues gradually. Unofficial word last week was that staff of around 350 would eventually dwindle to around 150. Mutual officials skeptical of this report, however, and point out that some branches of Mutual's parent General Teleradio, notably Film Div., are expanding personnel.

IN WHAT would be first re-run on network of major tv series, CBS-TV reported-
ly considering presentation of second runs of I Love Lucy in late afternoon period, perhaps Sundays, at package price of $37,500 plus, of course, time.

WHEN C. TERRENCE CLYNE moves from Biow Co. to McCann-Erickson effective Jan. 1, he'll take along with him dozen or more Biow staffers identified with handling Bulova Watch account which amounts to in excess of $7 million for media, advertising and exploitation.

PHILIP MORRIS cigarettes, which last week relinquished half-hour alternate-week sponsorship of its I Love Lucy to Procter & Gamble (see story page 36), is also understood to be contemplating releasing half of its Public Defender, Thursdays 10-10:30 p.m. on CBS-TV.

NEWSPAPERS are concerned over full effect of color tv upon their revenues, as evidenced by recent memo of John Cowles, publisher of Minneapolis Star and Tribune, regarding purchase of 47% minority in WCCO-AM TV Minneapolis [B&T, Nov. 8]—but they are not alone. Increasing interest in tv station acquisitions is rising among theatre exhibition chains, and it wouldn't be surprising to see them figure in upcoming sales (including possibly one or more DuMont outlets).

QUALITY Radio Group, seeking chief executive for more than two months, may make choice soon. Five-member selection committee meets this week in New York to pick candidate for consideration by board, which meets soon in Chicago.

AMONG spectators in packed Senate gal-
eries last Wednesday watching special session to consider motion to censure Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.) was FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee, who never has made secret of fact he is close personal friend of Wisconsin senator.

THOSE four applicants in Miami ch. 7 tv fight may have to wait a while for initial ruling of Examiner James D. Cunningham. When last brief was filed Sept. 14 he hoped to write decision in 30 days, but since then other cases have demanded his time. He may not get to writing Miami ruling before mid-December. Ch. 7 bidders are Bis-
cayne Tv Corp. (Niles Trammell, WIOD, WQAM), South Florida TV Corp. (in-
cludes James Lawrence Fly), Sunbeam TV Corp. and East Coast Tv Co.

FCC IS GOING to move warily on allocation of tv space in 680-980 mc band to AT&T for testing of "over-the-horizon" radio relay to Cuba. Commission regards requested assignments in Southern Florida as interim measure and wants to know when equipment for above 1,000 mc will be ready for relays proposed. But FCC is satisfied it's feasible to use 680-980 mc there "without risk of causing interference to the tv broadcast service," hence issued proposal (story page 102).

ESTATE of L. B. Wilson, owner of WCKY Cincinnati who died last month, expected to be in excess of $2 million. While his widow and three top executives (C. H. Topmiller, general manager; Thom-
as A. Welstead, eastern sales manager, and Jeanette Heinze, traffic and personnel di-
rector) will control station as principal heirs, all employees were bequeathed minimum of $500. Personal friends included among secondary legates were William M. Ittmann, president of Procter & Gamble subsidiary in Cuba, who moves to London Jan. 1 as head of British subsidiary; C. Terrence Clyne (see above) and Sol Taish-
off, editor and publisher of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
DON'T USE KTHS IF YOU SELL A "Limited Market"
(Little Rock ONLY, for instance)

DO USE KTHS IF YOU SELL most or all of Arkansas!

If you want to cover anything less than all of Arkansas, you wouldn't and shouldn't use KTHS.

OK. So there are two ways to cover Arkansas with radio. One is to use some 15 or 20 stations scattered all over the State. The other is to use KTHS. 50,000 watts, plus CBS, plus location at the center of the state...well, look at our coverage map at the left!

But high power, good location, top network isn't all the story. KTHS does a magnificent job of Arkansas programming—Arkansas farm service—Arkansas public service. That's why people do listen, wherever they can listen!

If you need all of Arkansas, the easy, effective, economical way to cover it is with KTHS. Ask The Branham Company for the whole story.

50,000 Watts ... CBS Radio
Represented by The Branham Co.
Under Same Management as KWKH, Shreveport
Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
E. G. Robertson, General Manager

KTHS
BROADCASTING FROM LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
WHERE ANGELS FEAR

UNDISMISSABLE at ruling keeping its cartoonist, Leo Hershfield, out of Senate gallery with his pad and pencil (see story page 100), NBC last week sent cartoonist into chamber armed only with his eyes and memory and sketch his impressions after leaving gallery. Network’s commentator Dave Brinkley showed sketches on Washington portion of NBC-TV Camel News Caravan last Friday (7:45-8 p.m. EST), despite warning that this, too, was violation of Senate rules, NBC said.

September Radio-Tv Sales Far Ahead of 1953 Level

RETAIL sales of home-type radio receivers in September set new record for year, 763,589 sets according to Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. Figure exceeded 447,025 sold in August and 650,898 sold in September 1953. Nine-month retail radio sales totaled 4,032,704 sets compared to 4,526,186 in same period 1953 period. September is five-week statistical month.

TV set sales at retail totaled 986,136 in September compared to 484,533 in August and 753,953 in September 1953. Nine-month tv retail sales were 4,645,603, well ahead of 4,300,360 sold in comparable 1952 period. RETMA retail data does not include auto radios, which move direct to producers. RETMA previously reported 296,327 auto radios were made in September, with nine-month total of 2,843,740.

Johnson Quits NARTB Board

ALBERT D. JOHNSON, NARTB District 16 (Ariz., Calif., Nev.) director who formerly managed KVOY Phoenix and now is general manager of KGBS San Antonio, has resigned from board. He had been re-elected to second term this year.

THE FINER THINGS

WNEW New York is setting out today (Monday) to prove that its audience is sprinkled with coating of upper crust able to afford “other things in life.”

Station’s Make Believe Ballroom program will carry commercials for $49,000 yacht by Chris Craft; full-length Labrador mink coat at $22,000 from Gunther Jaeckel’s, and Van Cleef & Arpels necklaces. Richard D. Buckley, new owner-manager of WNEW, sums up his attitude this way: “At first sight, selling furs, yachts and jewels by a disc-jockey may seem ridiculous, but you don’t have to sell a lot of necklaces, minks or cruisers to satisfy a sponsor. We are betting that among the millions who listen there is a group, infinitesimal in number but tremendous in affluence, that will make this sort of thing pay.” Mr. Buckley has given Jerry Marshall, WNEW’s “top disc jockey-salesman,” task of proving that disc m.c.s. can sell “super-luxury” items.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY

MORE SPOT RADIO • Chap Stick Co., Lynchburg, Va., through Lawrence C. Gunhinner Agency, New York, expanding its radio spot announcement campaign on 21 stations with frequency increased from three to five times per week, and adding 15 stations to schedule, effective mid-November. Contracts run for 13 weeks.

ATLANTIC RENEWAL • Atlantic Refining Co., through N. W. Ayer & Son, New York, is setting up renewal plans for its present five-minute radio news show all over country, to start first of year. Most stations will be renewed.

CHEMICAL RADIO DRIVE • American Cyanamid (chemicals) planning to use radio and print campaign after first of year, through Conklin & Mann, New York agency.

MOTOROLA TO BURNETT • Motorola Inc., Chicago (radio-tv receivers), accepts Leo Burnett Co., same city, to handle all consumer advertising effective next January. Account ($3-3.5 million) formerly handled by Ruthrauff & Ryan.

COSMETIC FIRM APPOINTS • Harriet Hubbard Ayer (cosmetics and toiletries) to James P. Sawyer Inc., N. Y., effective immediately.

IBM TO BENTON & BOWLES • International Business Machines Corp., whose advertising formerly was handled by Cecil & Presbrey, names Benton & Bowles, N. Y., as its agency.

KINNEY NAMES AGENCY • G. R. Kinney Co. (shoe chain retailers), N. Y., names Anderson & Cairns as its advertising agency, effective Jan. 1.

ABC-TV Installs ‘Super-Power’ INSTALLATION now underway at all five ABC-owned and operated tv stations of new, 59 kw w/o General Electric transmitters, Robert M. Kintner, ABC president, is announcing today (Mon.). Transmitters, said by Mr. Kintner to be GE’s first five of “super-power” type, were designed cooperatively by network and GE. They can transmit color and have incorporated in their design “latest advances in tubes and circuitry,” Mr. Kintner said. Installation at WABC-TV New York, WXYZ-TV Detroit, WBKB (TV) Chicago, KGo-TV San Francisco and KBCTV Los Angeles will complete network’s $2 million program begun last year under direction of Frank Marx, ABC’s vice president in charge of engineering.

Lucky Lager in 39 Markets

LUCKY LAGER Brewing Corp., San Francisco, signs for MCA-TV’s half-hour film show, Lucky Lager Sports Time, in 39 markets, starting in January. McCann-Erickson, San Francisco, is agency. Though Lucky Lager has used radio spots and programs and television spots, Sports Time is said to represent company’s entry into “extensive television programming.” Markets in transaction include Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, San Diego, Salt Lake City, Anchorage and Honolulu.

Tom Maloney to Direct Grant Office in New York

TOM MALONEY, president of Cecil & Presbrey, New York, will take over as executive vice president and in charge of Grant Adv’s New York office and will serve as member of agency’s executive committee, effective Jan. 1, as part of Grant’s expanded operations in New York, President Will C. Grant announced Friday. He said three vice presidents—Larry Stapleton, Fred E. Spence and Jack Baillie—have been assigned additional responsibilities in the expanded operation.

Mr. Maloney will bring five people from Cecil & Presbrey, which goes out of business Dec. 31, with him to Grant. They are: Frank P. McCord, vice president and director of research at C & P, who will assume same title and duties at Grant’s New York office; Arax Ojabashian, librarian at C & P, who will accompany Mr. McCord to Grant; James J. Flood, vice president and director of merchandising at C & P, who also assumes same title and responsibilities at Grant; William C. Patterson, director of radio and television at C & P, who assumes same duties at Grant, and Paul Kolton, who has been with Mr. Maloney for past 10 years and who joins Grant as account executive.

Mr. Stapleton, vice president of Grant, becomes general manager of New York office and will continue to head account group on Florists Telegraph Delivery Assn. Mr. Spence, vice president and head of Grant’s international division, will move to New York permanently with international staffs to be maintained in both Chicago and New York. Mr. Baillie, vice president, assumes public relations services throughout Grant’s network of 24 foreign offices. Hugo Vogel, vice president and head of New York office, returns to Chicago.

Donald E. Tomkins, who joined Grant in 1953 in cooperative supervising production of film and live commercials for Dodge-sponsored shows and National Airlines commercials as well as Chrysler Airstream, named director of television and radio for Grant’s New York office.

New ABC Radio-Tv Sales

NEW SALES announced by ABC Friday included: American Chicle Co., through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, to sponsor Sugar Bowl (Jan. 1) football simulcast on ABC-AM-TV; Chrysler Corp., through McCann-Erickson, Thanksgiving parade of J. L. Hudson Dept. Store, Detroit, on ABC-TV, Nov. 25, 10:15-11 a.m. (EST); Studebaker-Packard, & Tv Readers Digest, through Ruthrauff & Ryan, beginning Mon., Jan. 17, 8:30 p.m. (EST) on ABC-TV. Also renewal of Revival Time by The Assemblies of God (agency, Walter F. Bennett) for 52 weeks, effective Dec. 12, Sun., 10:30-11 p.m. (EST) on ABC Radio.

Revlon Panel Show

REVLON Products Co., New York, will sponsor What Goes On?, Goodson-Todman package panel show on ABC-TV, Sundays, 9:30-10 p.m., effective Nov. 28. Lee Bowman will emcee. Agencies for Revlon are William H. Weintraub & Co. and Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, both New York.
the open door to increased sales...

Here's a refreshing two hour show, timed for and geared directly to a vast women's audience. Featuring 6 established WSPD-TV personalities, this daily hard-hitting sales tool has variety to interest every type of woman.

There's Dorothy Coon with household hints; Jane Schroeder with heart warming human interest stories; Ginny Wood with guests, hobbies and news of direct interest; Betty Zingsheim with the latest fashion showings. Rusti supplies the organ music throughout the show and Earl Wells acts as male host.

Add to this combination the billion dollar Toledo area market with its 297,000 set saturation, and you get real sales results!

For further information, call your nearest Katz Agency or ADams 3175 in Toledo.
at deadline

Md.-D.C. Broadcasters Plan Freedom of Information Unit

WATCH-DOG committee to keep track of radio-tv rights to report news, cover public events and enjoy same privileges as press will be set up by Maryland-District of Columbia Broadcasters Assn. under resolution adopted Friday, Nov. 9, at its meeting (early story page 66). Second resolution opposed federal and state legislative attempts to restrict radio-tv advertising but called attention to need for good taste and caution in commercials. Group met jointly with Chesapeake AP Radio-Tv Assn.

Chairman George Assn.'s Canon of inherent antipathy WNAV Annapolis; Charles Truitt, Embry, Washington, elected jointly to taste and Broadcasters radio WATCH-Dog committee to keep track of Md.

includes "Mitch's Pitch" John spoke on topic reviewing result of '36" He said general public favors of natural conservatism. Group met including Jack Davis, AP, important speakers included Jack Davis, AP, and can be used with RCA, and can be used with

COLOR APATHY

ZENITH RADIO Corp. reports "very responsive" to stepped up network tv advertising program but discerns no "greater enthusiasm" by public for large-screen color tv receivers than for original 15-inch models. In quarterly financial report (see early story page 115), E. F. McDonald Jr., Zenith president, said firm "has no final plans for offering color television receivers for sale to the public in the near future" but is continuing research. Acceleration of advertising campaign referred to Zenith's part sponsorship of NCAA football games on ABC-TV and Omnibus on CBS-TV.

Dallas Business Censuses Shows Trade Up 42%

SPECIAL survey of business in Dallas metropol- itan area published Friday by Dept. of Commerce, based on special census for 1953 conducted with funds supplied by local interests and government. Survey is typical of information to be gathered in forthcoming census of business.

Retail sales in Dallas totaled $998,626,000 in 1953 compared to $704,804,000 in 1948, gain of 42%, survey shows. Number of retail estab-lishments increased in period from 5,986 to 7,190, or 20%.

New RCA Color Device

NEW calibration pulse generator, to facilitate precise measurement of studio color signal, also monochome voltage by measuring amplifier, other elements of RCA 3-Vidicon color film camera chain to obtain accurate matching of red-green-blue color channels, according to RCA, and can be used with its live color camera. Three-Vidicon film camera slated for delivery to more than 40 stations within several months, RCA said.

RETMA Radiation Report

REPORT detailing progress of restricted radia- tion devices submitted to FCC Friday by Ra- dio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. Included is letter from Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General Elec- tric Co., vice president and director of RETMA Engineering Dept., listing work of eight task forces working on subject. Task force chair- men to hold meeting Nov. 23 to review progress.

UPCOMING

Nov. 16: BAB board and stockholders meeting, New York.
Nov. 18-20: Radio-Tv News Directors Assn., Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
For other Upcomings see page 135

PEOPLE

THOMAS F. O'NEIL, president of General Teleradio and MBS, named by Brand Names Foundation Inc. to head committee to plan Brand Names Day—1955, which will be celebrated April 13 at dinner at Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

GEORGE CLARK, formerly head of his own station representation firm, named midwestern sales manager for WINS New York headquar- ters in Chicago. Mr. Clark also will repre- sent KYA San Francisco and KTVW (TV) Tacoma, Wash.

Ewart M. Blain, formerly sales director of WEUE-TV Reading, Pa., joins sales staff of KYW Philadelphia.

Kirk Logie, formerly music director at WBBK (TV) Chicago and supervisor of radio- tv production at Loyola U., that city, appointed radio-tv supervisor at Illinois Institute of Tech- nology.

EARLE LUDGIN, president of Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago agency, elected to U. of Chi- cago board of trustees.

Ryder Named IRE Head; Fellowships Awarded

JOHN D. RYDER, dean, school of engineering, Michigan State College, elected president, In- stitute of Radio Engineers, for 1955 succeeding William R. Hewlett of Hewlett-Packard Co. (see page 36), in Zurich, Switzerland, succeeds Maurice J. H. Ponte, of France, as vice president.


IRE named 76 radio engineers and scientists to fellowships for outstanding contributions to radio engineering or allied fields.

Lamb Testimony 'Checked'

IN CROSS examination Friday about testimo- ny she and her Negro coelectrician earlier in week of alleged Edward Lamb contribution to Communist cause (story page 94), while Mrs. Claudia Mace Russell admitted to Lamb counsel Friday she and Russell checked their stories beforehand. Asked if they came to hearing "prepared to testify to the same thing," Mrs. Russell replied, "well, yes." Both earlier said Mrs. Lamb, whose license for WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., is subject of renewal hearing, pledged and contributed money at 1944 dedication of Lincoln House, Communist Party headquar- ters at Toledo.

Bishop Sheen in Canada

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen's Life Is Worth Liv- ing will start on CBC-TV network and undis- closed number of independent stations in Can- ada Dec. 4 for 26 weeks, Canadian Admiral Corp. announced. Under agreement with Ad- miral Corp. and DuMont TV Network, film recordings to be made available "without any advertising messages and without any form of credit line or other identification for sponsors," Canadian Admiral also to sponsor Passport to Danger film series on about 10 CBC-TV sta- tions starting Nov. 25.
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It's About Time WMT Had a Contest

What you have to do to win:
Just guess the number of kernels in Iowa's current corn crop. Submit your entry with a 52-time non-cancellable 1 hour-per week contract (may be either radio or tv).

First Prize: Copy of WMT-TV booklet, "987 Miles West of Madison Avenue"
Second Prize: Autographed copy of the 1893 Broadcasting Yearbook

Third Prize: Station log for October 20, 1947 (entire 24 hours)
Fourth Prize: War Admiral
Booby Prize: Jeff Abel

Prizes for everybody: You get the car (or eye) of Eastern Iowa (plug)

USE THIS HANDY FORM

WMT and/or WMT-TV (CBS for Eastern Iowa; national reps, the Katz Agency)
Mail address: Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

I guess _______ kernels. □ contract herewith □ to come
□ it'll be a cold day in July when you get a contract
□ send me a first prize anyway.

Unsolicited Comments:
□ Why didn't I think of that?
□ You've set radio back 9 years (no wishful thinking, now)
□ You've set advertising back 109 years
□ What's a kernel?
□ What's corn? (You in the radio-tv game?)
□ Give my regards to Myrtle

Name ........................................................................
Address ......................................................................
City, Zone, State ..........................................................
Social Security Number ..............................................
Auto License Number ................................................
Credit References ......................................................

JUDGES:
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Recipe for a successful TV campaign
Basic Ingredient: If you want to sell your product to women, pick a locally produced woman’s show.

Plus the Personal "Pitch":
In addition to delivering your commercial, the local TV hostess creates even greater demand for your product through her personal selling and endorsement of your product. Because she speaks to her women-viewers in terms they understand—about items that interest them most, they’re more than willing—yes, even eager—to try the products she recommends.

The Frosting on the Cake: Locally produced women’s shows are low priced. Economical, too, because you get an audience made up exclusively of potential buyers...housewives. In addition, you select only the markets you want, the TV stations you want...even the saleswoman you want.

Ready to Serve: Every one of these stations has at least one locally produced program that appeals predominantly, and overwhelmingly, to women.

WSB-TV ........ Atlanta
WBAL-TV ........ Baltimore
WFAA-TV ........ Dallas
KOATV ........ Denver
WICU .......... Erie
KPRC-TV ........ Houston
WJIM-TV ........ Lansing
KARK-TV ........ Little Rock
KABC-TV ........ Los Angeles
WTWV ........... Milwaukee
KSTP-TV ........ M’p’il’s-St. Paul
WSM-TV ........ Nashville

WATV ........... New York
WTAR-TV ........ Norfolk
KMTV ............ Omaha
WTVH-TV ........ Peoria
WGEN ............ Pittsburgh
WOAI-TV ........ San Antonio
KFMB-TV ........ San Diego
KGO-TV ........... San Francisco
KREM-TV ........ Spokane
KOTV ............ Tulsa
KEDD ............ Wichita

ABC Pacific Television
Regional Network

REPRESENTED BY

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

NEW YORK - CHICAGO - LOS ANGELES - DETROIT - ST. LOUIS - SAN FRANCISCO
83% of Farms Electrified

To the 123,000 high-income RADIO KSOO families, pump-handle farmers are history book characters! A 60 county $26,000,000 market for home appliances is worth its weight in gold, especially when you can get through to it at such low cost. 15 minutes costs only 35c per 1,000 families on RADIO KSOO ...1 minute only 13c. Farmers with an average income of $10,660 in 1953 can make impulse purchases because they have the money and do enjoy all modern conveniences. RADIO KSOO delivers 65% more audience than the second Sioux Falls station. RADIO KSOO sells because people buy what they hear most about - on their favorite station!

The Dakotas' Most Powerful Radio Station!

KSOO
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Nationally Clear Channel 1140 KC
ABC Radio Affiliate
10,000 WATTS DAYTIME
5,000 WATTS NIGHTTIME

IN REVIEW

STUDIO ONE

"... We have reached such a low point in our human relationships that we tolerate the vilification of the very visible men by anonymous attacks, distortions, outright fabrications and insidious propaganda."

This quotation is from a speech on "Freedom Is a Dynamic Action" made last Wednesday by Roger M. Kyes, vice president of General Motors and former Deputy Secretary of Defense, at the Assn. of National Advertisers convention in New York.

Just two days earlier, Westhouse's Studio One, on CBS-TV, presented a thought-packed drama spotlighting the very problem which troubles Mr. Kyes.

What happens when fear of the strange or unknown or the different strikes the American community? The Studio One play, "Almanac of Liberty," was based on a book of the same title authored by U. S. Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas. Mr. Douglas' treatment of the matter, however, was academic as opposed to the dramatic on story form, of the tv play of Reginald Rose.

The tv author created typical small community characters representing the life-blood facets of American life—through which flew the ingredients to preserve our freedom as documented in the Bill of Rights.

The tv play cut a path somewhere between fantasy and allegory. But the point was hammered through, even perhaps a bit too hard at the conclusion: the fantasy we take for granted can easily be jeopardized by our individual exaggerated fears. When the community, acting as a mob, attacks a stranger because he says things with which the citizen disagrees, time stands still. Once the reason for the time standstill—the attack was made on the eve of the anniversary of the signing of the Bill of Rights—is discovered and the citizens forget their fears, reeducating themselves to respect the freedoms bequeathed them by the Bill of Rights, time resumes, the stranger disappears and the people are buoyed in spirit.

This play packed a powerful impact. The entire action took place in an old meeting hall, but the viewer was neither restricted nor confined. The action, words and ideas, carried the program through in fine fettle, giving an outstanding example of what the visual medium can do when used with imagination and inspiration.

Production Cost: Approximately $25,000.
Sponsor: Westhouse Electric Corp. through McCann-Erickson.
Network: CBS-TV—Monday, 10-11 p.m. EST
"Almanac of Liberty" from book written by Justice William O. Douglas (Nov. 8).
Adapted by: Reginald Rose.
Producers: Felix Jackson; Director: Paul Nickell.
Casting: Lee Richardson, Eli Mintz, Frieda Alman, Pat Hingle, Joe Fallon, Ginger Manus, P. J. Kelly—at townspeople of Ridgeville, U. S. A.
Narrator: Charles Collinswood.

MARCH OF MEDICINE

TO OPEN its third year on tv, the March of Medicine tackled one of the toughest problems of modern medicine and probably the one the public understands the least—that of mental illness in general and schizophrenia in particular. Smith, Kline & French Labs, the series' sponsor, and the American Medical Assn., which cooperates in the presentation of these medical telecasts, are to be commended for daring to deal with such a sensitive topic.

To this reviewer, however, the Oct. 31 televisits to the Hudson River State Hospital at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., a modern institution for the treatment of the mentally ill, and to the New York State Psychiatric Institute in New York City, where research in the causes and treatment of schizophrenia is being carried on, were a lot less satisfactory than other March of Medicine programs of previous years.

The need for public understanding that mental illness (that word which is scrupulously avoided) is simply another disease and nothing to be more ashamed of than tuberculosis or scarlet fever is doubtless as great as many of those participating in the program pointed out. But it is that need best met with a view of a patient being prepared for shock treatment, accompanied by a report on its somewhat violent effects?

The tour of the hospital was as interesting and instructive as any brief visit to a large institution can be, but the subject of schizophrenia—one that the average viewer probably never has nor ever will encounter personally—seems too complex to be handled adequately in a 30-minute tv exposition. The final scenes—the patients gathered for vesper service in the hospital chapel and the dramatic revelation of the young lady who visits the director of the women's wing in the early moments of the program was herself a former patient there—seemed too contrived and theatrical for inclusion in a program of serious educational intent. Despite its faults, the program did give a number of scientists a chance to describe to a large audience what is being done to treat schizophrenic patients and to learn more of the nature of this dread affliction. It did stress the need for public understanding and support, both financially and through personal visits to mental institutions. It did boldly discuss a subject still somewhat taboo and, just by bringing it up, it aroused the viewer's curiosity.

Those are worthwhile achievements in themselves. But if in addition the program's impact was such as to push viewers beyond the curiosity stage and into a desire to help, then indeed it will have succeeded.

Presented by Smith, Kline & French Labs in cooperation with American Medical Assn., through Doremus-Echelman Co.
Produced by Smith, Kline & French Labs.
Broadcast by NBC-TV approximately once a month at various times. Oct. 31 program was telecast 5:30-6 p.m. EST.
IBC Produkter: Doris Ann; director: Charles Christensen.
Writer: Lou Hazam.
Narrators (Oct. 31): Merrill Muller and Ben Grauer.

BOOKS


"WHY RESEARCH" might be a better name than motivational research for this new ad-junct to advertising. Mr. Smith, associate professor of psychology, Rutgers U., says in the first chapter of his book. The word "why," he says, "would focus attention on the whole set of inner conditions that play a dynamic part in a person's buying or not buying, responding favorably or unfavorably to some communication." Assumptions, beliefs, attitudes, sensations and other inner conditions, in addition to motives, influence buying behavior, he notes. The book, one of a series sponsored by the Advertising Research Foundation, describes the various techniques employed in motivation research, with extensive references for readers who want to explore any technique more fully.

MARCH OF MEDICINE
BUY FOR BLACK & WHITE TODAY!

USE FOR COLOR TV TOMORROW!

RONALD REAGAN, star of the General Electric Theater, Sunday evenings, CBS Network.

G-E Sync Generators for uninterrupted signals... clear picture quality!

HERE is the key equipment for maintaining a standout coverage position in monochrome today and in color tomorrow. Signals go clearer with the high-accuracy timing and interlace of G-E sync units. Now's the time to equip for optimum picture quality. A stronger position in B & W means you'll be that much stronger in color!

The beauty of G-E sync design is its easy changeover to color whenever you're ready. An inexpensive color adapter fits into the present rack. No scrapping, no waste of equipment. The same applies to G-E transmitters, stabilizing or utility amplifiers, monitors, cameras. Follow the G-E PYRAMID PLAN for color and save thousands of dollars—as you convert G-E equipment quickly, easily.


Progress Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Meets your TV needs

EMSCO engineered towers

Be sure your proposed TV tower is designed specifically to meet your requirements. Get the features you want...with an Emisco tower design that is unconditionally guaranteed.

Emisco “Towers of Strength” meet rigid RTMA and AISC standards. As standard equipment on towers in excess of 500’, tower and antenna top are equipped with built-in telephone system providing ground instructions for adjustment, maintenance and repair of electrical equipment. All towers are hot dip galvanized reducing maintenance costs...insuring long structural life.

For guyed or self-supporting towers unequalled for safety...structural rigidity...and economy...specify Emisco. Prompt delivery is assured.

Cooperation, Not Conflict

EDITOR:

May I take this opportunity to commend your Closed Circuit item in your issue of Nov. 8 pertaining to the objectives of Vitapix. Those of us who have had a part in contributing ideas for increased TV spot business feel there is a place for cooperative effort between a program production source and television stations.

The multitudinous problems in producing local studio shows for spot sale find a welcome relief in the Vitapix-Guild objective. In this there most certainly is no conflict with the networks who contribute immeasurably to the American system of free television.

John E. Fetter
Chairman of the Board
Vitapix Corp.
(WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo)

85 for 5

EDITOR:

...KMMJ's top five announcers have a total of 83 years behind the mike here. They are:

George Kister, farm director, 27 years at KMMJ; Nay Deines, sports, 18 years at KMMJ; Dutch Woodward, farm specialist, 18 years; Oris Kerwood, d.j., 14 years; Ed Meyer, d.j., 8 years.

Can any station's five oldest men, in point of service to their present station, beat KMMJ's record?

Bill Moore
Regional Sales Manager
KIOA Des Moines; KMMJ Grand Island, Neb.; KXXX Colby, Kan.

FCC Diversification History

EDITOR:

That is a very interesting article in B&T for Nov. 1 headed “Diversification: Its Case History.” ...[With your permission] we are going ahead with offset reproduction here with credit to you.

Cranston Williams
General Manager
American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
New York, N.Y.

[EDITOR'S NOTE: B-T is happy to grant ANPA permission to reproduce its review of the FCC's handling of newspaper applications for tv stations in the past ten years.]

Study Coverage

EDITOR:

We owe you and your staff many thanks for the nice editorial coverage you gave our study for Mutual [B&T, Oct. 4].

I have just returned from Chicago, where many agency men mentioned the article to me in favorable terms and this has given me some small idea of the way in which your publication covers its field.

James A. Ward, President
J. A. Ward Inc., New York

Department Store Radio

EDITOR:

We would appreciate receiving twenty reprints of the article, “Department Stores Hall Radio Selling Power,” appearing on page 40 of the Oct. 25 issue of B&T.

Tim Elliot
President-General Manager
WCUE Akron, Ohio
Announcing

the acquisition of the facilities
and the transfer of the license of

RADIO STATION

KTSA
SAN ANTONIO

to the

O. R. Mitchell Company
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

plus the appointment as
national representatives of

Paul H. Raymer Co., Inc.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • ATLANTA • DALLAS • SAN FRANCISCO • HOLLYWOOD

Continuing 25 years of Good Listening

ABC affiliate

5000 Watts at 550

KTSA
Between 1951 and 1953... Did your sales

- More people...
- More tourist spending...
- More food sales...
- More income...
- More automotive sales
- More dept. store sales
San Diego increase 28%?

They should have!

Because, in 1953 San Diego's retail sales totaled $775,008,000, a gain of 28% over 1951. This is a greater rate of increase than Los Angeles, San Francisco or Phoenix realized during the same period!

Small wonder. During these same two years, San Diego's population rose 22% (to 720,100) and the Effective Buying Income of its sun-soaked residents gained 31% (to $1,316,011,000)! In these categories too, it led L.A., S.F. and Phoenix in growth rate. "Where the West Grows Fastest!", that's San Diego.

Consider This:

In January, 1954, San Diego had more people than Toledo and Salt Lake City combined!

In 1953, San Diegans made more than the residents of Columbus, Ohio and New London-Norwich combined!

In 1953 San Diegans spent more than the folks in Des Moines and Syracuse combined!

It's hardly amazing, considering these facts, that timely time-buyers from coast to coast are referring to San Diego as, "America's MORE Market!"

To get back to our original question, "Did your sales in San Diego increase 28%?". We've given you a few solid reasons why "They should have!"

They could have! (and they still can) -- thru regular use of San Diego's leading (tops in PULSE, 6:00 AM to Midnight, Sun. thru Sat.) radio station,

KFMB Radio
5000 watts on 540 kilocycles
Wrather-Alvarez Broadcasting, Inc.
KFMB Bldg., San Diego 1, Calif.

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
In the Dakota area

KXJB-TV CARRIES ALL THE BIG ONES

Beat the Clock
Bishop Sheen
Doug Edwards
Edward R. Murrow
Ford Theatre
Four Star Playhouse
Godfrey and His Friends
Halls of Ivy
Herb Shriner
I Love Lucy
Jack Benny
Playhouse of Stars
Private Secretary
Rocky King
Studio One
Topper & Line-up

...and as of October 18th, ten top daily network strips for P&G, General Mills, General Foods, ADA, American Home Products and Soliax.

LIVE INTERCONNECTED

KXJB-TV CBS Primary—DUMONT
Channel 4
VALLEY CITY
FARGO

NO. DAK. BDCT. CO. INC.
National Sales Office
4000 Front St., Fargo, N. D.
KXJB—600 KC, Jamestown
KGB—910 KC, Minot
KCB—TV—Ch. 13, Minot
REPS: WEED TELEVISION

our respects

to OLIVER DAVID FISHER

HIS FULL NAME is Oliver David Fisher, but his fellow citizens in Seattle know him today as O. D., his employees at Fisher Flouring Mills Co., address him as "Mr. O. D.," and the staff of KOMO-TV Seattle refers to him as "The Channel Four Kid."

From the days, in the mid-twentieths, when he and his brothers originally invested money in the then young and struggling radio station, KOMO Seattle, O. D. Fisher has had a major and continuing influence on broadcasting. He has had, over the years, three careers in the broadcasting media: a radio broadcaster, a tv broadcaster, and an advertiser.

Mr. Fisher sits today in the same unpretentious office, in a corner of the second floor of the flouring mill company, in which he sat in 1926, discussing the possible purchase of KOMO when he decided—and persuaded his brothers—to invest Fisher Flouring Mills money in a new company, to be known as Fisher's Blend Station Inc., and to install Birt Fisher (no relation) as manager. KOMO had a 1 kw Western Electric transmitter and the Federal Radio Commission (predecessor of FCC) hadn't been heard of.

The company was capitalized at $1,500, but when it went on the air, less than two months after the decision, it started with a 14-hour broadcasting day, all live programming and all sponsored. KOMO at that time had a payroll numbering 65 persons, and all its air time was underwritten by a group of local firms organized as Totem Broadcasters Inc. Mr. Fisher was president of Totem Broadcasters (in addition to heading the flour company, which was one of the participants).

KOMO started broadcasting under its own owners on Jan. 1, 1927. On Jan. 17, the young National Broadcasting Co. held a meeting in New York, to which it invited spokesmen for leading West Coast stations. The result was establishment of NBC's Orange Network on the Coast. KOMO was among the charter affiliates.

NBC itself owned KJR Seattle, but the station was losing money, and the network leased it to Fisher's Blend Station for 10 years for $1. (Mr. Fisher doesn't recall that the dollar was ever paid.) When Fisher's Blend relinquished KJR, as a result of the FCC duopoly ruling years later, the station had a resale value in the neighborhood of $700,000.

KOMO's progress was marked by several milestones, including its increase in power to 5 kw in 1936, to 50 kw in 1948, and the inauguration of its new studio building at Fourth North and Denny Way and new transmitter building on Vashon Island in 1948.

Mr. Fisher has been on the board of Fisher's Blend Station Inc.—now sole owner of KOMO and KOMO-TV—since it was formed. He also is chairman of the board of Fisher Flouring Mills Co., and serves as a director or officer of numerous other firms in Seattle and elsewhere.

One of his brothers, O. W. (Wally) Fisher, is president of the broadcasting company, having retired as general manager in March 1952.

O. D. Fisher's services to the world of broadcasting did not end with the early years of KOMO radio. He took an active part in obtaining ch. 4 for KOMO-TV. Hanging on his office wall is a framed certificate, signed by KOMO-TV executives and inscribed:

"To O. D. Fisher, the Channel Four Kid, who has never permitted the burden of mature responsibility to dull the insatiable curiosity of youth...June 13, 1953."

His influence on broadcasting has not been limited to his association with KOMO, because—in the words of Trevor Evans, president of Pacific National Advertising Agency, Seattle—"He believes in advertising!" Mr. Evans should know, because for 10 years he was radio-tv director of the agency he now heads, and worked actively on the Fisher Flouring Mills account. Fisher, as a result of O. D.'s interest in the medium, has always been a major user of radio. One of its major products, a breakfast cereal called Zoom, was introduced into California markets by personality programs in radio. The flour company was among the first Seattle advertisers to use the NBC Coast network, and when it was using commentators on both the Red and the Blue NBC networks, in 1945, Fisher was the biggest Pacific Coast advertiser on the Blue. For about two years, it sponsored the only Pacific Coast network show originating from Seattle, and during this period had 13 quarter-hours a week on one network alone.

Since 1947, Fisher Flouring Mills has never been without a radio advertising effort, and it now spends considerable sums in radio throughout the western states, as well as some spot radio in Alaska and Hawaii, plus television in Seattle, Portland and occasionally elsewhere.

"O. D. Fisher's basic thinking from the past has set the pattern for Fisher's current advertising program," according to Mr. Evans.

Born in Orleans, Mo., Nov. 29, 1875, O. D. Fisher was the youngest cadet ever accepted for enrollment at Virginia Military Institute, and he tied for first in his class. His business career began in 1893 with the Cordz-Fisher Lumber Co. in Birch Tree, Mo. He moved to Seattle in 1906. Fisher Flouring Mills was established in 1910.

Mr. Fisher married the former Nellie E. Hughes in 1896. They celebrated their fifty-seventh wedding anniversary and heralded the birth of their first great-grandson on Dec. 10, 1953, the day KOMO-TV first went on the air.
Like umbrellas on State Street...

WHDH is a habit in Boston

Several novelists became famous lampooning Bostonians' unique tastes in clothing.

But you can't lampoon the fact that unique Bostonians spend over $225,000,000 annually on clothes.

As a powerful independent station, WHDH is in a perfect position to program to Boston's unique tastes. It does ... and so successfully that WHDH is a habit in Boston.

Next time you have a product or service to sell, buy time on the one station that's a habit in Boston ... WHDH!

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY

WHDH
50,000 • BOSTON • 850 ON THE DIAL
WATTS Owned and operated by The Boston Herald-Tribune Corporation
This Sterling Character...

Up and down the avenue, he's known as one of the most accomplished storytellers in the trade. Same way on almost any street across the vast WCBS Radio listening area. People take his talk to work with them, out to the back fence, even to school. On Madison or Main, "Did you hear Jack Sterling's story about..." is as nice a way to start the day as any.*

But that's only one facet of the Sterling character. His success stories are even better. Like the one from an agency's Executive Director, with the punch line, "Your commercial at 5:45 a.m. has delivered prospects at the lowest cost per inquiry we have ever been able to accomplish!"

And another which goes, "Not only are we happy with the mail counts which have brought our costs down to the lowest in the country, but also we are pleased with the loyalty and quality of your listenership." And maybe you've heard the topper to his recent WHY I LIKE RADIO contest. The entries totaled 44,901, with all but five states heard from!

How has he managed to accumulate such a record of successes? Mostly hard work. Eighteen years in broadcasting, in his seventh with WCBS Radio. Experience as a salesman, raconteur, reporter and ringmaster... all the qualifications that mean showmanship. And, like all of our WCBS Radio personalities, his program consistently ranks among the top locally-produced participating programs on New York's network stations! In the market for your own Sterling success story?

Call CBS Radio Spot Sales or... WCBS RADIO

New York
local shows that make "beautiful music"

Like "Jamboree", a weekly half hour, citified hill billy hoe-down that turns mountain tunes into cracker sales for Strietmann Biscuit Company. Strietmann’s spectacular sales success in Tidewater Virginia is greatly due to our production know-how, skillful live commercials and the kind of experienced, expert touch you’ll find in all of WTAR-TV’s local shows... “Romper Room”, “Variety Show”, “Fun House”, “Esso Reporter”, and many more. See your Petry man and let WTAR-TV make “beautiful music” for you.

---

PAUL GUMBINNER on all accounts

PAUL GUMBINNER, radio-tv director of Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv., New York, this year celebrates his 25th anniversary at the helm of the agency’s broadcasting activities. His rise in the industry dates back to a meeting a quarter of a century ago with the late George Washington Hill, head of American Tobacco Co.

In 1929, when Mr. Hill was moving to the forefront as a radio advertiser, Paul Gumbinner went to him with an idea for the first less-than-a-minute singing commercial that Mr. Hill had ever heard. The commercial, a 15-second jingle for Herbert Tareyton, received Mr. Hill’s enthusiastic endorsement, and Mr. Gumbinner was literally on his way.

In order to place the commercials on a national spot basis, Paul Gumbinner toured the country to secure the most effective time breaks and the likeliest list of stations. Shortly thereafter Mr. Hill rearranged his radio budget to buy national spots for American Tobacco’s Roi-Tan and Cremo cigars. Paul Gumbinner still is producing both radio and television spots for that company’s cigar division.

Mr. Gumbinner was born on Feb. 4, 1905, in New York. He attended Commerce High School and shortly after graduation joined his brother’s firm, Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv., where he has served since.

Recently the agency celebrated the fifth year in television for its sponsor Savarin coffee and its Savarin Saturday Night News on WRC-TV New York, reportedly making this the oldest continuously sponsored local news tv program in the country.

In discussing television, Mr. Gumbinner recalls that some of the earliest commercials he made, those for a hair tonic client, were fashioned in the apartments of friends with Riverside Drive providing most of the outdoor location shots. As for radio, Paul Gumbinner says that “If, as the experts say, radio is dead, it is one of the liveliest corpses I’ve ever seen.”

Currently the agency is placing radio and tv time for American Tobacco Co., Chapstick Co., Q-Tips Inc., Good Grooming Products and Mieting Bakery, among others.

Mr. Gumbinner is married to the former Roslyn Singer. They have four children: Mark, 20, Joan, 17, Kay, 16, and Paul Jr., 12. The family lives in Manhattan.

Mr. Gumbinner’s hobbies are golf and photography.
It's No Draw... in Omaha

Your selling message will get delivered to more people on KMTV—Omaha's favorite television station in 8 out of the 9 time classifications!

Audience surveys* reveal KMTV has 11 of the 15 most popular weekly shows,... 7 of the top 10 multi-weekly shows,... and the Omaha area's favorite multi-weekly and locally-produced show.

This KMTV popularity leadership currently is being put to good use by 103 national spot advertisers. And, according to the third quarter Rorbaugh Report, this gives KMTV a 32 per cent lead in national clients over Omaha's second station!

In addition to popularity, these spot advertisers also recognize the selling value of KMTV's pioneering, imaginative programming. For example, KMTV introduced last month the "Circle 3 Ranch" show to keep children quietly entertained from 7:30 to 9 on Saturday and Sunday mornings.

Grateful parents wrote KMTV to express their thanks, and the children themselves sent KMTV over 600 letters after the show's emcee asked them to name a singing dop puppet on the show.

To get your sales message on the Omaha TV station that has the popularity, the programming, and the production know-how that mean more sales results, contact your Petry man or KMTV today.

*ARB-Hooper-Pulse (Sept. 7-13)

SMART ADVERTISERS ALL AGREE: IN OMAHA, THE PLACE TO BE IS CHANNEL 3
MILESTONES

► EVERETT MITCHELL, commentator on the National Farm and Home Hour, recently celebrated his 31st anniversary as an NBC announcer.

► AL EICHLER, chief engineer, WSYR Syracuse, N. Y., was the guest at a dinner given by the station as a tribute to him on his 25th year with the outlet.

► HOWARD SUGG, WPTF Raleigh, N. C., transmitter engineer, has been presented a silver bowl in recognition of his 25 years' service to the station.

► KFXM San Bernardino, Calif., recently commemorated 25 years of broadcasting.

► WKBZ Muskegon, Mich., has observed its 28th year on the air.

► WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia's Children's Hour, recently celebrated its 27th year of radio broadcasting.

► EVERETT KEMP (Uncle Ezra), personality, KCMO Kansas City, Mo., recently celebrated simultaneously his 80th birthday and his 25th year in radio.

► CHEF MILANI, celebrating his 25th year in broadcasting, has marked his 1,500th cooking and entertainment telecast with KCOP (TV) Hollywood.

► PETER POTTER, Hollywood radio-tv disc m.c.-personality, has celebrated his 20th year in radio.

► INTERMOUNTAIN NETWORK has celebrated its 15th anniversary.

► WARL Arlington, Va., recently marked the beginning of its ninth year of broadcasting.

► MBS' Family Theatre recently marked its 400th broadcast. Theme of the program is "The Family That Prays Together Stays Together."

► WMAR-TV Baltimore has begun its eighth year of telecasting.

► WAAM (TV) Baltimore has begun its seventh year of television broadcasting.

► KOSE Osceola, Ark., recently celebrated its fifth birthday.

► JAMES A. BYRON JR. is marking his 10th anniversary as news editor of WBAP Fort Worth, Tex. He also is news editor of WBAP-TV.

► WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia's Television Kitchen is celebrating its fifth year of sponsorship by the Philadelphia Electric Co.

► WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., recently began its fourth year of broadcasting Inside Our Schools, a day-to-day look at the local school system.

► BURNS W. LEE ASSOC., Hollywood and San Francisco public relations firm, marked its fifth anniversary this month.
ZIV-TV proudly presents
THE WORLD'S MOST
FABULOUS ENTERTAINER

NOW READY TO MAKE SALES FOR YOU!
WHOOPEE!
ZIV'S GLORIOUS
NEW TELEVISION
EXTRAVAGANZA...

"THE
ED
CANTOR
COMEDY TIME"

with
EDDIE CANTOR
Your Star! Your Host! Your Producer!
DIE TRAUM MACHINE

SERIES EVER PRODUCED FOR LOCAL SPONSORSHIP

STARS! LAUGHS! SONGS!
BRILLIANT MUSICAL REVUES!
GREAT COMEDY STORIES!

SOMETHING DIFFERENT AND EXCITING EVERY WEEK!

so BIG! so LAVISH!
so ELABORATE!

With guest stars including Brian Aherne, Don deFore, Pat Crowley and many more.

ZIV-TELEVISION PROGRAMS, INC.
1379 MADISON ROAD, CINCINNATI, OHIO
NEW YORK
HOLLYWOOD
Industry Looks To North Carolina For Expansion And New Plant Sites

Do your sales and advertising plans reflect the tremendous industrial growth now taking place in North Carolina? For example, 31 important new plants were established here within the past three months. And that's only one reason why North Carolina rates more firsts in recognized market surveys than any other Southern state.

Selling this big, growing market is no mystery. More North Carolinians listen to WPTF than to any other station.

NBC Affiliate for RALEIGH-DURHAM and Eastern North Carolina

NORTH CAROLINA'S NUMBER ONE SALESMAN IN THE SOUTH'S NUMBER ONE STATE

R. H. MASON, General Manager . GUS YOUNGSTEADT, Sales Manager

FREE & PETERS National Representative
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FCC SQUARES OFF TO FACE SUBSCRIPTION TV DILEMMA

Economic basis of visual medium will be at stake as Commission prepares to start serious study of subscription methods of paying for programs. Agencies, advertisers, networks, stations, motion picture industry, sports promoters—whole entertainment and educational field have deep interest in final decision, one of the most important in the history of commercial broadcasting.

THE QUESTION of subscription tv—which foreshadows a possible revolution in the art of American broadcasting—is due to be formally explored by the FCC sometime next week or the week after, B&T learned last week.

At that time, the FCC will issue a notice inviting comments on the whole range of considerations involved in the principle of pay-as-you-look tv, it is understood.

Due to be involved are not only broadcasters and networks, but advertising agencies, advertisers, motion picture exhibitors and producers, baseball and football leagues and teams, boxing and wrestling promoters, legitimate theatre, musical comedy and opera impresarios, and a host of others who feel deeply one way or the other on the question of pay-tv.

The legal and policy ramifications of box office tv is believed certain to open a Pandora's box. Basic questions of constitutionality, Congress' definition of broadcasting, the determination as to whether subscription tv should be a broadcast activity or a common carrier activity (with its associated implication of rate regulation) are bound to put into the pale the mere determination whether the techniques of subscription tv is feasible.

Second only in importance to the legal and policy problems will be that of determining whether several methods of collection should be imposed.

Over all will hover the spectre of a radical change in the 34-year-old (as of Nov. 2) American system of free broadcasting whereby the only cost to the listener or viewer has been the price of a receiving set.

The FCC has had on file since 1952 a petition by Zenith Radio Corp., to authorize commercial use of subscription tv. In fact, Zenith has been in the forefront of subscription tv promoters. Zenith President Comdr. E. F. McDonald Jr. as early as 1947 was urging the establishment of a toll system of tv.

More recently, Skiatron Tv Inc. petitioned the FCC to authorize a system of pay-tv with the proviso that a provision be included in the new authorization restricting the use of subscription tv to uhf stations for a period of three years, B&T, Sept. 20).

Back for the Zenith petition came from a score of uhf stations in 1953. The gist of these petitions was that the Commission take action on the Zenith request quickly as subscription tv seemed to point the way for uhf station survival.

During the past week, two stations filed approval of the Skiatron petition. These were KBS-TV Big Spring, Tex., and ch. 33 WACH-TV Newport News (Norfolk), Va. KBS-TV urged that the Skiatron proposal regarding three-year exclusivity in the use of pay-tv be widened to include not only uhf stations but also vhf stations in small markets. Earlier, ch. 54 WTVI (TVV) Belleville, Ill. (St. Louis) seconded the Skiatron request.

On the other side of the fence, motion picture exhibitors just last month set up a Committee on Toll tv, which is headed by Alfred Starr, Theatre Owners of America, and Truman Rumbusch, past president of American States Assn., as co-chairmen (B&T, Oct. 25), and which has as its objective all-out opposition to the establishment of pay-tv.

From time to time there have been scattered objections by broadcasters to the principle of subscription tv. Most outspoken, publicly, has been Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, and H. W. Slavick, manager of the Scripps-Howard WMCT (TV) Memphis.

A move to amend the Communications Act's definition of broadcasting, led by Rep. Carl Hinshaw (R-Calif.), was the subject of exploration by the House Commerce Committee last spring (B&T, May 17, 3). Rep. Hinshaw's bill (HR 6431) would make subscription tv a common carrier service.

But, subscription tv proponents also have their adherent in Congress. Sen. Andrew F. Schoeppe (R-Kan.), has twice spoken in behalf of the pay-as-you-see system as a means of providing additional revenue for hard-pressed uhf and vhf stations (B&T, Oct. 18, Sept. 6).

Besides Zenith and Skiatron, a third entry in the subscription tv sweepstakes is International Telemeter Corp., which is 57% owned by Paramount Pictures Corp. Since a year ago it has been conducting a pay-tv test in conjunction with its Palm Springs, Calif., community television system (B&T, May 3).

Primarily, subscription tv works on a simple technical basis. A picture is broadcast which is received on ordinary tv receivers in garbled form. Through a variety of collection schemes, the subscriber who desires to see the program pays for having the picture unscrambled. The method of inducing the distortion in the picture and the means of payment are what separate the three systems.

Distortion can be accomplished in two ways—by deleting one element of the video signal, or by adding an element to the regular picture signal. The converse at the receiving end clears up the picture.

Methods of collecting range from the original suggestion by Zenith that the decoding signal be transmitted via telephone lines with the charge added to the subscriber's telephone bill, to a punch card system recommended by Skiatron to an actual coin-box attachment urged by ITC.

Genesis of subscription tv goes back to pre-World War II days when Muzak Corp., pur-
voyer of mood and background music for public places (restaurants, hotels, factories, etc.) via wire lines, petitioned the FCC to permit it to transmit its service over the air. Muzak suggested the intrusion of a "pig squeal" in its broadcast signal which could be removed only by its subscribers.

The basic premise of subscription TV is that advertising cannot support high quality TV programming. This was the theme which Zenith's President McDonald used in 1947 when he launched the idea of pay-as-you-see TV, through the use of what Zenith then called Phonovision.

In 1951, Zenith conducted a 90-day experiment with 300 Chicago families, using the Phonovision system. Although a final, authoritative report was never issued, Zenith did announce that the average family saw 173 movies per week, at a price of $1 admission for each. This compared, Zenith said, with the average family's movie-going average of 0.47 movies per week.

In 1952, Zenith filed its petition with the FCC. It has lain dormant there since then.

However, with the advent of uhf television, following the lifting of the tv freeze, the prospect of home box office began to intrigue more and more uhf broadcasters who were finding themselves in precarious financial straits. During 1953, a score of uhf station operators (and some uhf broadcasters) filed petitions with the FCC urging it to act quickly on the Zenith petition. Although a brief flurry of pay-as-you-see TV excitement was generated, the FCC made no public moves on the subject. It was then, however, that the Commission staff was instructed to begin studying the situation seriously.

Early this year, both Zenith and Skiatron tested the technicalities of their respective systems over WOR-TV New York. These were after-hours tests not involving the public.

Telemeter, which ran its Palm Springs subscription TV system in conjunction with a local theatre, closed down during the summer months when most of that desert community's citizens are not in residence. It has failed to resume subscriber-casting this fall, but this has been due solely to lack of product, according to Paul McNamara, ITC executive.

Since the Telemeter pay-tv activity used wire lines to deliver the signals to subscribers, the FCC was not involved.

Throughout the years, Zenith, Skiatron and ITC have engaged in extensive promotion. Motion picture producers have been proselytized, sports promoters courted and other show people invited to get on the bananza bandwagon.

In each case, the theoretical possibility of huge returns from a single telecast—via toll tv, naturally—has lighted the glare of enthusiasm in the eyes of these entrepreneurs.

For example, a single crucial World Series game might attract an audience of 12 million tv set owners (out of today's more than 30 million). The figure most used by subscription TV advocates as a base charge is $1 per show. This would mean a "take" of $12 million. Also most used by subscription TV leaders is a 50-50 split of this box office. That would mean $6 million for the baseball industry for a single game—a gigantic income that no advertiser could possibly hope to meet for sponsorship on free, home broadcasting.

The same, enormous income, relatively, has been estimated for pay-tv as a part of a feature motion picture, a top Broadway musical comedy or drama, a Metropolitan Opera Co. performance, a heavyweight boxing match, a Saturday afternoon college football game.

This potential threat to motion picture exhibitors was what galvanized the two principal organizations of theatre owners into the formation of a "militia" committee. Formed in Chicago last month, the joint Theatre Owners of America-Allied States Assn. committee has announced that it stands ready to battle in defense of "free" tv. The committee has been roundly supported by C.O.D. (radio) and Skiatron Electronic's President Arthur Levey.

In all the promotion issued by subscription tv proponents, a common theme is that pay-tv would be supplementary to regular free home service and not envisaged to supplant present-day telecasting.

---

ANAS TV POSERS ANSWERED AT CONVENTION IN NEW YORK

Spokesmen from four tv networks unfurrow advertiser brows in frank discussions of costs, programming, client relations and the outlook for the medium. Convention also hears of radio's new growth, explained by a changed pattern of selling.

Radio-TV stole the media spotlight at last week's 45th annual National Advertisers' annual meeting, held at the Hotel Plaza in New York with a record attendance which at its peak exceeded 700.

Purse-string holders of top broadcast accounts and broadcast agency executives, pulled up chairs to hear what radio and television have been doing to keep up with changing advertiser budget demands in an expanding economy.

Both the blue-chip and the small-budget advertiser were rewarded with assurances that:

- Radio hasn't been sitting on its laurels. It's now a "brand new medium," strengthening schedules, streamlining for flexibility and obtaining a better competitive position to tv, magazines and newspapers.
- tv "brains" have been at work, continually developing new ways to facelift the medium to fit advertiser needs. tv programming, like top cigarette brands for the smoker, will come "in all sizes" for the advertiser.
- tv has broken away from its fledgling program days and now is building and working toward a level where the advertiser will obtain for his money a result that approaches a "guaranteed circulation" plus bonuses.
- Both media are looking toward increased set circulation, greater audiences and a subsequent further decline of costs-per-thousand for the advertiser.
- Radio rests its "case" on delivery of large audiences at the lowest cost in advertising.

With the success of the "mock trial" method of discussion at past ANA meetings in mind, convention planners scheduled it in a choice time spot on the Tuesday calendar, starting the period at 11:15 a.m.

An all-network cast presented the tv picture: Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., NBC president; Robert Kintner, ABC president; J. L. Van Volkenburg, CBS-TV president, and Theodore Ebel, General Foods Corp., chairman of ANA's Media Relations. "The Advertisers' Court—A Mock Trial" featured John Karol, CBS Radio's sales vice president, who "testified" for radio at a mock trial in "The Advertisers' Court of Media Relations." Newspaper, outdoor advertising and magazines were the other media "interrogated."

Advertisers on the tv panel were E. W. Ebel, General Foods Corp., Chairman of ANA's radio & television steering committee, moderator; Walter Craig, Pharmaceuticals, Inc., and Rodney Erickson, Young & Rubicam (for agency viewpoints).

Queries were aimed at wiping away some of the mist on the tv picture caused by the rapid development and changes in network programming patterns—such as emergence of the "magazine commercial" or "extravaganza" type of one-shot show, spiralizing costs of production and talent, etc.

In brief, these were the advertisers' tv worries: "excessive" costs in production of a perennial ANA complaint; "bumping" of advertisers from regular time periods, making way for other sponsored programs; sponsored public service time pre-empting advertiser-built program periods; fear of network "control" without assumption of the advertiser's risk; "magazine concept"—what does it mean and will it black out the extra value factor of consumer gratitude to the sponsor; the CBS-NBC duel for dominance, on ground that one is going to get off of hand it may outrun the advertiser's objective; growing belief that advertisers' commercials are being diluted by increased sandwiching of commercials between network programs; reports that the shorter 30-minute periods may become even shorter, and a feeling that with more tv stations going on the air perhaps this is the time for tv networks to begin thinking of full-network discounts.

The sheer weight and length of the various questions kept network officials under pressure with the more than an hour's time available proving to be too short for full explanation.

Network leaders presented a solid front, successfully warding off the attacks of the advertisers.
all finding agreement that:

1. The advertiser actually is the one who, taking this separation, adds to the public, will most affect the future of programming. The spectacular type of show would not now be in full bloom were it not for these advertiser demands and public acceptance.

2. The spectacular type of program is for the advertiser with the type of long-range budget which can handle such a show. For the short-range budget, there is the "magazine" or "participation" show. For the advertiser who wants program association, his needs are being met. Thus, the trend in tv is toward greater flexibility.

Under "cross-examination" by Stanley Pulver, head of Magazines and newspapers, Mr. Karol emphasized that radio's new growth could be tagged to its changed patterns of selling.

Nighttime rate reductions in radio despite radio's boasts of increased circulation—an apparent conflict which advertisers wanted explained—can be attributed to television, he said. "Television has cut into the nighttime radio audience and radio has realistically reduced its nighttime costs. On the other hand, television has encouraged the sale (and even the use) of new radio sets that have gone into new locations all over the house."

Radio, he said, have altered selling patterns to permit national advertisers to buy smaller units of time, thereby successfully competing not only with the segmented tv program but also with the small space ads of the magazines and newspapers.

Thus, Mr. Karol said, "the radio industry is adjusting to television in many sound, positive ways—-new appeals for its audience, new ways to measure its audience and new ways to package it for advertisers."

Qualitative Measurements

New measurements will include out-of-home listening, and a stress on data on the composition of the at-home radio audience, he said. Radio, Mr. Karol said, "can only be judged by what it delivers today. On this basis it compares most favorably with other media."

To give the advertiser audience a conception of radio's wide circulation, Mr. Karol showed a few pages from CBS Radio's "Radio's Millions," which pictorially emphasized the size of radio's in-home and out-of-home audiences.

"A detailed analysis of radio listening made this spring of millions of U. S. families spending an average of 20 hours a week in their homes alone—listening to their radio sets.

These figures give us the total of 927 million family hours of radio listening per week, and out-of-home listening is additional," Mr. Karol said.

There actually are more families listening to radio now than there were in 1948. Mr. Karol said, adding that why this is partly due to increased population and growth, it also has occurred in the face of television's attainment of two-thirds of its total foreseeable penetration.

"This all means that radio, with its tremendous existing amount of listening, has little more to lose to television. In a few years total listening will resume its long term growth, not only because of our population increase, but also because we are in the midst of a great expansion in personalized listening both in and out of homes," he said.

Asked about overcrowding of commercials into programs, Mr. Karol said the average commercial time must be considered as well as the number of commercials. Such figures, he said, do not bear out the charge. He said commercials must be handled under the NARTB Code serve the best interests of the advertiser.

In response to another question, Mr. Karol noted that while there may be some truth to a charge that some stations turn up volume during the delivery of commercials, that it could be traced to special arrangements between production people connected with the station, sponsor or agency. The practice is not encouraged, nor is it ignored.

"Cure for any special "dealing" between stations and advertisers, presenting one advertiser with an advantage over another, Mr. Karol said, is for the advertiser to turn down such offers and let the station or network know he does not approve.

In answer to a charge that radio was programming itself into oblivion by scheduling five-and ten-minute network programs lacking in importance, Mr. Karol said CBS Radio was aware only of its own practice of increasing the number of its five-minute news shows but not of ten-minute shows. The five-minute show, he explained, usually is coupled with a 25-minute show. It adds to schedule strength, he said, by capitalizing on the "unique superiority of radio in the dissemination of news."

Mr. Karol also said radio still tries to maintain time separation between competing products, another subject of advertiser concern. He said radio networks and mass stations maintained this separation in magazines, for example, do not avoid placing competing products only a few pages apart.

As to placing competitive companies back-to-back on network shows, Mr. Karol said he could not see any justification for a restriction of this practice provided the companies are not advertising competitive products.

Broken down by topics, this is the way the network spokesman handled advertiser tv programs:

new concept—"magazine": Mr. Weaver said tv is breaking away from the radio format and becoming more flexible. Advertising is the reason the American economy has "captured." "Tv, thus, is trying to create flexibility so that it can develop a "range of services for all advertisers and for their needs." Mr. Weaver said NBC will "not modify its plans" because some advertisers may fear tv is "not being sold like radio."

Mr. Van Volkenburg agreed that the magazine concept is acceptable and that an effort is being made so that in time advertisers will feel that tv comes in all sizes and that's the way it should be. He questioned the newness of the concept, however, noting that it is "as old as radio," which developed the practice into what now is called "participations." Mr. Kintner took issue with the "magazine concept" terminology to describe what he said was simply "flexibility." All the networks, he said, are moving toward this idea.

Mr. Kintner cautioned networks and advertisers not to lose sight of the advantages of viewers' familiarity of sponsor with program. A development which should be encouraged in tv is this "familiarity of programs"—of "re-membrance," Mr. Kintner said, noting it was an area in which tv can learn from radio.

Guaranteed circulation: Mr. Weaver was the first to answer on this subject. He said that from time to time discussions had been held at NBC, looking toward guaranteed circulation. The NBC president said that some day, "we may work toward this," and that "even with guaranteed circulation" there would be "bonus bonanzas" for the tv advertiser. The offer to the advertiser then would not be "just show time plus cost," he asserted.

Mr. Bergmann offered a prediction that "guaranteed circulation is much closer in television than Mr. Weaver indicates." He noted that responsibility must remain with the networks.

Gratitude factor: All speakers agreed the gratitude factor is obsolete in television. Mr. Weaver asserted it is the commercial message which sells the advertiser's product, not the desire of audiences to support his program. As an example of the negligible nature of audience "gratitude" he cited the emergence of spot announcements.

Pre-emption: In answer to advertiser concern of "some alleged public service shows which are sponsored by an advertiser other than the one whose investment has built the listening habit or listening franchise for that time spot," and "shouldn't the advertiser who regularly

COMIC RELIEF

ANA at its media session last Tuesday used stunts to break up an outpouring of media facts during its staging of a mock trial hearing the "Case of the Missing Advertising Dollar." Among those used was a child through the audience, waving an umbrella, belligerently and shouting to the "judge"—enacted by J. Ward Maurer, advertising director of Wildroot Co.—that her son deserved a sound thrashing because he wanted to be an advertising manager when he grew up.

For its last stunt, ANA had a man waving and shooting a cap gun at another fellow—enacting the judge: "That's my advertising manager—he wants me to sponsor a spectacular."

GENERAL MOTORS' sparkplug at the Assn. of National Advertisers' convention last week, William G. Power, advertising manager of GM's Chevrolet Motor Div., calls the tv panel to order (l to r): Rodney Erickson, Young & Rubicam; Walter Craig, Pharmaceuticals Inc.; E. W. Ebel, General Foods Corp.; Joseph M. Allen, ANA's radio tv director; Mr. Power; Theodore G. Bergmann, managing director, DuMont tv Network; Robert E. Kintner, ABC president; John L. Van Volkenburg, CBS TV president; Sylvester L. Weaver, NBC president.
OCCUPIES THAT TIME BE GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPONSOR ADVERTISERS TO OFFER IT TO ANOTHER ADVERTISER? MR. VAN VOLKENBURG SAID: "THE TIME NOUBT THAT THE BUILDING OF WEEKLY OR Bi-DIWeekly shows by advertisers is desirable — "the full selling impact is most important and economic when the program establishes a very important view." He noted that CBS-TV in its election coverage contacted each advertiser before pre-emption, offering sponsorship. When sponsors declined, he said, CBS-TV then asked the network for "sustaining" and cost." Of the electric light companies recent four-network buy of the Light's Diamond Jubilee show, he pointed out that CBS-TV followed a policy of first obtaining an agreement from an advertiser before the time was offered.

Talent cost, CBS-NBC feud, spectaculars: Speakers agree that the public is the final winner, getting better programs, increased set product and sales. Thus far, networks have scheduled special shows to satisfy advertiser desires. First spectaculars-General Foods and Ford anniversary programs were conceived by advertisers themselves. Prices will go up, yes, because a one-time appearance of a star earns him more than his appearance in a program series, but the advertiser's costs per thousand will go down. Ultimately it is the advertiser who will decide on spectaculars through public reactions.

Mr. Weaver noted that the special buy to mark a company's anniversary or some other such special event was used in radio as far back as 1933. NBC-TV, he said, has not been engaging in "displacements" of advertisers from special programs, except for "continuity purposes." Other network spokesmen said they have not been shuffling advertisers against their will.

Mr. Kintner took issue with the lengthy, one-time spectaculars of NBC, saying there was nothing to indicate that it would upset his belief that a program scheduled at the same time every week "will get the highest circulation." 

Other facets of the work he does.

1. He must be a Teacher . . . he must teach the principles and subject of Good Advertising to employes, to his management and to those with whom he works.

9. He must be a Writer . . . he must write important speeches, letters, plans and programs.

10. He must be a Banker . . . he invests his company's money and must know the best advertising values and investments.

11. He must be a Lawyer . . . he must know all the rules and all the angles, from FTC to SAG.

12. He must be a Scientist and Physicist . . . for his copy oftentimes may be based on scientific discoveries and claims.

13. He must be a Diplomat . . . to maintain harmonious working relationships between management, media, agencies and the public.

14. He must be a Super-Salesman for he must constantly sell the hardest of all things to buy . . . ideas.

15. He must be a Traveling Man . . . for he's got to get out and put his programs to work.

And finally, number 16, he must be NUTS to stay in the kind of work which demands that he try to be all things to all people.

Shorter half-hours: Advertisers pointed out that half-hour programs, originally 29 minutes 30 seconds in length are now five seconds shorter and said there are reports of a further reduction to 26 minutes 20 seconds, thus making way for more advertising in the break period. The network panel denied any such move.

Advertisers also asked for control over spot announcements at the local level. In answer, Mr. Kintner reminded them that station breaks and IDs are the "very lifeblood of the station." He said that many networks and local commercials, television still averages only 13% advertising at night compared to 45% advertising content in leading publications.

If the spots were dropped, he emphasized, the advertisers would be the first to complain. He noted that tv is using the NARTB TV Code and other voluntary regulations as guidelines.

Production costs: Mr. Kintner said network production is not in the same category as the motion picture industry's budget. What increases do exist in production costs serve to create better programs—and networks, he noted, do not profit from production costs. He said a closer relationship between the networks, the advertisers and their agencies is needed to attack this problem.

Mr. Van Volkenburg said that as competition increases, quality shows emerge. Thus, much of the higher production cost can be traced to people within the industry who feel they must meet competition. He cited the doubling of rehearsal hours in order to produce a "better show" than a competing program.

Full-network discounts: Panelists showed a lack of enthusiasm for this suggestion. Mr. Bergmann, chief spokesman on the subject, stressed that tv networks are trying not to pick up the practice, which, he said, was started by radio.

Advertiser bumping and program control: Mr. Weaver said this practice is not new. He reminded the advertisers that no one of them has "renewal privileges" in its network contracts. He said NBC had asked four advertisers to move to new time periods but in all cases there were excellent reasons and each was given long-notice term.

According to Mr. Weaver in each case the program in question was harming the "circulation pattern in adjacent program periods." Part of the network job, he said, is to keep the audience interested in the program schedule by keeping it varied.

With control of the programming schedule, can "refresh" it, thus attracting all the people to watch television and thus, in turn, helping each advertiser's program.

Color: Because time ran out on the panel before it could get far into the subject, only the trims were touched. Mr. Weaver thought that advertisers are not doing enough color.

Advertisers, he said, should be buying color "double-trucks" on tv—using a publication term for heavy color use in advertising. He predicted that color television would be the major marketing tool of the future.

First day of the ANA Convention, Monday, was devoted to sessions on advertising management, business and elections, and closed meetings on "case histories" and other discussions presenting a review of the general advertising picture.

As Roy W. Johnson, executive vice president of General Electric Co., saw the overall advertising business: An estimated $8 billion will be spent this year. But this figure could be dwarfed if marketing executives seize the opportunity before them.

Tuesday afternoon meetings featured mail order advertising cogently emphasizing sales meetings. Annual dinner was held Tuesday night with entertainment furnished by ABC. Among the performers were Morey Amsterdam, m.c.; Estelle Sloan; Mr. Ballantine; Dick Shawn; Mindy Cohn and Milton Delugg, and the ABC orchestra.

Philosophy of Regulation

The Federal Trade Commission's philosophy in the regulation of ad practices in the field was expounded Wednesday morning by its chairman, Edward F. McAneny, and Charles E. Grandy, director of FTC's bureau of consultation (also see separate story, page 35).

In a CBS-produced film shown to conventions, Mr. Howrey hailed the "voluntary" or self-control and self-regulation concepts of advertisers and their agencies, asserting these are more "desirable" and "much more effective" than government compulsion.

Nearly 75% of FTC's advertising investigations involve deceptive practices, he said. Since his chairmanship, Mr. Howrey reported, FTC has issued 129 cease and desist orders, 29 in the antimonopoly field and 100 in the deceptive practices field. Of 141 complaints issued within that time, he said, 34 were antimonopoly and 107 deceptive practices.


GERBIC ELECTED ANA BOARD CHAIRMAN

Johnson & Johnson vice president chosen at New York annual meeting. West re-elected ANA president.

EDWARD G. GERBIC, vice president of Johnson & Johnson, was elected chairman of the board of the Assn. of National Advertisers last Monday as the ANA opened its 45th annual meeting in New York (also see page 32).

Edwin W. Ebel, director of corporate marketing at General Foods, was elected Pedlar chairman, and seven others were named or re-named to the ANA board, while Paul B. West was re-elected president.

In the board chairmanship Mr. Gerbic, who was elected vice president in charge of merchandising and advertising of Johnson & Johnson in 1951, succeeds B. R. Donaldson, director of institutional advertising for Ford Motor Co. The election was for a one-year term.

George J. Abrams, vice president and advertising manager, Block Drug Co.; John McLaughlin, advertising and sales promotion manager, Kraft Foods Co.; M. Anthony Mattes, manager, advertising department, Standard Oil Co. of California; William G. Power, advertising manager, Chevrolet Div., General Motors Corp.; Ralph Winslow, vice president, public relations, Koppers Co., were elected to three-year terms on the ANA board. Howard A. Marple, director of advertising and public relations, Monsanto Chemical Co., was elected for a one-year term, and Charles W. Rice Jr., advertising manager, American Viscose Corp., was re-elected for a two-year term.

With J. & J. 20 Years

ANA's new board chairman has been with Johnson & Johnson since 1934. Mr. Gerbic started as a salesman in the company's Chicago office, moved to headquarters (New Brunswick, N. J.) as product director in 1937, became director of merchandising in 1947, and was elected to the management committee in 1949. Mr. Gerbic has been ANA vice chairman and formerly was its treasurer. He also is a member of the Board of the Advertising Council and was appointed coordinator of the Council's civil defense campaign in April 1951. He also has been president of the Advertising Club of New Jersey.

Mr. Ebel, new vice chairman of ANA, joined General Foods in 1948 as a sales and advertising manager of the company's Gaines Div. He was promoted to general sales manager of the division in 1949 and transferred to the Post Cereals Div. as director of sales and advertising in 1950. He formerly was with Calkins & Holdren, Tracey Locke Dawson, and Belding & Ryan. He is a member of the Advertising Council board and the American Institute of Food Distribution.

Mr. West, re-elected president, joined ANA in 1933 as managing director and secretary-treasurer and became president in 1935. He currently is a director of the Advertising Council and Advertising Research Foundation, a past president of Controlled Circulations Ass'n and former vice president of the Advertising Council.

The 1954-55 ANA board consists of the officers and board members named last week, plus the following:


FIVE-MINUTE TV SHOW PAYS OFF FOR PAN-AM

Programs permit time for hard sell, cost little more than 20-second spots, ANA is told.

A SALES pitch and a tv success story from one advertiser to another was made Wednesday afternoon at the Assn. of National Advertisers convention. Pan-Am Southern Corp., New Orleans, a subsidiary of Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, held a private showing of a five-minute, popular science tv program it has been using in six states in the South. Hal R. Yockey, advertising manager of Pan-Am, asked other advertisers if they were interested in adapting the show for their needs outside of Pan-Am's territory. Mr. Yockey said in part: "Briefly, this . . . show was developed for one primary reason: we needed a minute commercial time, rather than 20 seconds, to sell gasolines and motor oils. Studying rates, we found that five minutes cost just a little more than a short 20-second spot. After smoothing out many production problems, we are now able to give nearly four minutes of good, interesting entertainment and lead right into a full one-minute commercial." "Today the Pan-Am Answer Man is rated among the top 10 multi-weekly shows in the 14 markets it is now showing. We plan to expand its use in January to 22 markets, all tv markets available in our six states.

"Its selling power has been proven by our sales increases (well above industry average) and by traffic builders, promoted solely through the show."

Tobacco Ad Standards

DISCLOSURE that advertising standards for the cigarette industry may be adopted soon was made at the Assn. of National Advertisers convention in New York last week (see main convention story page 32).

Charles E. Grandy, director of the Federal Trade Commission's bureau of consultation, revealed in a talk on commission views on deceptive advertising practices, that FTC and the tobacco industry held a conference in Washington on Nov. 5.

Setting up cigarette advertising standards would mark the first direct use of FTC's new and informal procedure to permit quick action, thus assuring industry members that their practices comply with Commission law, he said.

The conference followed FTC issuance early in the fall of suggested standards of practice for cigarette advertising (B+W, Sept. 20).

GE's Colley to Assist ANA Group Ad Study

NAMING of Russell H. Colley of General Electric to work with the Assn. of National Advertisers Advertising Management Committee was announced Monday as the association's annual meeting got underway in New York (see convention story page 32).

The committee was formed to develop ad-

LATEST RATINGS

Week Ending Oct. 7:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Program</th>
<th>No. of Chimes</th>
<th>% TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Drogan (NBC)</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I Love Lucy (CBS)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. You Bet Your Life (NBC)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>39.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Toast of the Town (CBS)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Milton Berle (NBC)</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Jackie Gleason (CBS)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. World Series (Sat.-NBC)</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Godfrey &amp; Friends (CBS)</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Comedy Hour (NBC)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. TV Playhouse (Philco) (NBC)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two Weeks Ending Oct. 9:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Program</th>
<th>No. of Chimes</th>
<th>% TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I Love Lucy (CBS)</td>
<td>14,327</td>
<td>51.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Martha Raye Show (NBC)</td>
<td>14,313</td>
<td>51.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Bullock-Parry Show (NBC)</td>
<td>13,905</td>
<td>50.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Toast of the Town (CBS)</td>
<td>13,259</td>
<td>49.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Jake Gleason Show (CBS)</td>
<td>13,527</td>
<td>49.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Drogan (NBC)</td>
<td>12,184</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. You Bet Your Life (NBC)</td>
<td>13,016</td>
<td>46.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC)</td>
<td>10,748</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Sid Caesar Show (NBC)</td>
<td>9,925</td>
<td>36.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. This Is Your Life (NBC)</td>
<td>9,924</td>
<td>36.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Week Ending Oct. 7:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Program</th>
<th>No. of Chimes</th>
<th>% TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Drogan (NBC)</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>10.517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. You Bet Your Life (NBC)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>10.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I Love Lucy (CBS)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Toast of the Town (CBS)</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>8.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Milton Berle (NBC)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>8.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC)</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>8.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Jackie Gleason (CBS)</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>8.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Comedy Hour (NBC)</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>7.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. TV Playhouse (Philco) (NBC)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>7.790</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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COWLES PREDICTS ADVERTISING GAINS

Sigma Delta Chi hears its honorary president say the gross national product will increase to $35 billion in 1965, benefiting all media.

AN "EXPANDING economy of abundance" which will raise the gross national product of $363 billion in 1953 to $353 billion in 1965 will benefit advertising media, John Cowles, president of the Cowles Broadcasting Co., said in a talk titled the national convention of Sigma Delta Chi in Columbus last Thursday as its keynote speaker. He is honorary president of the journalistic fraternity.

Citing the future of American newspapers, Mr. Cowles also discussed competitive broadcast media, pointing out that he has more than a passing interest in radio and television. The Cowles organization a fortnight ago bought from CBS its 47% interest in WCCO-AM-TV Minneapolis for $3,950,000 and also owns KRNT-AM-FM Des Moines (initial decision favoring granting of ch. 8 pending); WNAX Yankton, S. D., and KTVT (TV) Sioux City.

Some people, said Mr. Cowles, "enjoy predicting the imminent rapid decline of newspapers. First it was radio that was going to put us out of business. Then television was supposed to do it. Now some are saying that color television will do it. I have no doubt that television advertising revenues will continue to grow, and probably color television will accelerate it, but I believe that newspaper advertising revenue will also continue to grow."

He added that readership surveys of television-owning homes show that people are not devoting less time to newspapers. He said they are cutting down only on the time spent in reading "relatively mediocre newspaper amusement features."

More Money—Less Work

Looking ahead, Mr. Cowles said that 1965 the population will be around 190 million, an increase of between 25 and 30 million. The predicted 46% increase in the national economy to $35 billion in 1965, he said, will be achieved with reduction in the work week to a seven-hour-day, five-day-week projected average.

Defending "monopoly newspapers" Mr. Cowles said they are unjustly criticized. Such newspapers, he said, have a deep feeling of their responsibility and obligations because of the very fact of absence of competition. Moreover, he said that some critics of single newspaper ownership make the completely erroneous assumption that newspapers are the sole source of news, information and ideas for the public. Among the dozens of news sources, he said, tv and radio are the foremost competitors.

Discussing results of a recent analysis of daily newspaper circulation gains and losses, he said that the dailies which are having circulation troubles are those that have relied heavily upon entertainment features and sex and crime sensationalism, or papers which too frequently "tend to distort and slant the news and make it buttress their editorial opinions." Television, he said, satisfies enough of the entertainment appetite of the average person so that he is less interested in reading entertainment features in newspapers unless they are of exceptional quality.

GRUEN TO PART WITH WINCHELL

EFFECTIVE the first of the year, Gruen Watch Co. will drop its alternate-week sponsorship of the Walter Winchell show on ABC-TV. In other year-end terminations, Sunbeam appliances will cancel Ethel and Albert on NBC-TV and Plymouth cars will give up That’s My Boy on CBS-TV.

Gruen, which recently appointed Grey Adv., New York, as its new agency, is in the midst of negotiating its 1955 plant. The company plans to discontinue sponsorship of Mr. Winchell, Sundays, 9-9:15 p.m. EST, because reportedly that type of program did not sell watches as well as the client would like. Radio spots and/or network may be possible successors for the tv budget, it was understood. Specific plans are expected to be made by Thanksgiving week.

Sunbeam Corp., Chicago, through Perrin-Paas Co., Chicago, is dropping Ethel and Albert, Saturdays, 7:30-8 p.m. EST, presumably because of the high cost of the Sunday night NBC-TV spectacular which Sunbeam co-sponsors with Hazel Bishop. Sunbeam plans (Continued on page 55)

Dean, Ex-Owner, KOTA-KOZY Becomes Agency Principal

ROBERT J. DEAN, former station owner and candidate in 1953 for the FCC, becomes a principal in Universal Advertising Agency, Los Angeles, today (Nov. 15).

The agency was formerly headed by William Reid, who died three months ago, and Ellis Craig. Mr. Craig remains a principal owner with Mr. Dean. Others in the ownership will be Blaine Riley, art director, and Charles R. Olsen, account executive.

A former broadcaster, Mr. Dean sold out his station interests—in KOTA-KOZY (FM) Rapid City, S. D.—last May. He was a leading candidate for the FCC vacancy created by the retirement of Comr. Paul A. Walker in 1953 and later for the FCC secretariat.

DISCUSSING the closed-circuit telecast, conducted by WAAM (TV) Baltimore which was used to introduce Von Sant, Dugdale & Co. personnel to the staff of its client, Baltimore’s American Brewery, are (l to r) Leiter FitzSimons, American Brewery vice president; Wilbur Van Sant, agency president; Dan Loden, agency vice president, and John L. Savone, director of sales and merchandising for the agency. The telecast was conducted in Baltimore’s Sheraton-Belvedere Hotel with the WAAM production and engineering departments setting up and supervising the technical facilities.
Buy WHO and get Iowa's METROPOLITAN AREAS, PLUS the Remainder of Iowa!

**DRUG SALES PERCENTAGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Rapids</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-Cities</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Des Moines</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubuque</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sioux City</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterloo</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL METRO. AREAS</td>
<td>58.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMAINDER OF STATE</td>
<td>41.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Iowa has six Metropolitan Areas which, all combined, do 38.0% of the State's Drug Sales, as shown above.

Quite a number of radio stations can give you high Hoopers etc., in ONE Metropolitan Area. WHO gives you high coverage in virtually ALL the State's Metropolitan Areas, plus practically all the REMAINDER of Iowa, too!

At 10 a.m., WHO gives you 63,442 Actual Listening Homes for only $47.50 (13.4 LISTENING HOMES per PENNY!)

According to the authoritative 1953 Iowa Radio-Television Audience Survey, 63,442 homes all over Iowa are actually tuned to WHO at 10 a.m., every average weekday. Figuring time costs at our 1-minute, 26-time rate, WHO gives you 13.4 actual listening homes, per penny!

That's the result of ALL-STATE programming, ALL-STATE Public Service, ALL-STATE thinking, here at WHO. Ask Free & Peters for all details!

FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives
BIG POWER BOOST COMING!

A Booster for our Rooster!

New 316 kilowattage coming up!

Also coming up soon . . . new big brochure with latest coverage map to show what you get in the big 316 kw Channel 10 package! New England's most powerful line-up of live local shows will really dominate the market with stepped up power!

Don't miss your copy of our power boost brochure!

WJAR-TV
CHANNEL 10
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
National Sales Representatives—WEED TELEVISION

NBC—Basic
ABC DuMont—Supplementary
THE SOUTH

FROM THE FIELDS OF COTTON AN INDUSTRIAL EMPIRE GROWS

By J. Frank Beatty

A FEW BLOCKS off Peachtree St., hub of Atlanta’s business and financial district, a service station attendant wiped gasoline dribbles off a dusty fender and offered the traditional Georgia invitation:

“Hurry back!”

“Why?”

Picking up the blunt cue, he replied:

“Listen, my Yankee friend, the future belongs to the South. Hurry back!”

A prosperous present and a promising future belong to the South. Any Miami-bound motorist will quickly get a true idea of what has been happening south of the Potomac and east of the Mississippi if he will leave the tavern and motel-lined Routes 1, 17 and 301 long enough to take a look at the real South.

For more than two decades the New South has been developing. Still surviving, curiously, are the historic magnolia and molasses concepts—the fictional plantation owners with mint juleps dripping down their goatees, looking over vast cotton fields and muttering bitterly over stacks of Confederate currency.

Today’s southern currency is authentic, abundant and increasing, as a balanced economy supplants the cotton and tobacco basis of the Old South. New industry and new agriculture are coming to the New South, injecting new financial blood into old cities and nurturing fast-growing communities.

The New South is Atlanta, New Orleans, Memphis. It is Jackson and Jacksonville, Greensboro and Greenville, Mobile, Charlotte, Spartanburg, Nashville, Birmingham, Roanoke, Norfolk, Richmond, Raleigh, Columbia—in all, several dozen thriving cities forming focal points of an economy that blends the traditions of past decades with the pulsating vigor of the present (see map above).

Economic miracles are happening in the South—faster than economists can record them. In the last two years alone, a substantial share of the industrial development in the nation has taken place in the South. Four-fifths of the nation’s textile capacity is located in the South, and the ratio is increasing as the woolen industry joins other members of the textile family in migrating to this land of fabulous natural resources.

Per capita income is climbing faster than the national average. Distribution of income, equally important, is leveling out. Aside from Florida, there has been no unusual increase in population; the South’s increase is below the national average.

Putting it in quick terms, the annual per
capita income in 10 Southern states has risen from a little over $300 a year in 1939 to around $1,160 in 1953. This is an increase of roughly 275%.

For the United States as a whole, per capita income rose from $539 in 1939 to $1,709 in 1953, an increase of 217% for the 14-year period.

Here is: 275% for the South; 217% for the U.S.

Or look at telephones, barometer of social and economic activity. In the South: up 266% since 1939. In the U.S.: up 162%.

Since World War II, telephone installations have increased 133% in the South, 91% in the U.S.

Eighty-four commercial TV stations are operating and the number of aural broadcast outlets has increased from 206 to 757.

Definitions of the South range from six Southern Atlantic states to a broad belt extending westward to New Mexico and northward to Kansas, Missouri, Ohio River and Mason-Dixon Line. For the purposes of this brief resume, the South is defined as including the 10 states of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia. Not included are Arkansas, one of three Mid-South group, and the neighboring Texas and Oklahoma, all enjoying spectacular growth and another modern miracle in economic history.

Getting to know the South involves a look into its resources, weather, people, agriculture, industry, finance, cities and general government. There's misunderstanding around the nation, and around the world, about all of these basic elements.

Take the weather, for example, and it's really not at all hard to take, especially when some of the torrid comments about southern weather are matched against the actual atmospherics of the area.

The South is mild in winter, except for some of the mountainous terrain. Its summers are admittedly hot, but in general the hot days are no hotter and no more frequent than those in much of the East and Midwest. Actually, they are not so hot as the Midwest and Southwest a lot of the time and the average southerner might feel he was being fried endlessly and without mercy if exposed to a Plains' summer.

In general, the weather extremes in the South are well within the standards of the Ohio and Northern Mississippi Valleys, Midwest and Atlantic Coast areas. Heat prostration, a northern problem, is practically unknown in the South.

Actually, the South's climate is one of its most important resources. Since there is little sub-freezing temperature, the area has a long growing season that often will support two or three crops in the southernmost states. Rainfall is ample; consequently crops usually get their moisture without artificial aid.

The rainfall feeds numerous rivers that give the South a third of the nation's hydro-electric generating capacity, with a larger potential harnessed than in any other area, thanks to the many navigable rivers. And water transportation is available via these well-fed streams.

Climate and water blessings are attracting industry because of lower fuel bills and fewer winter interruptions. Thus, operating expenses of industry run well under the national average.

Rainfall leads to erosion, a problem the South is finally solving by means of modern techniques. Much of the soil is below the quality of the Midwest's black loam, but cheap power and availability of minerals help offset the differential in quality of soil. The area is rich in mineral resources, including petroleum, iron ore, coal, bauxite and other products. Opening of the tidal-lands oil area promises to stir up a boom in the Gulf area.

With nearly half of the nation's coastline, rugged mountain areas and year-round vacation climate, the South provides recreational resources that are becoming an important part of the economy. The spread of paid vacations in business and industry brings swarms of heavy-spending visitors to the resorts. Florida, especially, attracts tourists and recreation is a major factor in the state's amazing growth.

Four of the nation's finest harbors—Norfolk, Charleston, Mobile and New Orleans—attract ship traffic from all over the world.

Half of the South is wooded, providing extensive saw-timber resources and supporting the naval stores industry. The story of the South's new paper industry is one of the nation's important economic miracles.

The South's human resources have undergone rapid changes in the last two decades, a development that deserves wider understanding. Three decades ago the South had a heavy Negro population marked by low-income families who managed to attain only the bare necessities. As the nation emerged from depression during the '30s, economic and social concepts underwent a change.

The textile industry was one of the first to migrate into the South, locating principal-ly in the Carolinas and Georgia. World War II created heavy demands for textiles and now the synthetics, after temporary transition problems, will carry the industry to new heights. The like-sized Midsouth is last of the northeastern plants to move southward. Apparel manufacture has developed in the South with textile production.

One of the South's outstanding economists, Wailies Thomas of Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co., lists these five national advantages that have attracted industry to new heights: The like-sized Midsouth, stable and loyal labor force (not a poorly paid one, as many believe); favorable conditions for economical and efficient production; sympathetic political climate, with state and local officials offering natural inducement to new industries.

Here the human element enters again, as modern new factories, built on ample sites near the edge of medium-size and small cities, provide pleasant places to work and comfortable employe housing, including room for gardens.

"Contrast these comforts," Mr. Thomas suggested, "with the dingy factories in some northern cities, the daily traffic problems of employees and the crowded housing."

Economic well-being prevails throughout the South. "The chief reasons," according to Mr. Thomas, "are the phenomenal increase in per capita income and distribution of income. Except for Florida, there has been no outstanding population increase, with six states having smaller percentage increases than the nation's average since 1950.

"The rise in income has enabled several million families, who formerly had incomes sufficient only to buy the bare necessities of life, to improve their living standards and come into the market for good housing, automobiles, telephone service and electric appliances of all kinds which make living more comfortable and enjoyable.

"In noting the small population increases in some of the southern states, it is easy to be misled into thinking that because the states as a whole had little growth, the same pattern of growth applied to cities and towns in the states. Actually the relatively poor population growth in these states was the result of losses in rural population, very substantial in a state like Mississippi, while cities in these states were having population increases considerably greater than the average for other cities in the nation."

An important consideration in the changing economy of the South, economists agree, is the continued heavy movement of Negroes to the North and West. In 1920, 275,000 comprised 13.2% of the total population of the South. By 1950, the ratio had dropped to 41%. During the 1940-50 decade, white population growth in seven southern states was 2,300,000 persons, while the Negro population increased only 185,000. This was the net result of a natural increase in births over deaths of 794,000 Negroes offset by a net out-migration of 789,000 Negroes.

Thus the South's population is changing, with a larger share of its people moving into higher income brackets.

Had the 1954 drought swept the South (Continued on page 46)
What does happen when LIFE hits Seattle?

Plenty... if Bill and Cheri Corcoran are pitching the magazine on Seattle's most popular afternoon strip (KING'S KAMERA, 3:30-4:30 p.m., Monday thru Friday).

Take the time Bobo The Gorilla helped review the new issue. The adorable little adolescent stopped the show. He chased Bea Donovan, KING'S QUEEN, around the studio demanding kisses. Cheri calmed him down finally by offering ice cream. But, in the midst of the LIFE critique, Bobo removed his overalls and threw them at the lights.

Fortunately, not a thing was broken... except the latest daytime Pulses for Seattle. Our viewers ate it up. So did the LIFE magazine boys.

We can't guarantee gorillas for every client, but we can deliver the largest TV audience in this market. Choose your weapons—Pulse, ARB, Hooper, or what you will. KING-TV is tops... morning, noon, and night.
MODERN architecture and the warmth of a past century are blended in the new million-dollar plant of WJIM-AM-TV Lansing, Mich., formally dedicated Oct. 31.

Five years in the planning, the WJIM Country House fulfills the dream of Harold Gross, president. An early French provincial table desk dating back to 1763 set the styling for this unusual broadcast plant. Mr. and Mrs. Gross combed Europe for antiques that would carry out the intimate feeling of a living room in a business structure. The French table desk is located in the center of a curved glass-walled gallery that connects the executive and studio wings.

Decoration of the unique structure was in charge of Marshall Field, Chicago. Draperies have specially designed musical, call-letter and symbolic motifs. All were specially woven, as were the carpets. Mr. Gross' office is paneled with wood from an old English house. The reception lobby and the office of Vice President Howard K. Finch are paneled in wormy chestnut. Mr. Finch's office has draperies with a large violin pattern.

All around the building are antique paintings and prints. Office doors are identified in black script.

When landscaping is complete, Mr. Finch's office will look upon a peach orchard, which will shield the station swimming pool from the public.

In the office wing corridor is a drinking fountain made from an early French labadol. The tank at the top originally held water for this unique device, which has been adapted to modern plumbing. The labadol is recessed in Travertine marble.

THE LONG office corridor, leading to the executive suite, has a green and white, harlequin patterned rug. Walls are decorated with green Japanese grass cloth. Antique brass fixtures provide lighting. Smaller photo shows the copper labadol, one of many antiques. Executive offices off the hall are done in shades of desert sage and brown.

FROM BEHIND a French stock desk with wood carvings, Wanda Kearns, receptionist, greets visitors in the glass-front "living room" of the Country House.

FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey admires an antique break front with WJIM President Harold Gross (r).

THIS VALUABLE old table-top desk, early French provincial, set the styling for the Country House decoration.
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SIMPLICITY marks the curved glass-walled gallery connecting the two main sections of the building. At the far end is a clients' room, carpeted in pumpkin with a six-sided table and white leather chairs. At right center of gallery is the cherry table-top desk, key item in the furnishings. The circular fountain and courtyard landscaping are visible from the reception room.

A BACH FUGUE motif marks this music studio for radio use. Members of the staff have dubbed this studio "The Liberace Room."

CLUB ROOM for the staff is furnished with captains chairs, hurricane lights on a large copper hoop and a copper-hooded fireplace. Not shown are Parisian copper street lamp that glowed in Napoleon's era and large, modern kitchen.

ENTERING the glass-fronted building, the visitor faces this long sofa, flanked by two antique fruitwood pieces and a huge blown-glass bottle lamp. In the reception room are conversation nooks, one of which has two triangular-shaped tables. The colorful slate floor blends into the warmth of the reception room. A modern touch appears in the form of a tv screen.
New West Coast TV Outlet
KPIX, pioneer television station of San Francisco, became the newest Westinghouse Broadcasting Company property.

WBZ-TV became first television station in New England to broadcast color TV.

A TV FIRST
WPTZ scored another TV first. Telegram news showed a "line-up" at Criminal Investigation Division in Philadelphia City Hall.

BILLBOARD WINNER
WBZ-WBZA won the coveted first place in Billboard's Audience Promotion Awards.

SAN FRANCISCO'S MAYOR ELMER E. ROBINSON proclaimed KPIX-WESTINGHOUSE WEEK to commemorate KPIX joining WBC company property.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC. became new corporate name of the Westinghouse Radio Stations.

Advertisers who know KDKA best—Pittsburgh area companies—are spending $2 per cent more dollars on KDKA today than one year ago.

WOWO records greatest local net, sales in history during August, 1954.

PULSE reported KEX 19-county survey area—Average Tune-In 26.3. This was six points higher than next highest Pacific Coast area.

No. 1 IN PHILADELPHIA
Mac McGuire, tops among Philadelphian "morning men," signed long-term contract, moved to KYW.

BENNINGTON SCOOP
WBZ-WBZA scored a clean beat, by hours, on-the-spot reporting of the Bennington disaster and fed the network.

First Color Commercial
Three hours after the FCC granted permission for commercial color television, WPTZ became the first television station in America to put a commercial on the air in color.

HOLLYWOOD PLAYHOUSE on WPTZ rated as the lowest-cost-per-thousand feature film in all the major cities in America in TV Magazine's "Cost-per-thousand study."

NEW PRESIDENT
CHRIS J. WITTING took over as president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.

New National Program Manager
Richard Pack became WBC National Program Manager, following a solid string of successes at WNTI, WNBC and WNEW, New York.

TV GUIDE AWARD
Special TV Guide Tornado Award given to WBZ-TV for extraordinary service and coverage of the Worcester tornado.

TOP TALENT SIGNS UP BEGE CORDIC, highest-paid talent in the area, brought top-rated Cordic & Co. morning program to KDKA.

KEX FIRST
KEX rated first in Pulse 19-county Portland area, including 4-county metropolitan Portland.

Artwork from WBC's national advertisements in KPIX and WOWO's "Little Red Barn" was selected to be hung in the exhibit of the Art Director's Club of Chicago.

DAVID E. PARTRIDGE came to Westinghouse Broadcasting Company as advertising and sales promotion manager. He had been with Crosley for 12 years.

WBZ-WBZA appointed William J. Williamson sales manager. He is veteran of nearly 20 years in the TV-radio-advertising field.

ROLAND V. TOOKE, WPTZ general manager was elected to Board of Directors of the Chamber of Commerce of Greater Philadelphia.

WBZ-WBZA signed up veteran disk jockey-newscaster-announcer-emcee Dick Tucker for hilarious new show, Fun On The Phone.

NEW SALES HIGH
October, 1954, was the biggest month in the history of WBZ-WBZA local sales.

NEW SWAN BOAT SHOW became an outstanding hit as morning TV hour on WBZ TV.

B. CALVIN JONES, veteran TV producer-director, is named executive director at WPTZ.

MORE FAMILIES IN Allegheny County listen to KDKA than any other station—according to an independent survey.

JOHN J. KELLY became assistant advertising and sales promotion manager of Westinghouse Broadcasting Company. He was formerly sales promotion manager of WPTZ, Philadelphia.

EDWARD O. SMITH, Jr. was appointed to the WBZ-WBZA sales staff.

The Nelson Brody Show comes to WBZ-WBZA, Boston.

ED SCHAUGHECY, long-famous KDKA "getter-upper" launches a new afternoon slot with a five-day-a-week musical show.

CARL VANDAGRIFT named new station manager of WOWO, Fort Wayne.

LOWEST COST SHOW
WPTZ's "Let Scott Do It" rates lowest cost-per-thousand kitchen show in America in all major markets (TV Magazine's "Continuing Cost-Per-Thousand Study.")

Two Billboard awards were won by WOWO, Fort Wayne.

H. D. "Tommy" Longworth was named new sales manager at WOWO, Fort Wayne.

Pulse Shows KDKA Tops
Pulse showed that KDKA has the 10 top-rated daytime shows, the 10 top-rated evening shows and the 10 top-rated Saturday-Sunday daytime shows in the 15-county Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia area.

First Network Broadcast
Westinghouse Broadcasting Company broadcasts its first "network" show from the International Exposition and its second from the duPont award ceremonies.

WBZ-WBZA wins Automobile Legal Association Award for (1) being the most highway safety conscious station in the state, (2) having the most safety-minded announcer, Ken Mayer.

KYW and WPTZ, both Philadelphia, combine technical operations under the direction of Ray J. Bowley, chief engineer for WPTZ.

PAUL KNIGHT, 10-year veteran of New England radio, joined WBZ-WBZA on new All Night With Paul Knight show.

THINGS

DuPont Award
WBZ-WBZA and WBZ-TV won the coveted Alfred I. duPont award for outstanding performance in the public interest.

EDWARD WALLIS was appointed manager of sales promotion and publicity for Westinghouse Station WPTZ, Philadelphia.

Leo Egan's Over The Plate and A About Sports—both on WBZ-WBZ—were voted BEST SPORTS PR SIGNS OF THE YEAR by Carr bridge School of Broadcasting.

New Weatherbee Yachting And Fishing Forecast on WBZ-WBZA offered snowfall map of New England 4 times on each of its time slots (9: A.M. and 6:30 P.M.)—got 22,200 quests.

WBZ-TV receives 1953 Zenith Television Award for outstanding service rendered on Domestic Diary program—Ohio State Award is won by WPJ for Operation Blackboard.

WPTZ's new Esso newsman, Tayl Grant (11:00 P.M. News) becomes highest paid newscaster in Philadelphia.

Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Inc. became new advertising and public relations agency for Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc., and large national campaign was launched in general magazines and trade papers.

WPTZ fed NBC's Today program first live coverage ever made inside a maximum security institution. Tape was transmitted from Homburg Prison.

WOWO went on 50,000 watt pow full time.

MISS HILDA WOBREMEY was appointed advertising and sales promotion manager of WOWO, Fort Wayne.

ANOTHER TOP PULSE
19-county Portland area Pulp survey showed that KEX rates hit in 16 out of 20 morning quart hours, far surpassing all other stations.
VPTZ produced new, 20-minute 5mm color film, "Miracle on the Battlefield." First all-inclusive documentary film ever made of city's eminuous post-war expansion and business boom.

YW LOCAL SALES during the six months of 1954 beat the same period in 1953 by 37.1%.

AUL E. MILLS, a veteran in the 'vestinghouse Broadcasting Company organization, was named sta-
on manager of WBZ-WBZA, Boston.

WBZ-WBZA inaugurated a daily detailed forecast for yachtsmen and fishermen by Weatherbee, the 'BZ Weatherman.

George Mathiessen was promoted from production manager to as-
sistant to the general manager at KPIX, San Francisco.

WBZ-TV returned to air with auxiliary tower only nine hours after main tower (highest structure in New England) was toppled by hurricane. Station was back on air from new tower with full power in 27 days, 22 hours.

FULLY ACCREDITED RADIO COURSE offered by WOWO in affiliation with Indiana University.

WBZ-WBZA set up new Sales Service Department with Lud Richards, formerly advertising and promotion manager, as head. New department coordinates sales efforts between national offices and New England district managers, brokers, distributors.

PURDUE UNIVERSITY adopted 4-H Health Project pioneered by WOWO... reprinted for classroom use WOWO's Positive Approach to Health manual.

ARE HAPPENING AT WBC

Just since the first of the year all these things and many more have happened at Westinghouse Broadcasting Company.

BART E. RUDOLPH was named sales manager of Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Portland.

F. DOUGHERTY, one of the station's known personalities in the Philadelphia food field, joined the PTZ sales staff.

ARROWS FOUNDATION AT LLELY FORGE cited Westinghouse Broadcasting Company and KEX "outstanding achievement."

NEW SALES RECORD

PTZ hit new sales highs in 1954. Every month topped previous year's sales.

WBC Stations Win in BAB Contest

WBC stations won Broadcast vertias Bureau's "Radio Gets suits" awards: KDKA, Pittsburgh, KEX, Portland, Ore., KYW, Philadelphia.

WOWO presented its FM transmitter to Taylor University.

BILLY I BEMPESE was moved up to production manager at KPIX, San Francisco. He was formerly educational director.

ALL PORTLAND DISC JOCKEYS honored Barney Keep's 10-year record on KEX with special broadcast.

The first American-themed concert film ever shown on television was put on the air by KPIX and the University of California.

Des Moines Register

Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.

WBZ-WBZA - WBZ-TV, Boston; KYW - WPTZ, Philadelphia; KDKA, Pittsburgh; WOWO, Fort Wayne; KEX, Portland; KPIX, San Francisco

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.


RILEY'S GUN STORE, Avilla, Indiana (600 pop.) has reported sales and inquiries from Havana, Alaska. Westinghouse's most eastern states exhibiting area, was in WSO's "The Public Interest Award," NBC and newspaper-newscaster NBC and WOS Director of Sales and advertising, John Signor joined KYW as advertising and promotion manager.

WOWO's farm program, "The Little Red Barn" made so vivid an impact on listeners that a blind man built a scale model of barn, wagon and equipment described on air.

LITTLE RED BARN ad in Look magazine brought offer from Dale Nichols, internationally famous "Red Barn Artist" to render special painting of barn.

KDKA wins National Sat.
cil Public Interest Award for special in promoting safety on the farm.

WOWO ran a special train to Chicago's International Livestock Exposition and another to Indiana State Fair. People came from as far as 100 miles to board trains.

KDKA's Tavern Club joins the Cocoa Club in the Wheaties movement.

RADIO'S EARLIEST MORNING TELEPHONE QUIZ SHOW started on Bill Givens' KYW morning show—515 Club.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

WBZ-WBZA • WBZ-TV, Boston; KYW • WPTZ, Philadelphia; KDKA, Pittsburgh; WOWO, Fort Wayne; KEX, Portland; KPIX, San Francisco

CIVIC AND BUSINESS LEADERS of San Francisco Bay Area attended a banquet welcoming KPIX to Westinghouse Broadcasting Company family.

KEX, Portland, gave musical salute to KPIX, San Francisco with Governor F. Heintzleman of Alaska, Paul Patterson of Oregon, Arthur Langlie of Washington; Premier W. A. C. Bennett of British Columbia; Mayor Fred L. Peterson of Portland all sent congratulatory messages.

OVER 18,000 PLAYER PIANO ROLLS rolled into WBZ-WBZA from listeners in disc jockey contest. Competition started when Carl DeSuze brought one in to play as a gag.

John Crosby's nationally distributed Radio & Television column on Oct. 29 called WBZ-WBZA Piano Roll Contest "the most sprightly news to come out of Boston since Bob and Ray left there."
two decades ago, the effect would have been crippling. The dry spell cost cotton farmers alone at least $400 million, according to Mr. Thomas. Other crops, too, suffered heavily. Even so, the South is taking this heavy blow in stride because it has emerged from the one-crop cotton system, which had destructive effects on both land itself and profits.

Cotton's share of southern farm receipts fell from 46% in 1929 to 21% in 1946. In 1929 agricultural income was 65% above manufacturing income. The agricultural domination had about disappeared by 1948, amounting to only 10%.

A more productive agriculture has been achieved, Mr. Thomas points out. Livestock can be found grazing in lush pastures all over the South. Forage plants, peanuts and sweet potatoes are now important crops and impoverished land is being built up by modern techniques. Thus a better balance between agriculture and industry has been achieved. Mechanical cotton pickers and flame cultivators are revolutionizing cotton farming and all agriculture is being similarly mechanized.

While the South's industrial labor force increased 50% from 1939 to 1947, this average was a little under the rest of the nation. Significant, however, is the fact that the increase in wages paid was 274% and the value added by manufacture was 244%, both much greater than the national average. Since 1947 the increase in the South's industrial labor force has been accelerated.

The motorist moving along Southern highways will pass numerous trucks loaded with pine logs—plain, old yellow pine logs cut from trees that once were deemed a symbol of futility. These logs are the raw material for the fast-growing paper industry—mainly kraft paper for packaging. Even newspaper and other papers are coming out of the mills, and the brown bag and box are fast supplanting the burlap bag and wooden box in the movement of America's manufactured products.

Chemical plants are springing up through the South, turning out fertilizer, fissionable materials, explosives, synthetic rubber, synthetic textiles, vegetable oils and dozens of other products. Where oil-drilling has failed, chemical plants have moved in to take advantage of the salt and other minerals. Often whole communities have been built around these plants. Steel is an important industry, centered around Birmingham.

New industries are arriving in parade fashion as the South's advantages are realized. Two atomic energy plants in the billion dollar category—Paducah, Ky., and Aiken, S. C.—are joining the Oak Ridge, Tenn., project.

Here is a list showing some of the major plants built in the last few years in the nine states served by Southern Bell:

ALABAMA—Anniston, GE tube plant. $6 million; ordnance depot expansion, $13 million. Decatur, Chemstrand nylon, $30 million. Huntsville, guided missile arsenal expanded. Mobile, Mathieson Chemical, $11 million (salt domes found when oil drilling failed); Courtaulds Inc., rayon, $25 million; Ala. Power Co., $30 million steam plant; Geigy Chemical, insecticides, $1.25 million; Stauffer Chemical, carbon bisulphide, $2.3 million.

FLORIDA—Pensacola, Chemstrand nylon, $80 million; St. Regis Paper, $15 million. Extensive development of industries

---

**BELL TELEPHONES IN TEN SOUTHERN STATES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1-1-39</th>
<th>1-1-54</th>
<th>% Increase 1954 over 1939</th>
<th>1-1-45</th>
<th>% Increase 1954 over 1945</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ala.</td>
<td>112,395</td>
<td>454,385</td>
<td>304.3%</td>
<td>181,230</td>
<td>150.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fla.</td>
<td>136,555</td>
<td>621,645</td>
<td>352.2%</td>
<td>220,551</td>
<td>182.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga.</td>
<td>178,143</td>
<td>631,260</td>
<td>258.4%</td>
<td>279,146</td>
<td>126.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ky.</td>
<td>222,641</td>
<td>372,048</td>
<td>203.4%</td>
<td>177,271</td>
<td>109.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La.</td>
<td>169,280</td>
<td>609,412</td>
<td>260.0%</td>
<td>265,780</td>
<td>129.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss.</td>
<td>70,907</td>
<td>259,646</td>
<td>266.2%</td>
<td>111,458</td>
<td>133.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. C.</td>
<td>103,322</td>
<td>399,288</td>
<td>283.6%</td>
<td>153,379</td>
<td>160.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. C.</td>
<td>57,446</td>
<td>245,742</td>
<td>272.7%</td>
<td>93,703</td>
<td>162.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenn.</td>
<td>193,222</td>
<td>663,944</td>
<td>245.6%</td>
<td>301,553</td>
<td>120.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Va.</td>
<td>213,119</td>
<td>706,088</td>
<td>231.3%</td>
<td>349,060</td>
<td>102.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 Southern States

|    | 1,357,260| 4,963,458| 265.7% | 2,133,131| 132.7% |
| U. S.| 16,286,957| 42,672,010| 162.0% | 22,399,219| 91.3%  |

*Sources: Virginia data from Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co.; all other states from Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co.*

(Continued from page 40)
President, Gerber Baby Foods, says:

"Babies, bless them, have a way of getting what they want. And in this thriving market area, parents can well afford to be indulgent. Business is constantly expanding ... paychecks are sizeable — and retail sales show it. WOOD-TV's continuing expansion is the logical outcome of this sound, prosperous area development."

There are lots of babies in WOODland-TV and nobody knows it better than Gerber's! Babies are their business ... their only business. They cheerfully strain egg yolks, fruits, vegetables, soups, desserts — even meats — so youngsters everywhere can get off to a good, growing start. All this makes for a good, growing business in an area where business as a whole is constantly expanding.

WOOD-TV . . . first station in the country to deliver 316,000 watts from a tower 1000' above average terrain . . . gives you complete coverage of this thriving Western Michigan area. With WOOD-TV you get the prosperous small towns like Fremont; cities like Muskegon, Battle Creek, Lansing, Kalamazoo; and the primary Grand Rapids market. For top results, schedule WOOD-TV . . . Grand Rapids' only television station.
NEW COMMERCIAL

YOU HAVE to see it to believe it.

That tried and true, if slightly dog-eared maxim, applies so well to the amazing strength of Pyrex dinnerware that its maker, Corning Glass Works, and the agency, Maxon Inc., decided that demonstration would be the best sales approach.

Obviously, that meant television. So, on Oct. 28, the Pyrex dinnerware line made its tv debut via a commercial spot on NBC-TV's Home show, selected because of its large feminine audience. The Pyrex spot, filmed by Transfilm Inc., will appear on Home 13 times in the current campaign, which runs to Dec. 17.

To prove the durability of the Pyrex dinnerware, the commercial subjects it to punishment beyond the scope of even the heaviest-handed dishwasher. First a fragile looking teacup is used as a hammer to drive a three-inch nail into and through a two-inch board. The nail is then bent, with the cup still used as a hammer. Now it is straightened out again with the cup handle and finally, by pounding the cup against the point of the nail, it is driven back through the board.

James H. Bierer, advertising and sales promotion manager for Pyrex, summed it up this way: "Our decision to enter television was based on the demonstratable qualities of our Pyrex dinnerware. It lends itself so readily to a factual and graphic demonstration of its remarkable dual assets, beauty and durability."

Sponsor: Corning Glass Works.
Agency: Maxon Inc.
Commercial producer for agency: Paul de Fur.
Account executive: Gordon Hurt.
Film producer: Transfilm Inc.
Shown on NBC-TV Home (Mon.-Fri., 11 a.m.-12 noon) 13 times between Oct. 28 and Dec. 17.

in Jacksonville, Tampa, Orlando and Miami.


KENTUCKY—Brandenburg, Mathieson Chemical, $20 million. Calvert City, Air Reduction Corp., $10 million; National Carbide, $10 million. Louisville, GE appliance, $32 million; International Harvest, $5 million. Paducah, atomic energy and steam plants, $900 million.

LOUISIANA—Baton Rouge, Standard Oil, $25 million expansion; Ethyl Corp., $70 million expansion; Allied Chemical, $13 million expansion; Kaiser Corp., aluminum ore, $22.5 million; Gulf States Utilities, $35 million. Lake Charles, Cities Service-Continental refinery, $100 million. Luling, Lion Oil, $30 million. New Orleans, Kaiser aluminum, $150 million; Chrysler auto, $70 million; American Cyanamid, $47 million. Norco, Shell Oil, $30 million.


Concededly some heavy industry plants are highly mechanized and provide fewer jobs than smaller enterprises. At the same time they supply products that attract other industries, purchase raw materials from the area and use transportation and other service facilities.

Progress is the order of the day in the South. There is foreign trade in New Orleans, Mobile, Miami and Norfolk; commerce in Memphis; textiles, insurance and wholesaling in Charlotte; steel in Birmingham; most every type of business and industry in Atlanta, a true aviation, rail, communications, manufacturing, financial and distribution center for the entire South; resort business in Miami, Tampa-St. Petersburg, Orlando, West Palm Beach, Daytona Beach and a whole chain of other busy cities.

New markets are developing; old ones expanding.

Southern people no longer meet the novelist's standards. They live in the manner of Yankees and Westerners. The place is lively. Even the drawl is disappearing, along with some of the over-rated claims on behalf of what is loosely called "southern cookin'."

The economy is highly stable. New industries are coming—air-conditioning, plastics, aviation, atomic energy, synthetic textiles (Dacron, Nylon, Orlon, etc.). Living standards are rising. Tourist business is booming. Auto manufacturers are putting up assembly plants.

Some areas are developing with explosive force—Florida grew 40% in a decade, and it's only the beginning. Atlanta, diversified and blessed like many southern cities with a salubrious climate, is getting within range of a million population. Miami, now 600,000 (metropolitan area), expects to reach a million in a few years. It is becoming a distribution center.

New schools are going up everywhere, with many cities providing equal facilities for Negroes, though shabby structures are still found in some areas.

The South is working out its difficult social problems, aided by the spread of wealth and tolerance. Out-migration of Negroes has been speeded by mechanized agriculture, acquisition of automobiles and general raising of the Negro educational and economic level. These have encouraged migration northward and westward, where prejudices are less severe.

High birth rate of the 1940s will bring a record crop of marriageable young people by the end of this decade. This in turn will mean booms in housing and products associated with new family formation. Infant mortality has been lowered and life expectancy raised.

The Old South is giving way to a fresh, vigorous New South. Millions of families are buying good housing, autos and the other fruits of economic well-being. Southern cities are growing faster than the average U. S. metropolis. States are competing against states, cities against cities, to bring in new industries, and their aggressive community spirit is reaping rewards.

The markets in the New South are new markets.

Quoting Mr. Thomas: "Markets are a lot of people who need and want things."

Southerners need and want things. Moreover, they're able to buy them—from Winston-Salem to West Palm Beach; from Savannah to Natchez.

After several thousand miles of motoring through the South, it's easy to understand why southerners say:

"The future belongs to the South."
Announcing KREM-TV

KREM-TV CHANNEL 2—On November 1st inaugurated continuous every-day operation with 10 hour schedules.

New and different TELEVISION PROGRAMING is now being telecast over KREM-TV’s facility by the northwest’s newest, technically advanced station installation.

A unique and unduplicated program structure brings top, proven theatre to the telescreens in the Spokane-Inland Empire market of the northwest. KREM-TV plays favorites—and is winning the rank of favorite.

In the picture—and BIG—KREM-TV opens new access to the great Northwest Market and Spokane’s top position as a primary TEST MARKET. For it, KREM-TV is the new, fluid, flexible, dynamic television vehicle for your promotion job.

KREM-TV is owned and operated by LOUIS WASMER, northwest electronic pioneer and developer. KREM-TV is the television division of the Inland Empire and Spokane market’s only complete TRILELECTRONIC A.M. F.M.-TV installation.
TELEPHONE BINGO
MAKES GOOD ON TV

KTLA (TV)’S ‘PLAY MARCO’ IS THE NEWEST RAGE IN HOLLYWOOD

By Leo Kovner

BINGO—or once an innocuous parlor game called Lotto and in its present incarnation a financial boon to innocent churches and charities or an instrument of professional gamblers, depending on one’s point of view—has appeared on the television scene with a loud and noticeable bang.

Initiator of video Bingo is The Caples Co., with Russell R. Pullman, vice president in charge; John Cody, account executive, and J. Patrick Cooney, radio-tv director, all of the Los Angeles office, jointly conceiving a version feasible for tv shortly after the Supreme Court decision upholding radio-tv giveaway programs.

The Caples Co. carefully approached the FCC, the U. S. Post Office and the California Attorney-General’s office for opinions on the legality of the program. All opined that the advertising firm’s version, as outlined, was not a lottery.

Play Marco, introduced on KTLA (TV) Hollywood last July as The Caples Co.’s initial presentation, sidestepped legal difficulties by not permitting the player to submit a consideration to play. To do this would constitute an illegal lottery.

One interesting sidelight occurred during preparatory stages for Play Marco’s Los Angeles debut. While planning to get the cards necessary to any version of Bingo into the public’s hands, it was first suggested the forms be printed in local newspapers, to be cut out, filled in and mailed to the station. Attorneys dissuaded KTLA and The Caples Co. from this plan, pointing out that purchase of the newspaper, although not expressly to obtain the Marco form, still constituted submitting a consideration to play the game. Under these conditions, Play Marco would be a lottery, the attorneys stated.

As introduced in the Los Angeles metropolitan area, the game starts with the participant picking up his Play Marco forms from a market or store. He can obtain up to three forms, each printed in duplicate. He picks any combination of 125 numbers, filling in both halves of the form according to a pre-arranged pattern. Once filled, he tears the card along a perforation, sends one half to the station with his name thereon, and keeps the other half, on which he plays each Saturday night.

At KTLA, the card is filed alphabetically by a corps of professional filing clerks, in an elaborate system broken down into 10,000 component parts. On the program, m.c. Jerry Lawrence picks the numbers, painted on 125 table tennis balls, as they are blown at random from a container into a trap by a jet of compressed air. Pretty Betty Hanson, a model employed by The Caples Co. to assist in all Play Marco promotions, marks the numbers on a master board as called. When a winner is possible, a series of telephone numbers is posted and the “fun” begins.

The video form of Bingo depends on use of the telephone. Those who fill the customary row or diagonal must call in to actually win. When they get their call through, a filing clerk finds their duplicate card, checks it and declares a winner, if correct.

However, most headaches accruing to both KTLA and The Caples Co. on Play Marco come from the mechanical difficulties in getting a call through to the station with a winner. Many participants have called in with only four numbers in a row, depending on chance to fill in the fifth number before their call is completed. However, their cards have to be checked out, nevertheless, and that takes valuable time from the real winners.

Others will dial the first few digits of the posted numbers, reserving the last until they fill their row. But when enough people do this, though the call is not completed, the backlog can tie up an entire exchange.

Still other drawbacks to telephonic communication include that minority which consistently disregards pleas not to call in merely for instructions, and the usual quota of drunks and connoisseurs of feminine beauty, attempting to date Miss Hanson. All this contributes to congestion, with real winners often unable to get their calls through and claim their prizes.

Despite 22 lines and an appropriate and different total of telephone numbers assigned to the program weekly by the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co., sometimes the congestion reaches serious proportions, as when a medical exchange was blocked. A new “level-hunting” system recently installed by the phone company has helped relieve the situation, but not entirely.

Paradoxically, out-of-town callers (who, incidentally, must pay their own toll charges) have a better chance of winning than Los Angeles residents. An alert operator can spot and plug in on an available number, while a dialer must try again at a busy signal.

KTLA and The Caples Co. have taken other steps to relieve the congestion. Now players are warned that if they do not have a winner when they complete a call, that particular card will be “jerked” for the rest of the evening’s play. All drunks and masherers are curtly cut off by the operators and the perennial instruction-seekers are briefly told to write to the station for clarification.

This has resulted in speeding up progress on the KTLA 1½ hour Play Marco program from five or six games a night to double that number, which creates another problem for The Caples Co. The advertising firm supplies the prizes in the Los Angeles area, and since none is worth less than $200 (and the grand prizes—offered every fifth week—which have included a Studebaker, a mink coat and a trip to Paris, worth considerably more), with the increase in efficiency, the firm must budget more for prizes. However, The Caples Co. smiles gamely at

PICTURE AT TOP: m.c. Jerry Lawrence calls a “Play Marco” number while Betty Hanson, “Miss Marco,” marks it on a master sheet. At left is the battery of telephones used to answer contestants’ calls.
STATION OWNERS & OPERATORS

Test this GPL chain in your station, with your projectors and monitors ... your operating conditions. See for yourself its almost automatic operation, its quality with all types of film. No charge, no obligation. Just write, wire or phone.

TWO MAJOR ADVANTAGES for station owners sum up the features of this new Vidicon Film Chain produced by GPL.

First, it sets a new high for quality.
Second, it saves dollars. And more dollars.

It's built around a photo-conductive tube, with long-proven GPL circuits and construction techniques. It is compact, simple and rugged ... easy to maintain, flexible for 4 or more multiplex combinations. All your existing projectors, monitors, master monitor and standard racks can be used. A stable black level, and almost complete absence of spurious signals, eliminates the need of constant attention. You save man-hours that previously went into monotonous monitoring.

This GPL chain has the lowest noise level in television. The grey scale reproduction is true. In all, with this GPL combination of both quality and economy, you can afford to retire your iconoscopes to slides. And, in equipping a new station, the GPL Vidicon is unmatched for value.
the additional outlay, expressing itself “happily to go along with the demand.”

Despite an almost unanimously bad press reception from local radio-tv editors, station, advertising firm and sponsor are happy with Play Marco results.

“It’s a merchandising dream,” says John Cody, one of the creators. “It builds up store traffic better than anything we’ve ever found.”

KTLA enthusiastically points to the over one million cards currently on file, which presently require 26 file clerks (formerly 48) handling the still-incoming flow of Play Marco duplicates during the week. However, only six are required to handle the files during the actual program.

As for the Los Angeles sponsor, the Victorian Packing Co. (Thorofed Dog Food) not only has renewed for a second 13-week cycle on KTLA, but is planning an intensive merchandising and promotion campaign around a new dog food, to be called Marco, shortly to appear on the market.

Despite, or perhaps because of the impressive reception, all is not so smooth sailing for Play Marco. Two separate suits, one for $500,000 and the other for $250,000, have been filed in Los Angeles Superior Court against KTLA and The Caples Co., charging infringement and plagiarism from similar programs. In reply, Klaus Landsberg, station vice president and general manager, issued this statement:

Legal Clearance

“Before placing Marco on the air, we satisfied ourselves as to our legal rights therein. Regardless of any suit or threat of suit, we’re still satisfied as to our rights.”

One Los Angeles housewife, unable to get her call through when she had a winner, appeared at the station personally. By that time another person had been declared the winner and the lady, very angry, has filed a complaint with the FCC and is threatening legal action.

But even more important than overt legal action has been the attitude of local Parent-Teacher Assns. and other civic groups toward the video form of Bingo. Several careful inquiries from these groups have apparently satisfied them that Marco presents no moral temptation to children, both station and agency say. Here, the foresight of The Caples Co. has paid off. The agency placed the program on KTLA, in part, because the station would give them a Saturday time block too late for youngsters to be up, yet not too late in the evening for their elders. Also, The Caples Co. is aiming the program at an “older, settled crowd,” who do not go out on Saturday nights, executives say.

However, KTLA and agency replies to the preliminary inquiries have apparently satisfied the civic groups, because no complaint regarding Marco has ever been received on any official stationery. Now, KTLA and The Caples Co. both heartily admit they had rather hoped for some controversy, since both felt sure of their positions and believed a well-publicized skirmish might create more interest in the program.

But perhaps the most persistent criticism of video Bingo has come from press columnists, who charge that it does not constitute “entertainment.” In a letter to Paul Price, Los Angeles Daily News radio-tv columnist and chief opponent of Play Marco, Mr. Rullman, another of the program’s creators, replied to the charge.

“...I think you will agree that the end-all of tv is not exclusively entertainment, any more than it is education, instruction, news and any other facet of tv programming. The medium has room for all.

“The basic appeal of Marco is excitement—through the chance to win a prize through a little game that serves public interest for many years, in the home, church, charity bazaars, county fairs, etc.”

Taking up other criticism of Play Marco, Mr. Rullman continued:

“Because Marco does create excitement, viewers take a more personal and intense interest... than with most other programs. If you have happy winners, you have disappointed losers and you have a large middle group who enjoy the contest for what it is, and keep its importance in proper focus.

“...In spite of the fact that on every show we announce the rules—including emphasis... that a Marco at home does not make you a winner until your card is checked out in the studio—we get a few people each week who do not understand the procedure, or who are not good sports about being ‘also-rans’...

“Accusations run as follows: (1) The game is ‘rigged’—an obvious impossibility and without motive on our part. (2) It’s impossible to get through on the phones—yet we are playing nine to 10 games a program (Mr. Rullman’s letter was written in mid-September) and some games are completed in less than four minutes. (3) The phones favor the local daisy—but the fact is that about 40% of our winners to date have been toll calls.

“Many columnists have conjectured about the odds in the Marco game. These are not known exactly, since each player picks his own numbers; but mathematically, when five numbers are drawn, there is one chance in 53,150 that a Marco will be hit. If additional balls are drawn, more winners will... The percentage of Marcos per game is 27. In 10 games, then, about 260 folks will be second-best in the race to the phone. And all but a few of these realize that it’s all part of a game, and have enjoyed the program, win or lose.

“So far, I’ve discussed the program’s problems. What’s the good side of Marco? We feel it’s good tv for a late hour, because it’s a change of pace from the old movie routine. Production and talent stand up well for a local show. Prizes top anything ever offered before by a local station.

“Do folks like Marco? Marco cards are coming back to us on an average of nearly 30,000 per week, currently. We receive over 1,000 letters per week, five-to-one commending the show, about 15% constructively critical and helpful, and about 5% blasting the program, which is about normal for most shows, even those of a less controversial nature.”

Under other names, Play Marco is spreading to other cities, through The Caples Co., for most part. Already started is Play Marko on KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif., by Dallman Co. (northern California Philco radio-tv set distributors); and Play Hi-Land on KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City, by the Holland Dairy. At Salt Lake City, over 60,000 cards, entire stock on hand, were completely distributed in one week and a hurried call was placed for the remainder of a 500,000 card printing by the station and sponsor, The Caples Co. reports.

On in 10 Markets

Within a short time the advertising firm, which has syndicated but will not produce its form of video Bingo outside of Los Angeles, will have the game on the air in a total of 10 markets, including Chicago, Minneapolis, Atlanta, Miami, Seattle, Reno and Fresno, agency executives announce.

In other cities, a slightly different version of Play Marco may be presented, with pre-numbered cards supplanting the self-numbered variety and helping to reduce costs. “We can eliminate much of the filing without the alphabetical filing,” says Mr. Cody.

Cost of the first 13 weeks on KTLA did run high, Mr. Cody admits, due to expensive props, the elaborate filing system and the process of learning. The second 13-week cycle will prove more profitable, he believes, with the props paid for and a lesser number of people required to present the show.

Already, competitors have appeared on tv with other Bingo-type games. The Video Game reportedly has made its appearance on KOMO-TV Seattle, with three sponsors, Ocoma Foods Co., Milwaukee Sausage Co. and Arden Dairy Farms, distributing different-colored cards, one color for each sponsor. Official Films, N. Y., introduced a film version called Tune-O to tv industry in October.

Bingo is definitely on the march in video these days. What effect the old parlor game of Lotto will have on television, and what effect television will have on Bingo, promises to be one of the more interesting facets of the ever-changing medium during the forthcoming season.

Miss Marco helps look up a few of the over one million cards on file during a program session.
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Key to 3-million people in a 4-billion dollar market . . .

WTMJ-TV

FIRST in coverage, programs, results . . . in a market that's always first!

WTMJ-TV facilities are unequalled in Wisconsin. Seven studios, mobile unit, and three microwave relay transmitters are available for use in the hands of Wisconsin’s most experienced TV producers to serve the big Milwaukee market.

Master technicians, operating the finest telecasting equipment yet developed, mean outstanding quality in WTMJ-TV telecasts. And 100,000 watts of power, transmitted from a 1,035-foot tower, provide better image for the 3,416,085 people (not counting Chicago) with a 90-mile radius.

Product sales climb fast when WTMJ-TV is used. Year after year, results obtained by advertisers have kept WTMJ-TV first in scheduled advertising and first with local and national advertisers. One test campaign over WTMJ-TV will prove why.

There's no substitute for WTMJ-TV EXPERIENCE

1st

- with seven years on-the-air experience in television.
- to transmit network color programs in Wisconsin.
- to originate local color broadcasts in Wisconsin.
- in the homes and hearts of the people of Wisconsin.

WTMJ-TV is the only television station in Wisconsin that blankets this entire market for advertisers. The station is on the air more than 115 hours per week presenting local and basic NBC-TV network programs. Due to audience and demand, WTMJ-TV presents more programs than any other Wisconsin television station.

WTMJ-TV

The Milwaukee Journal Television Station

Represented nationally by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER AND PARSONS, INC. New York • Chicago • San Francisco
RELIGION ON THE AIR

ABILENE CHRISTIAN'S FINDINGS ABOUT RELIGIOUS PROGRAMMING

MORE THAN HALF of all time devoted to religious programming by U. S. radio stations is sponsored by religious organizations, whereas less than a third of religious time on TV is commercial, according to a survey of religious broadcasting made by the Radio Division of Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Tex.

The radio figure is perhaps more significant than that for TV, since the college questionnaires, sent to 3,412 AM, FM and TV stations, were returned by 717 AM and FM stations but were answered by only 23 of the nation's TV broadcasters.

Highlights of the survey's findings are:

Radio stations devote, on the average, 5 hours, 48 minutes a week to religious programming, of which four-fifths is local, one-fifth network. The TV station average is 37 minutes of religious programs a week, three-fifths local, two-fifths network.

Combination of preaching and music, the type of program most frequently used by religious organizations in both radio and TV, is the most effective kind of religious programming in the opinion of radio station executives, but TV broadcasters ranked these programs second to dramas in impact.

Straight preaching, second in point of use in radio, was ranked eighth in order of effectiveness by radio broadcasters. This type of religious program is much less used in TV and the TV stations responding to the survey gave it no votes as the most effective program type.

Baptists make the greatest use of radio time (16%), according to a breakdown which shows Catholics second (9%), Lutherans third (7%), Methodists fourth (6%), Presbyterians fifth (5.5%) and the other

faiths following. A majority of TV stations reported using a rotation system to give a fair distribution of time among the various religious groups.

- A total of 446 stations (AM, FM, TV) or 60% of those answering the questionnaires, indicated that their local ministerial alliances arranged their religious programs. Negative answers came from 35%, the rest giving no indication.

Commenting on the correlation between the tables showing the comparative extent to which each type of religious programming is used on the air and the effectiveness rating given it by stations, Lowell G. Perry, director of Abilene College's Radio Division, points out that "the preaching-and-music program was the first choice on both tables" and calls attention to the fact that "686 of the stations use this type but only 255 believe it is the most effective type of program."

Straight preaching, he notes, was second on the use list but eighth on the effectiveness list, with drama and music standing high on both lists.

"Broadcasters ranked the broadcasting of services comparatively high as an effective type of broadcasting, but it was close to the bottom of the list of programs being broadcast," Mr. Perry says. "Religious news is high in actual use, but broadcasters rank it down as an effective type of program."

Mr. Perry points to the correlation between the table of programs used on various networks and the comparative extent to which each type of program is used on these networks.

Mr. Perry also calls attention to "the large number of stations utilizing a variety of different types of programs rather than just one or two." The use table, he points out, "shows that eight different types of programs are being used rather extensively."

"In television," he reports, "preaching-and-music ranked the highest as the type of program used but it was lower in effectiveness. Music, drama and children's programs ranked high among the programs being used, but drama was rated as the most effective."

**HOW MUCH IT'S USED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>AM &amp; FM Hours</th>
<th>AM &amp; FM % of Total</th>
<th>TV Hours</th>
<th>TV % of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustaining time</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial time</td>
<td>2148</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No indication</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local origination</td>
<td>3289.5</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network origination</td>
<td>801.5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No indication</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS BEING USED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>AM &amp; FM No. of Sta.</th>
<th>AM &amp; FM % of Total</th>
<th>TV No. of Sta.</th>
<th>TV % of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preaching &amp; Music</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight Preaching</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious News</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children's Program</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question &amp; Answer</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Program</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible Reading</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible Study</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observing Rel. Holidays</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT BROADCASTERS WOULD PREFER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>AM &amp; FM No. of Sta.</th>
<th>AM &amp; FM % of Total</th>
<th>TV No. of Sta.</th>
<th>TV % of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preaching &amp; Music</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children's Program</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question &amp; Answer</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight Preaching</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious News</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Program</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible Reading</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible Study</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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DuM. Tries Direct Mail

DETAILED and costly direct-mail promotion experiment is underway in New Jersey by Robert E. Eastman, executive vice president of Blair. The schedule consists of 24 one-minute participations weekly in local programs on all Blair stations beginning in January 1955. Previously the group plan has been sold to American Safety Razor and Cadillac Motor Car Co. The agency placing the Reader's Digest campaign is Schwab & Beatty, New York.

NL&B Expands N. Y. Office; Vice Pres. Mitchell Is Head

EXPANSION of its New York operation along the same lines as its Chicago headquarters, with Frederick A. Mitchell heading up the unit as vice president, was announced Monday by Needham, Louis & Brophy.

The move was attributed to increased advertising business, including the new Monsanto Chemical Co. Plastics Div. (All detergent) account effective Jan. 1. Agency's radio-tv billings are expected to approach $12 million this year, N. L. & B reported, noting that heretofore the New York staff has functioned primarily to service broadcast clients.

Present quarters will be expanded at 730 Fifth Ave. to accommodate an enlarged roster to be staffed mainly from Chicago office personnel. Among those being transferred, along with Mr. Mitchell, is William P. Berger, copy writing group chief. Richard L. Eastland will continue in New York as radio-tv director.

Gruber to Klett Assoc.

HERBERT GRUBER, chief timebuyer of Cecil & Presbrey, New York, has been named business manager of the radio and television department of Edward Klett Assoc., Mr. Klett, president, said last week.

As business manager, he will be concerned chiefly with the buying of all radio and tv time and the execution of all contracts.

SPOT NEW BUSINESS


NETWORK RENEWALS


AGENCY APPOINTMENTS

Lucy's of Hollywood (women's wear outlet) appoints John M. Kemp Adv., same city, with Mr. Kemp as account executive. Radio spot campaign will be used.


Mennen Co. (Mennen lather and brushless shaving creams), Morrisstown, N.J., appoints McCann-Erickson, N.Y., effective Jan. 1.

Cargill Inc., Minneapolis, additionally appoints its agency, Bruce B. Brewer & Co., same city, for Drying Oils advertising.


Gunther Brewing Co., Baltimore, appoints Bryan Houston Inc., N. Y., for Gunther Premium Dry Beer and Gunther Old English Ale.

A&A PEOPLE

R. E. Osborne, vice president and general manager, Knudsen Creamery Co., L. A., appointed president, succeeding Thomas R. Knudsen, firm's founder, who was elected chairman of board.

Alfred J. Seaman, vice president and creative director, Compton Adv., N. Y., elected to board of directors.

Lawrence D'Aloise, copy supervisor, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to Dancer-Fitzgerald - Sample, same city, as vice president and copy supervisor.

Cliff Hosking, acting chairman, L. A. office executive committee, Abbott Kimball Co. of Calif., named vice president.

Russ Raycroft, radio-tv account supervisor, Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, N. Y., to Robert W. Orr & Assoc., same city, as vice president in charge of radio-tv, succeeding Louis L. Engmann, who has resigned.

Roy C. Lochen, media director, Arndt, Preston, Chapin, Lamb & Keen, Philadelphia, appointed member of agency's operating committee.

Joni Schuster to Ad Fried Adv. Agency, Oakland, Calif., as media director; L. G. Mendershoven to agency in charge of premiums, promotions and contests; Phyllis Martinez to agency as manager, S. F. office.


Jack Davidson, West Coast publicity director, Dodge Truck division account, Ross Roy Inc., Hollywood, to McCann-Erickson, L. A., as account executive; Charles Powers, executive tv-radio producer, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., to McCann-Erickson, N. Y., as director in charge of commercial production; Buell A. Patterson, public relations director, Pan American-Grace Airways Inc., N. Y., to agency in public relations capacity; Better Foods, formerly in management-research capacity, Sherman & Marquette, N. Y., to McCann-Erickson, L. A.

Alvin Erickson to Campbell-Mithun Inc., Chicago, as account executive.

William Shartel, formerly with Rogers & Smith, Chicago, to Rutledge & Lilienfeld Inc., same city, as account executive.

Jeremy D. Sprague, Compton Adv., N. Y., to Cunningham & Walsh, same city, as timebuyer.

H. Jeff Forbes, vice president and producer-tv consultant, Productions on Films Inc., Cleve-
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

land, appointed executive director, motion picture and television studio, Cabell Eanes Inc., Richmond, Va.

Leslie C. Bruce Jr., former account executive, Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford Inc., N. Y., to Purex Corp. Ltd. (bleshees), L. A., as associate advertising manager.

Jay Bottomley, tv producer and director, Young & Rubicam, Hollywood, named consulting supervisor for daytime tv programming.


MCA NEGOTIATIONS FOR UTP REPORTED

Unconfirmed reports say Gross-Krasne would stay in field but sell films to MCA.

NEGOTIATIONS were reported in progress last week between the Music Corp. of America and United Television Program syndicates under which MCA would purchase UTP and acquire its large catalogue of filmed shows.

A spokesman for UTP in New York said he had heard reports of such negotiations but could not corroborate them. Reports circulating were that Gross-Krasne, which acquired UTP last winter, would continue in the tv film production field, but would sell its tv film output to MCA.

UTP properties include Lone Wolf, Mayor of the Town, Where Were You?, Waterfront, Rocky Jones, The Ruggles, Counterpoint, Heart of the City, Royal Playhouse and other products. MCA's television division syndicates Man Behind the Badge, Long John Silver, Abbott & Costello, Big Baker, City Detective and 200 half-hour dramatic anthology films under the title of Famous Playhouse, among others.

AAP TELEVISION-THEATRE PLANS TOLD BY HYMAN

Extensive distribution and production contemplated by new firm, which intends to operate on a world-wide basis.

OPERATIONS of the recently-organized Associated Artists Productions, New York, encompassing the distribution for television of filmed series and a large catalogue of feature films, as well as production and distribution of pictures for theatrical showing, were outlined at a trade news conference last week by Eliot Hyman, AAP president.

Mr. Hyman said that AAP has available for television a package of 56 feature films, plus 89 half-hour and 100 quarter-hour programs of the Candid Camera series, with Allen Funt; 39 Johnny Jupiter half-hour shows; Sherlock Holmes series of 12 feature-length films starring Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce, and 199 Monogram pictures, with the latter product earmarked initially for showing in foreign tv territories.

Mr. Hyman said that AAP also has acquired 83 Spanish feature films and 40 German productions that currently are in the process of being dubbed into English for tv release.

WOR TV Buys the 56

The package of 56 feature films, Mr. Hyman pointed out, already has been sold in New York to WOR-TV [B&T, Nov. 8]. He noted that many of them are still in theatrical runs and cannot be shown on tv until Jan. 1 or Nov. 1, 1955.

Associated Artists Productions currently will concentrate its production activities in television to the Douglas Fairbanks Presents tv filmed series, Mr. Hyman said, but probably will branch out to other activities in the future. AAP will handle for distribution the entire output of films from the Fairbanks series.

The main offices of AAP have been established in New York at 345 Madison Ave. Mr. Hyman said he is in the process of setting up offices in Los Angeles and Chicago.

Officers of AAP, in addition to Eliot Hyman, are Kenneth Hyman, vice president, and Samuel Haims, controller and treasurer. Department heads of the new organization, as named by Mr. Hyman, include Jacques Kopstein, general sales manager in charge of domestic distribution for television and theatrical fields; Norman Katz, sales manager of foreign distribution for television and theatre, and Herbert Richke, chief of the booking department and office manager.

Mr. Hyman disclosed plans for an extensive advertising and promotional campaign. Advertising phases will be handled by Monroe Greenfield Co., New York, and the public relations aspects by Albert Margolies & Co., New York.

Mr. Hyman voiced the belief that his organization is the first to be formed to handle distribution of films for both television and the theatre on a large scale. He expressed the view that this dual function was not incompatible, pointing out that feature films will not be released for tv until they have out-lived their theatrical usefulness and value.
NARROW
it
DOWN

Yes, narrow it down! Narrow down the reasons why people listen to a certain favorite radio station! You’ll find every time that years’ long habit brought about through their reception of better programming, local and national, a powerful signal, and a feeling of personal friendship for, and pride in, that particular station are the real and powerful reasons why.

These are the reasons more people listen more of the time to KVOO than to any other station in Oklahoma’s No. One market!

That’s also why experienced advertisers always insist on using KVOO for maximum results at lowest per listener cost. KVOO has served the Southwest since 1925. Now on the air 24 hours per day with top local and NBC network programs.
THESE ARE THE STATIONS
NATIONAL SPOT

FREE & PETERS INC.
Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932

NEW YORK
444 Madison Ave.
Plaza 1-2700

CHICAGO
230 N. Michigan Ave.
Franklin 2-6373

DETROIT
Penobscot Bldg.
Woodward 1-4255

ATLANTA
Glenn Bldg.
Main 5667

FT. WORTH
406 W. Seventh St.
Fortune 3349

HOLLYWOOD
6331 Hollywood Blva.
Hollywood 9-2151

SAN FRANCISCO
Russ Building
Sutter 1-3798
FOR YOUR RADIO campaign...

### EAST, SOUTHEAST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WBZ-WBZA</td>
<td>Boston—Springfield</td>
<td>NBC</td>
<td>51,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGR</td>
<td>Buffalo</td>
<td>NBC</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KYW</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>NBC</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDKA</td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>NBC</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFBL</td>
<td>Syracuse</td>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MIDWEST, SOUTHWEST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>Des Moines</td>
<td>NBC</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOC</td>
<td>Davenport</td>
<td>NBC</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDSM</td>
<td>Duluth—Superior</td>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDAY</td>
<td>Fargo</td>
<td>NBC</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOWO</td>
<td>Fort Wayne</td>
<td>NBC</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIRE</td>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>NBC</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMBC-KFRM</td>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFAB</td>
<td>Omaha</td>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMBD</td>
<td>Peoria</td>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MOUNTAIN AND WEST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KDSH</td>
<td>Boise</td>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVOD</td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGMB-KHBC</td>
<td>Honolulu—Hilo</td>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEX</td>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIRO</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### HOW TO ORDER THE PROGRAM

Order the program from *Your Radio Campaign*, 123 Main Street, Anytown USA, 12345. Telephone: 123-4567. Fax: 123-4567. Email: info@yourradiocampaign.com.
Tv Tic Tac Toe Sold
In 22 Markets, NTA Says

GIVEAWAY contest titled Tv Tic Tac Toe offering prizes worth $1 million has been set in 22 markets to date, National Telefilm Assoc., New York, sponsor of the contest, announced last week. Sales were made during the first month the contest was available to local stations, NTA Executive Vice President Oliver Unger said. He also revealed that negotiations for the contest in 118 other markets are currently underway.

When the contest was announced, it was designed for broadcast on local stations in 100 markets. If it is set in more markets, 33 originally planned prizes will exceed the $1 million mark.

A large-scale promotion preceded the contest campaign and is still being carried on by NTA. Last week, the film company mailed 2,500 giant promotional pieces. Previously the firm has mailed more than $1,800 in actual cash plus imitation million dollar checks.

Telemat Exhibits Tv 'Mat Service' Technique

AN ADAPTATION of the newspaper "mat service" technique to tv was demonstrated last week by Telemat, Beverly Hills tv film production firm. A library of 40 fully-animated 10-to-20 second "open-end" spot announcements were exhibited.

Spots are complete with music and sound effects, and sponsor messages can be incorporated in both video and audio portions. For audio, the sales message can be delivered live, on acetate pressings or by tape recording.

Telemat, founded by Alan Wise and Don Gertsen, plans to supply stations throughout the country with rotating spot libraries capable of adaptation to any advertising need. Stations will not be charged for libraries until a spot is sold, then charges will be based on use frequency. Basic sponsor cost was set at $65 for six weeks use, a firm spokesman stated.

Other exclusive Telemat services and features include a staff available for story board work and consultation on special cartoons, as well as guaranteed copyright protection and area exclusivity for a 1-year period.

The firm announced sale of four spots since the service’s introduction: to Los Angeles Downtown Businessmen’s Asso., for $10,000 Christmas tv promotion starting Dec. 6; KCP (TV) Hollywood, for station identification; Robert C. McDavid political campaign for California State Board of Equalization, and Thrifti-Lux Cleaners, Los Angeles.

KTLA (TV) Purchases
39 Theatrical Films

PURCHASE of 39 recent theatrical films at KTLA (TV) Hollywood, including three British pictures not yet shown in movie theatres locally, was announced by Klaus Landsberg, station vice president and general manager.

Unusual plan calls for simultaneous showing of these British films, all released this year, both on tv and in local theatres. Films are "Green Scarf" with Michael Redgrave, Ann Todd and Leo Genn; "Those Who Dare", with Akim Tamiroff, and "An Inspector Calls," with Patricia Neal and Alistair Sims. However, no definite theatrical bookings have been announced as yet.

Other films, both American and British, include "Pandora and the Flying Dutchman," "The Winslow Boy," "The Scarf," "Park Row," "Duffy of San Quentin" and "Algiers." Partial breakdown shows 7 features in the block were released in 1953, 10 in 1952, 10 in 1951 and 6 in 1950.

The station purchased the 39 films from Associated Artist Productions Inc., New York. Details of the deal, including the price and number of showings, were not available. Films are slated for Sunday night showing starting Dec. 5.

NBC Film Adds 3 Salesmen

NBC Film Div. has added three new salesmen to the staff, according to John B. Cron, national sales manager. Edward Quincy Adams, assistant advertising manager for Standard Rate & Data Service, and Robert D. Ingwerson, sales representative for the Borden Co., move to the film division’s Chicago office. Jules V. Arbib, Eastern sales supervisor for Pernambuch Div., of Doubleday & Co., has been added to the New York sales staff.

Mr. Adams replaces Tom Shull, now president of Inland Broadcasting Co. and general manager of WOTM-TV Lansing, Mich. John Burns, recently appointed administrative sales supervisor for NBC Film Div., is succeeded by Mr. Ingwerson.

FILM SALES

Ziv Television Programs Inc., international division, reports renewal of Favorite Story by General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y., on CMQ-TV Havana, Richard Hudnut & Co., N. Y., over XEW (TV) Mexico City; and Wednesday’s Newsreel by American Airlines, N. Y.,
Rides Again

Lone Ranger thunders across the ABC-TV channels ... sponsored by General Mills

In its five fabulous years on television, this program has won award after award, and has an audience in the millions. The fiery horse, the faithful Indian friend Tonto, and the Masked Man himself have been renewed again and again by their pleased sponsor, General Mills.

You're in smart company on ABC-TV American Broadcasting Company

Made-in-Britain thriller, "The Vise," makes hit on ABC

The welcome mat is out for an old sponsor and a new show. The show is "The Vise"... an intriguing series which introduces some fresh British talent. Sponsor: Sterling Drug Company for Bayer Aspirin and Phillips Milk of Magnesia, old friends again demonstrating confidence in ABC.

You're in smart company on ABC-TV American Broadcasting Company
over KXW. Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, has purchased Mr. District Attorney for WKAQ San Juan, P. R. Ziv also has sold Favorite Story, Cico Kid, Boston Blackie, Mr. District Attorney, The Unexpected and Yesterday's Newsreel to Radio Difusora Nacional de Colombia, government station in Bogota, Colombia.

Motion Pictures for Television, N. Y., has sold 149 cartoons created by Walter Lantz Productions, Hollywood, for Universal-International Pictures, Universal City, Calif., to KNXT (TV) Hollywood, including 92 "Oswald the Rabbit," 12 "Willie Mouse," 13 "Pooch the Pup" and 11 "Meeny, Mene and Moe" productions.


RANDOM SHOTS

Bonded TV Film Service Inc., firm which provides nationwide film shipping facilities for tv stations, has announced opening of branch office in Dallas, Tex. Company also has offices in N. Y., Chicago and L. A.

Allied Television Productions formed at 7 W. 44th St., N. Y., by Martin M. Colby, former account executive, WOR-TV New York, for tv program packaging and production.

Lone Ranger Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif., appoints Henry G. Saperstein & Assoc., Chicago, as merchandisers directors.

FILM PEOPLE

David Savage, director of film procurement, NBC, appointed to newly-created position, director of station relations, Guild Films Co., N. Y.

Harris Katelman, director, tv literary dept., MCA Agency, Beverly Hills, Calif., to Goodson-Todman Inc. (tv film production), N. Y., as head of firm's Hollywood video production and charged with securing new properties and writers.

Reinold Werrenrath Jr., tv producer, NBC Chicago, resigned Nov. 1 to become independent tv film producer.

Trade Assns.

TV's COMPLEXITIES CITED AT GMA MEET

Importance of medium as sales tool is cited at Grocery Manufactures Assn. convention by A. C. Nielsen, who adds that care should be exercised in planning its use.

TELEVISION can be an important sales tool for the food manufacturer, but nevertheless "the hard-line plans for advertising coverage," Arthur C. Nielsen, president of A. C. Nielsen Co., told a session at the 46th annual meeting of the Grocery Mfrs. Assn. last week in New York. The three-day meeting ended Wednesday.

Among the characteristics of tv cited by Mr. Nielsen as leading to "serious problems" in advertising coverage were: variations in tv set ownership in the United States, ranging from S. to 85% in the Northeast; limitations on ability to buy time on stations in all cities; variations in the audience reached from one city to another, and differences in the number of stations to which an advertiser must compete in each city.

Additionally, Mr. Nielsen said, television has had the effect of creating "disturbing variations" in coverage by network radio. He referred to Nielsen Radio Index facts on an "important" evening network radio program, showing that "impacts" (minutes delivered per week, per 1,000 radio homes) ranged from 59 in the Northeast to 159 in the Pacific.

Mr. Nielsen said this "jigsaw puzzle of enormous complexity" can be solved, pointing out that "reasonably uniform market coverage has been achieved by a skillful combination of network tv and network radio." In many cases, he said, the solution requires extensive use of local or spot tv and/or local or spot radio.

"Take my word for it that this is a research problem of a most difficult nature," Mr. Nielsen declared. "The general failure to solve it is suggested clearly by the fact that when the Advertising Research Foundation polled its members, seeking advice as to what research projects were of "greatest interest," "top priority." It was given to this problem of tv and radio audiences in local markets.

Production Trend Reversed

As part of a panel exploring the meeting's theme of "Broadening Tomorrow's Market," Marion Harper Jr., president of McCann-Erickson, New York, discussed the role of advertising in the achieving of this objective. He recommended that food manufacturers reverse the trend of producing a product and sending it to stores for sale, by starting with the consumers and finding out their special preferences and their buying potential for a particular brand. Similarly, Mr. Harper said, the modern advertising agency can help the manufacturer by serving as a "marketing agency" as well as an advertising agency, by "organized" management to call on the modern agency for assistance.

An executive panel discussing the question of "what will help the grocery industry to broaden tomorrow's market?" expressed confidence in the ability of advertising, including radio and television, to help "put over" new products. It was pointed out by several participants that there is "no cheaper way" to sell goods than through advertising. The panel consisted of Clarence Francis, former chairman of the board of General Foods Corp., chairman: John Fox, president, Minute Maid Corp.; Ned Fleming, president, The Fleming Corp.; Paul S. Gerot, president, Pillsbury Mills Inc.; O. E. Jones, executive vice president, Swift & Co.; D. T. McCormick, president, McCormick & Co.; G. C. Pound, president, Kraft Foods Co.; W. H. Vanderploeg, president, Kellogg Co., and W. Howard Chase, partner, Salvage, Lee & Chase. Paul S. Willis was re-elected president of GMA at the closing session on Wednesday. Other officers chosen were Mr. Gerot, first vice president; Mr. Vanderploeg, second vice president and Walter S. Shafer, vice president of Armour & Co., third vice president.

Mr. Willard A. Bunting, president of Wilbert Products Co., New York, was re-elected secretary, and B. E. Snyder, vice chairman of the board of the H. B. Davis Co., Hoboken, N. J., was re-elected treasurer. H. Russell Burbank, president of Rockwood & Co., Brooklyn, was named chairman of the finance committee and Robert B. Smallwood, president of Thos. J. Lipton Inc., Hoboken, was elected chairman of the public affairs committee. Charles W. Dunn of New York was re-appointed as counsel.


Nearly 80% Have Replied To NARTB Beer-Wine Query

"FLOOD" of replies to NARTB's questionnaire asking stations to supply data on radio-tv beer and wine advertising has been "gratifying," NARTB President Harold E. Fellows said last week. Data is being tabulated by the NARTB Research Dept., of which Richard M. Allerton is manager.

With almost 80% of all radio-tv stations having replied, Mr. Fellows said the research formula "guarantees a reliable reflection of the percentage of beer and wine advertising carried on all stations during every week of the year."

The information was sought from NARTB member and non-member stations at the suggestion of the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee which considered legislation (HR 1277) proposing bans on beer-wine advertising.

N. H. Broadcasters Organize

STATE association, to be known as New Hampshire Assn. of Broadcasters, will be set up by stations in the state following a Nov. 4 meeting held in Manchester.

Named to the organization committee which will draw up papers were Frank Estes, WKNE Keene; Warren Journay, WKBR Manchester; N. H. Broadcasting, Concord, and Wallace Walker, WMUR Manchester. Next meet- ing will be held Dec. 8. Stations represented at the first meeting, besides those mentioned, were WTSV Claremont; WTSI Lebanon; WWNH Rochester; WLNI Laconia, and WMOU Berlin.
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Now Delivering

RCA 3-V COLOR FILM AND SLIDE CAMERAS

A. R. Hopkins, RCA, and C. G. Nopper, WMAR-TV, inspecting control panel of the new "3-V" Color Film Camera—first one delivered from units now in production.

This 3-Vidicon Color-TV Film Camera handles 16mm, 35mm color film and slides.

- Multiplexing is automatic—interlocked with projector controls
- High Signal-to-Noise Ratio on color and monochrome—even with unusually dense film
- Excellent resolution and gamma
- Adequate reserve of light for dense film
- Color Fidelity as good as Image Orthicon
- Uses conventional TV projector, the RCA TP-68C

40 TV stations scheduled to receive "3-V" Color Film and Slide Camera equipments within 90 days

Within a few weeks 40 TV stations will be able to meet the demand for color film and slide programs. RCA is now producing and shipping in quantity the finest color TV film-and-slide camera ever designed—the "3-V."

Now stations can supplement their color network shows with color motion picture film and slides. And they can do it the easy way—and at relatively low cost! For information on the RCA 3-V—the Color-TV Film and Slide Camera that excels all other approaches to color film reproduction—see your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative. In Canada, write RCA Victor, Ltd., Montreal.

RCA Pioneered and Developed Compatible Color Television

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION
CAMDEN, N.J.
The one that gives the highest rate...
With all seven Los Angeles stations carrying the same program at the same time, KNXT paid off best with a 32.4 rating...47% of the entire viewing audience...three times more audience than the second station...more audience, in fact, than the remaining five stations combined!

The program was a special anniversary salute to California, sponsored by the Bank of America, from 8 to 9 pm, Sunday, October 17.

There's one thing you can bank on in Southern California: whether you're celebrating an anniversary on seven stations or selling a product on just one station, you get the best return on every penny you invest with KNXT

CBS Television's Key Station in Hollywood. Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales
KDKA CHOSEN BY SDX AS HISTORIC SITE

The first regularly-scheduled radio broadcast—1920 election returns newscast—will be commemorated.

KDKA Pittsburgh was selected as the subject of the 1955 Historic Sites in Journalism Memorial by Sigma Delta Chi, national journalistic fraternity, at its annual convention last Thursday in Columbus. The convention adopted unanimously a report submitted by a committee of the 22,500 member organization.

The site marking will commemorate the first regularly-scheduled radio broadcast—a newscast of the Harding-Cox election returns on Nov. 2, 1920. The committee recommended that consideration be given to the possibility of dedicating the award on the 35th anniversary of the newscast—on Nov. 2, 1955. The committee had also recommended that Sigma Delta Chi undertake installation of a special additional plaque during 1955 at the British Broadcasting Corp. underground studio where the newscast was given.

The committee recommended that the fraternity keep with precedent and mark only one site annually.

Chenoff Handling BBC Plaque

Arrangements for a plaque in the BBC studios is being handled by a broadcast committee headed by Howard L. Chenoff, West Coast broadcaster, with Edward R. Murrow of CBS assigned the duty of preparing the inscription.

Members of the SDX Historic Sites Committee which made the recommendation are Turner Cattlede, managing editor of the New York Times (WQXR); Norman Chandler, publisher of the Times Mirror (KTTV (TV)); Bill Henry, NBC Washington; Palmer Hoyt, editor and publisher of the Denver Post; Walter C. Johnson, Chatanooga, and Ken Clayton, Chicago Tribune (WGN-AM-TV), chairman.

KDKA received 21 votes as against 12 for the runner-up candidate and 11 for the next two.

The three-day SDX convention also considered a report from its committee on the Advancement of Freedom of Information. The report criticized "secret government" from the school board level to the White House and warned that unless newspapers, radio and television "rise up and fight on every side with all their might" efforts to exclude them from Congressional hearings and court rooms would be only the beginning. The report recommended formation of a separate national committee by SDX to take the story of freedom of information to all newsman in all media. The report was referred by the convention to the incoming Executive Council. Committee chairman is V. M. (Red) Newton Jr., Tampa Tribune (WFLA). Jim Bormann, news director of WCCO-AM-TV Minneapolis, is radio-TV member.

Chicago was picked for the 1955 convention. Keynote speaker last Thursday was John Cowles, president of the Minneapolis Star & Tribune (see story, page 36).

Increased restrictions on the press, radio and television may result from their invasions of the right of privacy, Dr. James E. Pollard, director of the Ohio State U. School of Journalism, said last Thursday. He addressed a forum session of the convention.

"If in the years ahead the press, the radio and television find more states through courts or by legislative action recognizing the right of privacy or strengthening it where it's now recognized," he said, "they will have only themselves to blame." This will occur, he said, because some of the media are overstepping the bounds of legality and ethics. He cited the Sheppard murder trial in Cleveland as a current example of "extreme reporting."

The Executive Council authorized further study of a project initiated last year to determine the feasibility of honor awards for radio and tv news reporting by undergraduate members.

Economic rather than editorial considerations may determine the future of journalism as a career, Richard W. Slocum, president of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. and executive vice president of the Philadelphia Bulletin (WCAU-AM-TV) told the Sigma Delta Chi convention in Columbus last Thursday. He included radio and television in the journalistic field.

High costs of publication and of station operation, he said, must be coped with if journalism is going to remain attractive. He said that in the newspaper field, improved production methods looking toward greater automation together with improved editorial product give promise of providing the answers. He pointed to the doubled cost of newprint, increased wages and increased competition to newspapers as posing the biggest problems.

Mr. Slocum urged journalistic students to become less interested in "security" and more concerned with daily contributions to newspapers and stations which "create security for both the operations and their jobs."

Alexander F. (Casey) Jones, executive editor of the Syracuse Herald Journal (WSYR-AM-TV) told the convention that "powerful forces" in the American Bar Assn. are determined to restrict detailed reporting through restrictions which would cover civil and criminal cases.

He predicted that, as to newspapers, the proposals would be presented to the house of delegation of the ABA next August, as a revision of the so-called "Canon 20." As to Canon 35, barring courtroom photos as well as radio and television, he said, some newspapers have become subject to the pressure of state bar associations. He said improvement of relations is a matter of mutual education between the bar and the various media affected.

Within the last fortnight Mr. Jones said, the president of ABA invited the ANPA and the heads of radio and television organizations to discuss revision of Canon 35. But he pointed out such decisions have been held periodically since 1936 with no success. Nevertheless he regarded the invitation as an "encouraging sign."

Freer to Manage NARTB’s 1955 Convention Exhibit

BARRY BRIAN FREER will manage the 33d annual NARTB convention exhibit to be held in Washington during the week of May 22, 1955. In announcing the appointment NARTB President Harold E. Fellows said Mr. Freer has been sales vice president of Theodore John Christensen, Inc., Arlington, Va., and before that assistant manager of the Greater National Capital Committee, District of Columbia convention—visitors bureau.

Mr. Freer succeeds the late Arthur C. Stringer.

AP, Md.-D. C. Associations Meet Together in Baltimore

NEWS sales clinic of Chesapeake AP Radio-TV Assn. and a meeting of the Maryland-D. C. Radio & TV Broadcasters Assn. were combined in Baltimore Friday.

Joseph L. Brechner, WGAY Silver Spring, presided as president of the Md.- D. C. association with R. C. Embry, WITB Baltimore, heading the Chesapeake group.

Participating in panel on sale of news and special features were Herman Paris, WWDC Washington; Alfred E. Burk, WBAL Baltimore, and Jack F. Davis, AP, New York. Clayton R. Sanders, Peoples Drug Stores, Washington, led a panel on radio-tv news from a sponsor’s viewpoint. On the panel were Harold Fair, Bozell & Jacobs, and Arthur

FOLLOWING installation of Oliver Treyz (4th l) as the first president of Television Advertising Bureau, several of the 10 members of the TVB board of directors pose with their new president. L to r: George B. Storer Jr., Storer Broadcasting Co.; W. D. Rogers Jr., KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.; Richard Moore, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, and board co-chairman; Mr. Treyz; Clair R. McCollough, WGGC-TV Lancaster, Pa., also TV board co-chairman; Merle S. Jones, vice president, CBS-TV New York; Lawrence H. Rogers, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., and chairman of the TVB membership committee, and Roger W. Clipp, WFIL-TV Philadelphia. TV directors not present were Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk; Kenneth L. Carter, WAAN-TV Baltimore, and H. W. Stalvick, WMCT (TV) Memphis.

BROADCASTING • Telecasting
Goldman, Gunther's beer. C. Leslie Golliad, WEPM Martinsburg, W. Va., led a panel on sale of news by independents. Other members were Charles Irwin, WASA Havre de Grace; Alan Long, WFMD Frederick, and Dick Rudolph, WTH Baltimore.

Donald D. Hoover, Botez & Jacobs, and Robert Daiger, Van Sant, Dugdale & Co., conducted a panel on agency handling of radio-tv news. David V. R. Stickel, WMAR-TV Baltimore, led a tv news programming and sales discussion. With him were Joel Chaseman, WAAM (TV) Baltimore; Tom White, WBAL-TV Baltimore, and Mr. Fair. Thad H. Brown Jr., NARTB radio vice president, was luncheon speaker.

ANPA Ad Official Minimizes Radio, TV

IN AN ATTEMPT to minimize the importance attached to radio's reputation as the medium with the lowest cost-per-thousand. Allen B. Sikes, field director of the Bureau of Advertising of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn., last week asserted that cost-per-thousand is a "meaningless" yardstick because it ignores other advertising and marketing requisites.

Mr. Sikes told members of the Advertising Club of New Haven last Tuesday that cost-per-thousand claims fail to take cognizance of three considerations, which he described as follows:

"One of the great fallacies of cost-per-thous-

sand is the belief that any 1,000 consumers are just as good prospects for a given product as any other 1,000. A second great fallacy is that any medium is as good a vehicle for a particular product story as another. The third great fallacy concerns the skill with which the medium is used... A problem which cost-per-
thousand advocates ignore completely. Actually, cost-per-thousand is determined very largely by the copy's ability to claim and hold the attention of the audience and to deliver a convincing message. In other words, the advertiser, to a considerable extent, makes his own rate."

No Good for Chili

To buttress his claim on consumer types, Mr. Sikes cited the story of a television program which is popular generally throughout the country and reaches 40% of the television homes in Cincinnati and 7% in Dallas-Ft. Worth. Mr. Sikes acknowledged this program "might work out well for a brewer," but said "the guy selling chili con carne, which is highly popular in the Southwest, would simply be wasting his money."

Asserting non-belief in cost-per-thousand comparisons, Mr. Sikes said other leaders in the advertising and media research field share his view. He quoted researchers Alfred Politz and Dr. Daniel Starch, and Ben Duffy, BBDO president, as examples.

He told his audience that many comparisons that radio and tv offer in competition with newspapers are in "serious error." Among these he listed the matching of a given time on radio or tv with a particular space unit in a newspaper or magazine. He said that "if media as a whole cannot be compared realistically, doesn't it follow that you can't compare a given length of time on radio or tv with a color page in a magazine or a half- or full-page newspaper ad?" He concluded:

"There is also the practice of measuring a radio or tv program rating against the readership rating of an ad in a magazine or newspaper. If there's any common denominator at

*1934 Consumer Markets

Flint is a big (293,400) busy market. And the ladies do their share. They help to earn ond spend $6,999* per household in Flint . . . a big 33% above the notional spendable income average. That's why Flint annual retail sales are a solid 62%* above the national average. And they're due to go up! New car models are on their way to you right now . . . and that means more work than ever for Buick, Chevrolet, Fisher Body, AC Spork Plug, and Trumstedt.

Get your share of this huge retail dollar. Get it for sure when you use WFDF. Call Kotz now!
... a See-Worthy Series
goest Full Speed Ahead!

Success:
for a television series is measured in three ways—
RATINGS, sponsor SALES, UTP SALES.

Ratings:
check the starboard side.

Sales:
were so good —100% of all sponsors RE-NEWED
after original run.

Sponsors:
have already started RE-NEWING AGAIN FOR THE
THIRD TIME, including—STANDARD OIL OF CALI-
FORNIA, STROHS BEER, FALLS CITY BEER, SEARS
ROEBUCK, PEYTON PACKING CO., STANDARD
HUMPTY DUMPTY STORES and...

WATERFRONT’s diversified sponsors
WATERFRONT appeals to every member of the family
AND every type of sponsor—from oil to banks... from
beer to ice cream.

12 BEERS... 5 DEPARTMENT STORES... 4 ICE CREAM AND DAIRIES
...3 OIL COMPANIES... 3 GROCERY CHAINS... 3 MAJOR MEAT
PACKERS... 2 AUTOMOBILE DEALER ASSOCIATIONS... BANKS...
INSURANCE COMPANIES... AND MANY MORE!

set your sales with

WATERFRONT

will remain steady as you go—with 26 MORE—
NEW HALF HOUR WATERFRONT’S now in produc-
tion.

We may be “Tootin’ our own whistle”—but you
would too!
WATERFRONT SALES HAVE GROSSED OVER
$1,250,000.00
WATERFRONT IS RUNNING IN OVER
110 MARKETS
and all of this in just 7 short months...

with WATERFRONT—check the RATINGS—the
SPONSORS—the MARKETS—AND THE RE-NEWALS
—you’ll agree.

set your sales with

WATERFRONT

65 First Run Half-Hours Still Available In Some Markets. Don’t Miss The Boot—Call Today!
P. ESTON FOSTER
stars as Cap'n John

"FOSTER believable as rugged skipper of a tug who knows his business, "a man of action when the chips are down"

By sponsors throughout the country PRESTON FOSTER is christened—"CAP'N COOPERATION" for his efforts in making each sponsor's sales drives complete—from sales meetings to personal calls to filmed commercials.

MAKE USE OF PRESTON FOSTER YOURSELF—FIT HIS TALENT TO YOUR OWN SALES NEEDS.

don't miss the boat . . .
call . . . wire . . . write—today!

check these top sponsors:

1st* in HOUSTON
1st* in SAN DIEGO
2nd* in DETROIT
2nd* in LOS ANGELES
(4th consecutive month)
2nd* in FRESNO

...and others like:
ST. LOUIS (Pulse)
PITTSBURGH (ARB)
DAYTON (Pulse)
MILWAUKEE (Telepulse)
OKLAHOMA CITY (ARB)
SEATTLE (ARB)

...and National Rankings*

June, 1954
Sponsor-Telepulse
4th show

Billboard-Pulse
5th show

Videodex
6th show

That's quite a record in 7 months. If you'd like more rating information, write your UTP representative.

* Syndicated or spot.

WATERFRONT is a ROLAND REED PRODUCTION . . . producers of "My Little Margie," "Stu Erwin," "Rocky Jones, Space Ranger," "Beulah" and "Mystery Theater."
TEXANS at NARTB's District 13 meeting last week included (l to r.): seated, Jack Harris, KPNC Houston; Louis R. Cook, KNOW Austin, new president, Texas Assn. of Broadcasters; standing, Frank Smith, KRIC Corpus Christi; Martin B. Campbell, WFAA Dallas; Barney Ogle, KRGV Weslaco, TAB secretary-treasurer, and Richman G. Lewis, KTEX Lufkin, TAB vice president.

Mr. Sikes claimed that print advertising permits actual selection of prospects to "a much greater degree than broadcast media," contending that the reader of a newspaper or magazine reads it because he is "interested in the product advertised." In radio and television, Mr. Sikes said, the audience is interested in the program and hears and sees the commercial "only incidentally."

White, Fellows, Baker On RTNDA Meeting Agenda

PAUL WHITE, KFMB San Diego, will deliver the keynote address at the annual meeting of Radio-Television News Directors Assn., opening Thursday at the Sheraton Hotel, Chicago. James A. Byron, WABP Fort Worth, RTNDA president, will preside.

Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president, will address the opening luncheon of the three-day meeting. Charles Day, WGAN Cleveland, will preside at an afternoon radio news workshop.

Friday's program opens with a TV workshop led by Harold Baker, WSM Nashville. Fling him will be Ralph Renick, WTVJ Miami; Frank McCall, NBC, and Mr. Byrom. An afternoon business session includes reports by the nominating committee, with Jack Krueger, WTMJ Milwaukee, chairman; constitution committee, Mr. Baker, chairman; and resolutions committee, Mr. Baker, chairman; of foster, WCBM Baltimore.

The sponsor's viewpoint will be discussed Saturday in a panel led by Jack Shelley, WHO Des Moines. Taking part will be David Anderson, Standard Oil Co.; James Luce, J. Walter Thompson Co., and Charles Harding II, Buckman-Thoms.

Jim W. G. Baker, vice president of General Electric Co., will address the Sunday luncheon. An afternoon business meeting includes reports by Dick Cheverton, WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, for the membership committee; Bob Grant, KRNR Roseburg, Ore., for the national wire service policy committee, and James Monroe, KCMO Kansas City, for the convention sites committee.

Sig Mickelson, CBS news director, will deliver the address at the Saturday banquet. Tom Eaton, WTIC Hartford, will report awards.

District Meets End; Attendance Gains

NARTB's annual series of district meetings closed last week with total registration of 1,617 for the 17 sessions compared to 1,480 registered in 1953, according to unofficial tabulations. The 1954 attendance also exceeded 1952, when 1,424 were registered.

The 1954 meetings got off to a slow start—the three northeastern areas showed total registration of 338 compared to 385 a year ago. With District 4 (Va., D. C., N. C., S. C.), attendance started to pick up and improvement was noted in most parts of the country as the series moved westward.

Unofficial figures show that District 10 (Iowa, Mo., Neb.) had the highest attendance this year, with 132 registered. Close behind was District 13 (Texas) with 125, which met last Tuesday and Wednesday. The Texas meeting wound up the annual series.

Attendance figures (unofficial) for the 17 districts follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dist.</th>
<th>1953</th>
<th>1954</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,617</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,480</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls, presided at the Texas meeting as district director. Named to the resolutions committee were Dave Morris, KNUZ Houston; Alex Keese, WFAA Dallas; Louis Cook, KNOW Austin; C. B. Locke, KFDM Beaumont, and Harry Stone, KCEN-TV Temple. Henry B. Clay, WKKH Shreveport, La., was radio guest speaker.

Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans, was TV guest.

Sales Incentive

Mr. Clay, chairman of the NARTB Radio Board, advocated payment of salesmen on an incentive basis. "They are successful in selling not only because of the facilities but primarily because of the fact that they sell ideas—program ideas, spot ideas—not just time," he said. "In some cases we like to have the advertiser himself read his own copy on the air. When this happens he will get a lot of comments, further convincing him that he has made a good buy.

"We make it a point to keep up with what the other stations are doing just as an evening newspaper watches the ads of a morning newspaper and vice versa. We like to sell on the basis of the data we possess, which is as factual as possible. We know that radio is the lowest cost advertising medium in the world and we intend to make the most of it." He advocated aggressive promotion of stations and integration of the microphone into the community.

Mr. Swezey said color "already is upon us," and in a short time will completely overlap black-and-white. Commercial packaging alone can bring about this result, he said, reminding that manufacturers spend millions on packaging to obtain easy recognition.

As to programming, he said there is no excuse for inferior service and warned the
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The Men Who Make the News
candidly discussing
the vital issues of the day

A stirring fifteen minutes, filmed weekly in Washington, the capital of the free world, and the NEWS capital of all the world.

TIMELY AS THIS VERY MINUTE
BUDGET PRICED FOR TODAY'S TV MARKET

For remaining availabilities,
write, wire, or, better yet, phone:

321 SO. BEVERLY DRIVE, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.

TELEPHONE: CRESTVIEW 4-6869
industry must not be "too intent on a quick buck." He urged stations to resist client pressure and regretted that advertisers are loath to gamble on new program ideas, preferring tested formats. He contended tv commercials are "generally pretty good," citing Gillette as an example. Government "dirty looks," he said, have helped engender special interest groups, including the prohibition lobby.

Participating in a tv panel were C. W. Rembert, KRLD-TV Dallas; W. D. Rogers Jr., KDBU-TV Lubbock; Jack Harris, KPRL-TV Houston; Millman Rochester, KRGV-TV Weslaco; Harold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort Worth, and Ralph W. Ninmons, WFAA-TV Dallas. Resolutions followed the general pattern of other district meetings.

TEX. BROADCASTERS ELECT COOK PRES.

AUTO radio sets give the advertiser a medium whose circulation exceeds the five largest magazines combined, Adrian Murphy, CBS Radio president, told the Texas Assn. of Broadcasters at a Monday meeting in Houston.

Mr. Murphy addressed the luncheon session. Other TAB speakers included Oveta Culp Hobby, Secretary of Health, Education & Welfare, and FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee (see separate story, page 98).

After showing the CBS Radio film, "Tune in Tomorrow," Mr. Murphy said the Advertising Research Foundation-Polling study showed that less than 4% of the nation's households are beyond the reach of broadcasting. He said CBS Radio's confidence in the future is "considerably more tangible than an ingredient for speeches." He explained, "We know that radio's long-term future is assured and we are backing this conviction with a great deal of thought, talent and money. Witness Bing Crosby's return to the air five nights a week." [BT, Nov 8].

Attendance of 185 at the TAB meeting set an alltime record and ran well ahead of the registration at the Texas NARTB district meeting Tuesday and Wednesday. Louis Cook, KNOM Austin, was elected president to succeed William Deason, KVET Austin. Richman G. Lewin, KTRF Lufkin, was elected vice president and Barney Ogle, KRGV Weslaco, secretary-treasurer. Board members are David H. Morris, KNUE Houston; Bob Bradbury, KPEP Lamesa; Jack Hawkins, KRIG Odessa; W. C. Fouts, KSFA Nacogdoches; George Cranston, WBAP Fort Worth.

Taking part in a panel that covered such topics as audience measurement and agency recognition standards were William Bryan, A. S. Black & Co.; Earl Richards, Foute, Cone & Belding; Richard Laughlin, Laughlin Assoc.; Dave Ritchie, Ritchie Agency, and Robert Taylor of Aylin Inc.

Taking part in a tv panel led by Mr. Cranston were: Walter Stone, KCEN-TV Temple; James M. Gaines, WOIATV San Antonio; Mr. Ogle, and W. D. Rogers Jr., KDBU-TV Lubbock. John F. Meagher, NARTB radio vice president, spoke following this session.

A morning discussion of radio programming in tv markets was led by Alex Keese, WFAA. Participating were Tom Dillahunty, KOSY Texarkana; Bob A. Roth, KONO San Antonio, and Kenneth Bagwell, KXYZ Houston.

Texas Daytimers Back DBA In Fixed Hours Proposals

DAYTIME Broadcasters of Texas voted Monday to support the national Daytime Broadcasters Assn. in its petition to the FCC asking fixed operating hours from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Other district stations joined the Texas group, which met after the regular meeting of the Texas Assn. of Broadcasters.

W. C. Fouts, KSFA Nacogdoches, presided at the daytime meeting. Ray Livesay, WLBS Mattoon, Ill., national vice president, reviewed the campaign in opposition to FCC's March 1954 proposal to set up a transitional period in the late afternoon before sunset and two hours after sunrise. He told of developments in the fixed-hour situation.

Joe M. Leonard Jr., KGAF Gainesville, was elected a director of DBA representing Texas. The national organization now has 180 members.

CARITA Breakfast to Hear Lee

FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee and the Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, president of Notre Dame U., will be guest speakers at the seventh annual commemoration breakfast of the radio, television and advertising industries to be held Nov. 28 at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York. The breakfast will be presented for the first time under the auspices of CARITA, newly-organized Catholic Apostolates—Radio, Television and Advertising, which has a membership of 3,000 in the three industries. Toastmaster at the breakfast will be John Patrick Costello of NBC. Jack Sterling, CBS radio and television performer, will be m.c.

FOUR NARTB directors appear in this group at the Texas district meeting held last week. L to r: Roy Jones, KGUL-TV Galveston; W. D. Rogers Jr., KDBU-TV Lubbock, tv director; Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls, District 13 director; Ray Herndon, KTRH Houston; Harold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort Worth, tv director; David Morris, KNUE Houston, and Al Johnson, KGBS-TV San Antonio and KOY Phoenix, District 16 director.

AFA Forms Dist. 9, Wichita; Dist. 1 Hears Talk on Color

ORGANIZATION of a new district of the Advertising Federation of America and an annual meeting held by an established district were announced last week by AFA.

Delegates from seven advertising clubs representing five states attended an organizational meeting Nov. 6 in Wichita, Kan., where AFA district 9 was formed. Ken E. Johnson, vice president of the Kansas State Bank, Wichita, was elected governor. Other officers elected were: Mort Wells, Lowell Nicholas, Charles Workman, and Mary Brown. The organization committee was directed by Elon G. Morton, president and general manager of AFA.

The first district of ANA held its yearly conference in Worcester, Mass., last week. The group was addressed by Lorain Fawcett, president of All-Color Inc., New York, who termed color "the space ship in the development of American advertising." Leonard Shaw was elected governor of the district; Paul C. Provan, first lieutenant governor; Joseph Kilbridge, second lieutenant governor, and Betty Gunning, treasurer.

RETMA Committees, Sections Meet in Chicago, New York

A SERIES of committee and section meetings will be held by Radio-Electronics-TV Mfrs. Assn. at a three-day fall conference starting Wednesday at the Palmer House, Chicago. James D. Secrest, RETMA executive vice president, said the schedule includes a discussion of subscription tv and a report on developments in the field.

RETMA's committee looking into satellite and special-service tv stations will meet Wednesday morning at the Roosevelt Hotel, New York. Ben Adler of Adler Communications Labs is chairman.

The RETMA board will meet Friday in Chicago after two days of committee and section division discussions. Max F. Balcom, RETMA chairman, will preside.

RTES Session Features Research Fundamentals

FUNDAMENTALS in the use of research—both quantitative and qualitative—were emphasized in the buying and selling of time, outlined by Robert E. Dunville, president of Croxley Broadcasting Corp., and Frank Minehan, media vice president of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles at
a Radio & Television Executives Society seminar in New York last week.

Noting that there are 10 primary types of media and a wealth of research information available on them, Mr. Minehan stressed that there can be no specific pattern for developing a media plan in building an advertising campaign. Such basic questions as the product to be sold, its merits, the type of customer to be reached, his location, and the best time of day (or year, in the case of seasonal products) to reach him must all be taken into consideration, he asserted.

Without identifying the products, he cited examples of specific campaigns—all successful—where only broadcast media were used, where only print was employed, and where broadcast and print media were combined.

Mr. Dunville stressed the need for more qualitative research and described WLW Cincinnati's weekly surveys in this field. To back up his emphasis on the importance of such research, he cited the general belief that wrestling on television appeals to men in the 30- to 40- or 50-year-old group. Yet, he said, "an analysis of wrestling in the Midwest had indicated . . . that 47% of the wrestling television audiences are women, and of the 47%, over 60% were 40 years old or older." On the other hand studies show that professional boxing bouts appeal "to 97% men, slightly less than 3% women, and the age group is from 20 to 45 predominately."

Mr. Dunville also pointed out that WLW studies showed that margarine, although it is using TV more and more, is bought most heavily in rural areas. And village and farm residents were found to buy 40% more home permanents than do urban residents, he noted. Further, he asserted, "the program with the highest audience does not necessarily do the best advertising job for any given product."

The meeting was the third in a series of weekly time buying and selling seminars being conducted by RTES. Mary McKenna, director of research and sales development for WNEW New York, was moderator. This week's session will feature Earl M. Johnson, MBS vice president in charge of engineering and station relations, and Robert L. Coe, DuMont TV Network station relations manager, in a discussion of practical engineering factors that govern intelligent timebuying, with Frank E. Pellegrin, partner in H-R Representatives and H-R Television Inc., as moderator. The seminars are held Tuesdays at luncheon sessions at Toots Shor's restaurant.

BAB Brochure Stresses Impact of Radio Shows

AVERAGE dramatic radio show reaches more than 5 million homes during a four-week period, BAB reported last week. The exact number of homes—5,037,768—represents more than one in every 10 U. S. radio families the bureau said.

The 13th of a series on net, or unduplicated, audiences for different types of radio programming and announcement schedule is contained in the four-page color brochure, "The Cumulative Audience of Dramatic Radio Programs," now being circulated to members.

Also presented is the number of sales messages heard per family, BAB said, noting that its report, based on information from A. C. Nielsen Co., did not include mystery shows or daytime serials.

N. D.'s Krause Again Hits NCAA's Football Coverage

NCAA's controlled football television program was branded last Monday by a Notre Dame spokesman as an "artificial and reactionary system that is no good." Ed (Moose) Krause, ND athletic director, made the charges in a talk before the Quarterback Club of Chicago.

At the same time, Mr. Krause claimed that a regional tv plan, repeatedly recommended by the Big Ten, "is a step in the right direction." He acknowledged that Notre Dame would like all its own games televised—locally, regionally or nationally—but "never have we planned in our mind to do so." He added his belief that the National Professional Football League is doing "a better job of selling [its] product through television. We need to take advantage of this advertising medium, too."

Learn People's Likes, Then Plan Ads, Smith Tells MAB

ADVERTISERS should "get reacquainted with people," and then redesign their advertising and promotion efforts, John H. Smith Jr., NARTB public affairs manager, told Maine Assn. of Broadcasters and Portland Ad Club at a joint meeting last Tuesday.

He suggested media and advertising personnel...
Crosby sings and talks in radio’s most winning new show — five nights a week, fifteen minutes a night. And whatever he talks about, there’ll be guests to fit every subject: show business, sports, philosophy, or a word or two on the ponies. Coming at 9:15 (EST) it fits right in the middle of a fabulous CBS Radio line-up that’s exactly right for informal nighttime listening. Just before Bing, on various nights, there’s Perry Como, Stop the Music, Rosemary Clooney. Right after him, every night, the Amos ’n’ Andy Music Hall. This is the crowd that draws the crowd, and the sponsor who sells here is wise. For with The Bing Crosby Show the advertiser will find himself pleasing all the people who’ll buy his product... (as well as the people who sell it). And when so many enthusiasts get together, 
costs come out next-to-nothing!
Advising Credit Men Hold First Annual Meet

FELLOWS Wrote that B&T "hit the nail right on the head" in its Oct. 25 editorial suggesting broadcasters "ought to give a medal to the Kiwanis International for reminding broadcasters that they have a great medium worthy of being saluted once a year."

Facsimile of Kiwanis award.

Chicago Group Lays Plans For Broadcast Adv. Council

GROUND was spaded in Chicago last week for emergence of a new broadcast advertising council with regular membership luncheons slated to get underway early in 1955.

The organization, patterned somewhat after the New York Executives Club and representing diverse elements of the radio-tv advertising field, will be headed by Peter Cavullo, radio-tv director, J. Walter Thompson Co. The new BAC emerges as a result of a mid-year merger of the Chicago Television Council and Broad-cast Executives Club of Chicago, formerly the old Chicago Radio Management Club.

The council's primary purpose will be to sell all broadcast advertising and will comprise members from the agency, advertiser, package program, network, station and station repre-sentative fields, it was understood. Five members each from the CTC and BECC will serve as board members, subject to council approval.

Sterling C. Quinlan, vice president in charge of ABC o&o WBKB (TV), and John Cory, Free & Peters, will circulate a joint letter sometime this week, explaining the merger and the new council's functions and listing new officers.

In line with its intent to sell all broadcast media, the council's founding group chose an agency executive, Mr. Cavallo, in preference to any from network or station circles as more nearly reflecting its aims and purposes.

Wile Discusses Color Outlook At Meeting of L. A. Ad Women

COLOR tv sets sales will exceed those of black-and-white within 10 years, with live tv broad-casts in full color from all over the world "a common occurrence," Frederic Wile Jr., vice president in charge of western division pro-gramming, NBC-TV Hollywood, told members of the Los Angeles Advertising Women Inc. at a Nov. 4 meeting.

Over $14 million will be spent on NBC-TV color programs and facilities during the current broadcast season, although approxi-mately 10,000 color sets are in the public's hands, Mr. Wile pointed out. However, he added, "for the balance of this year and next, the industry expects to market 350,000 color sets; 1,780,000 in 1956; 3 million in 1957; and about 5 million in 1958."

By 1959, U. S. homes would contain over 10 million color sets, he stated in an "extremely conservative estimate."

TRADE ASN. PEOPLE

Jane Margaret Carter elected film distribution director, Broadcasting & Film Commission,

Mr. Nichols Miss Carter

National Council of Churches, N. Y.; Frank B. Nichols elected tv associate director, Broad-casting & Film Commission.
Some people are born leaders...like WCAU, Philadelphia

**RADIO**—WCAU-Radio has 10 out of the top 10 programs in the Philadelphia area.

**TELEVISION**—WCAU-TV has 9 out of the top 10 programs in the Philadelphia area.

Sources upon request.
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SENATE DEMOCRATS BLOCK McCONNAUGHEY APPROVAL

FCC chairman’s confirmation must await action of the 84th Congress
—which, as of now, the Democrats will control. Minority Leader
Johnson's objection kept a vote on the matter off the calendar.
Earlier, the Senate Commerce Committee passed him with seven
Republicans for, seven Democrats abstaining.

SENATE Democrats last Thursday afternoon blocked a move by their GOP colleagues to ram
through a special session of the Senate a con-
mfirmation of George C. McConnaughey's nom-
imination to FCC membership. Mr. McCon-
naughey since Oct. 4 has been serving as FCC
chairman under interim appointment by the
President. His nomination was among those
sent to the Senate Monday from the White
House.

Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.) objected
when the nomination was introduced on the
Senate floor by Mr. McConnaughey's champion
and "lifelong friend," Sen. John W. Bricker
(R-Ohio), chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee. The nomination earlier in the day
had cleared the committee by affirmative vote
of its seven GOP members, with the seven
Democratic members abstaining from a vote.

The Texas Democrat, who is Senate minority
leader and also a member of the Senate Com-
merce Committee, effectively blocked placing
of the nomination on the Senate calendar by
his objection. Executive nominations, under
Senate rules, must be introduced at executive
sessions of the Senate, except by unanimous
consent otherwise. The special session is a
"legislative" one—considering a motion to cen-
sure Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.).

The alternative for Republicans is to ask that
the legislative session be changed—at least
temporarily—into an executive one, but that,
too, must have unanimous consent.

Sen. Bricker's presentation of the nomination
followed earlier developments in which the
Senate Democratic Policy Committee decided
to oppose action on any major presidential nom-
inations during the special session if they in-
volve committee hearings or any controversy.

Democratic battle lines began to form Tues-
day evening at the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee's open hearing on Mr. McConnaughey's
nomination. Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney (D-
Okla.), fresh from the meeting which out-
lined Democratic policy on the nominations,
insisted that "we not be stampeded" into re-
porting out the nomination before the new
session of the 84th Congress beginning Jan. 3.
Mr. McConnaughey's nomination was one of
several which Democrats said should be carried
over into the 84th Congress.

The McConnaughey nomination was reported
out by the Commerce Committee Thursday
morning in a 20-minute closed session at which
Democrats abstained from voting in protest
against Sen. Bricker's move to obtain quick
confirmation of Mr. McConnaughey as a mem-
ber of the FCC.

Although the stated intent of the Democrats
in holding up confirmations is that the Senate
should not be distracted from its current busi-
ness—that of deciding on the McCarthy censure
—it was evident that Democrats were making
a bid for power on the basis of Nov. 2 election
returns.

Democrats See Control

With apparent majorities in the House and
Senate, it was felt that Democrats may want
to hold up the GOP Administration's nominations
until the new Congress is organized, giv-
ing Democrats control of committee chairman-
ships, and thus, control over confirmation of
nominees.

The Tuesday session was marked by close
questioning of Mr. McConnaughey by Demo-
ocratic Sens. Edwin C. Johnson (Colo.) and
Monroney. The hearing, which convened at
5:52 p.m., had been scheduled at 10 a.m., but
was postponed so committee members could
meet quorum on the Senate floor.

Chairman Bricker cleared the hearing room
of spectators and reporters for a 20-minute
closed session at 6:25 p.m. The closed session
apparently was precipitated by Sen. Monroney's
insistence that the McConnaughey nomination
be held over for the new session of the 84th
Congress.

Sen. Monroney made his request after com-
ing straight from the late-afternoon Senate
Democratic Policy Committee meeting, also
attended by Sen. Ed Johnson. The Oklahoma
Democrat said Senators of his party had gone
on record as "not favoring confirmation of
appointments which might be important or in
controversy" and which could be taken up in
the regular session of the 84th Congress.

Mr. McConnaughey, only witness at the
hearing, was questioned on several subjects by
Sens. Ed Johnson and Monroney—and briefly

Sen. Johnson began his queries by asking
Comr. McConnaughey if he had read two
articles in the Washington Post & Times Herald.
Both articles, written by Jerry Klitz, the
newspaper's specialist on federal civil service
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Station Finds Renewals Easier
AP News Wins Sponsor Loyalty

Station WKAP, Allentown, Pa.,
can testify about the special profit
yield for stations which push their
AP newscasts. The "extra divid-
end" comes from lower selling
costs—because AP newscast
sponsors are likely to renew, renew and
renew.

For example, C&G Motors, of
Emmaus, Pa., fully appreciates a
principal characteristic of new-
casts: the ability to hold the same
audience day after day. C&G has
sponsored WKAP's "News at Noon"
program six days a week, since
March of 1947.

Here's a comment from this
sponsor that has dollars-and-
cents overtones: "I wouldn't think
of dropping our AP News at Noon
program," says Max Cornfeld,
president of C&G Motors. "Our
customer response has been ter-
rific—and folks actually count
on our daily news coverage."

Says Manager O. R. Davies
of WKAP: "AP gives us some-
ting we can really sell—speed
in news transmission and a
world-wide reputation for
accuracy and thoroughness."
Case History No. 2

Charley Gray, general manager of KBAQ, Casper, Wyo., didn't leave the station that evening. A friend at the Cheyenne airport had called him an hour before. A commercial plane was overdue and was last reported in Charley's area.

So he hung around. Six o'clock. He cleaned up several routine chores that had cluttered his desk. Eight o'clock. Eight-ten. The phone rang.

Gray made a few scribbled notes as he listened. "Okay, Sergeant," he said, "got it. Thanks a lot." He tossed down the receiver, grabbed his coat on the run and yelled at a yawning face behind the control panel.

"State police teletype. Plane wreckage sighted over near Hogans Pass. Pick you up on the local wave."

He quickly warmed up the station's radio-equipped truck and headed North.

By 3 a.m., he was in the area. His head twisted back and forth as his eyes ranged the rugged mountainsides. Suddenly his right front wheel bounced into a hole and careened into the narrow ditch beside the road.

The small truck was stuck.

Finally Charley radioed back to the station. "The plane crash is nearby, and I'm stuck in a ditch. Going on by foot. Keep listenin'!"

The sun was barely up when he rounded a slight knoll and spotted the wreckage. A few moments of careful observation told him the story — no survivors. He rushed back to the truck and, by radio, taped a short description of his find and then returned to the wreckage for more details.

Within minutes an outstanding, "beat" for KBAQ was a top story for stations across the land. Every AP radio member had it. KBAQ's staff had relayed Charley's account to The AP bureau in Cheyenne, starting the news on its way from Portland, Me., to San Diego.

"We've had plenty of news breaks from The AP that we know came from other members. Glad we could pitch in, too."

Charley Gray is one of many thousands who help make The AP better ... and better known.

Those who know famous brands... know the most famous name in news is AP

SPONSORS WARM TO AP
Because... it's better
and it's better known.

"Plane crash nearby and I'm in a ditch...
Going on by foot. Keep listenin'!"

If your station is not yet using Associated Press service, your AP Field Representative can give you complete information. Or write—
In 1924 Packerland radio enthusiasts marvelled when their "cat whiskers" brought in distant sounds, just as TV viewers in 1954 bragged when their wind-whipped antennas and super boosters brought them snow-covered, flopping pictures.

But now 175,000 sets are bringing in the best of NBC shows and regional Packerland programs bright and clear on WMBV's Channel 11. And thousands of new viewers boast of perfect pictures with their inexpensive "rabbit-ear" antennas.

They're all watching for you to "Come Eleven" on Packerland's most powerful station.

SENATORS at the Commerce Committee hearing Tuesday on nomination of George C. McConnaughey to the FCC included (l to r) Andrew F. Schoeppel (R-Kan.), Chairman John W. Bricker (R-Ohio), Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colo.), John O. Pastore (D-R.I.) and A. S. Mike Monroney (D-Okl.). Not shown: James H. Duff (R-Pa.) and William A. Purtell (R-Conn.).

had always applied this principle.

Sen. Johnson said he thought Mr. McConnaughey "a very able person" and that he was surprised upon reading the article. He recalled that the witness had made a "fine presentation" to the Senate Finance Committee before being made chairman of the Renegotiation Board.

Going to uhf-vhf troubles, Sen. Johnson said a New England area (Hartford, New Britain, and Waterbury, Conn.-Springfield and Holyoke, Mass.) now has five uhf stations and that a vhf station is proposed there. Citing the "great" intermixure of uhf and vhf in the East, he said intermixure was "in my opinion, a terrible mistake." The FCC, he said, is continuing to mix uhf and vhf.

He then asked the witness if he had "any views" on intermixure.

"No, I do not," the witness replied. "I have been there [FCC] just a month and I am making a study of this. I know that the uhf situation is a serious one and I know it needs study," he said. He said he realized there was much difficulty, "but I have not entered into it because I have just been there 30 days and I have been trying to learn something about the position and what they [FCC members] have done."

How He Had Voted

To a statement that Commr. McConnaughey voted against reallocating to uhf a vhf assignment in Peoria, Ill., where two uhf stations already are operating, the witness said he would like to make a study of it. FCC records also indicate he voted against reallocation of vhf channels to uhf channels at Tyler and Waco, Tex.; Madison, Wis., and Raleigh-Durham, N. C. All these cases represented denials by the FCC of petitions by uhf outlets in these areas requesting the reallocations.

Mr. McConnaughey similarly said he was not familiar with subscription tv, but expects to make a study of it.

Sen. Monroney suggested that Mr. McConnaughey "can continue to serve as chairman" (under appointment) until the new Congress, but said that because of "vitally important factors—control of the communications system" the nomination would require "more extensive hearings than we are able to give in this limited time and at this hour."

Both Sen. Monroney and Sen. Ed Johnson said that Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), who will be in line for chairmanship of the Senate Commerce Committee under a Democratic-controlled Senate, wished to examine Mr. McConnaughey. Sen. Johnson explained that Sen. Magnuson was unable to attend the Tuesday meeting because of illness. The Washington Democrat was present at the Thursday closed session.

Sen. Monroney said also that Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) has expressed a desire to be heard on the McConnaughey nomination and that other senators are interested in the
COLLINS' new 550A is a result of advanced engineering standards to provide peak performance on any selected frequency from 540 to 1600 kilocycles or any of the high frequency broadcast bands.

Design features include instant power changing... an extremely stable oscillator... only 7 tube types... automatic power application in proper sequence... complete protective circuitry... precise metering of all stages... adaptability for remote control... handsome cabinet styling... visibility of all tubes through front window... and convenient accessibility to equipment interior — to mention only a few.

For a detailed description of these and other features, write for your free 550A booklet.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

- **Frequency Stability**
  - ±10 cps

- **Audio Frequency Response**
  - Within ±1.5 db from 50 to 10,000 cps

- **Audio Frequency Distortion**
  - Less than 3.0% from 50-7500 cps for 95% modulation, including all harmonics up to 16 kc

- **Residual Noise Level**
  - 60 db below 100% modulation

- **Carrier Shift**
  - Less than 5%

- **Audio Input Impedance**
  - 600/150 ohms

- **Audio Input Level**
  - ±10 dbm ±2 db, Pad input

- **Ambient Temperature Range**
  - +15° to +45° C

- **Altitude Range**
  - Sea Level to 6000 feet

- **Power Source**
  - 208/230 V single phase 50/60 cps

- **Power Demand**
  - 3.2 kw, 83% PF at 100% modulation

- **Weight**
  - Approximately 1100 lbs

- **Dimensions**
  - 38” wide, 76” high, 27” deep
denial seen merit television
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ing McConnaughey’s denial that "inee," uhf- vhf problem and the "monopolization" Referring He Sen. to the listening area, therefore, he announced that he would not depart before the following (last) Saturday, since the atomic energy group was continuing its own hearings.

At the conclusion of the McConnaughey hearings Tuesday Sen. Bricker set the additional closed meeting for the following Thursday morning.

Late last week reports indicated that the atomic energy group, if its hearings are continued much longer, may have to cancel the Australian tour so members can be on hand for the opening of the 84th Congress.

Sen. Magnuson last week declined to speculate on what he would do if he becomes chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee. He said something possibly could happen before Jan. 5 to swing the majority of Senate seats to the Republicans.

Neither would Sen. Magnuson comment on his intentions concerning Sen. Bricker’s current investigation of the networks and the uhf-vhf situation. “I haven’t had time to think about it,” he said.

At the same time, there were reports the investigation may not be competed in time to make a full report to the Senate Commerce Committee at the beginning of the upcoming Congress. Sen. Bricker had planned a hearing by the committee after the report for determina tion of what measures should be taken to re solve the troubles of uhf operators and to consider the senator’s own proposal for FCC regulation of networks.

Bricker Work Goes On

Meanwhile, Sen. Bricker’s staff for the investigation, headed by Robert F. Jones as majority counsel, was continuing, with no plans for a change of pace or direction, according to committee spokesmen. Other members are Harry M. Plotkin, minority counsel, and Nicholas Zapple, communications counsel and coordinator of the probe.

If FCC Chairman McConnaughey’s nomination is not confirmed by the Senate during the special session, his interim appointment will expire at the end of the session, necessitating his reappointment by the President if he is to continue in that post.

Despite an interpretation by Charles L. Watkins, Senate parliamentarian, that Mr. McConnaughey under such a reappointment must serve without pay until his nomination is confirmed in the 84th Congress or until money is provided by appropriation, some Capitol Hill observers insisted last week that his pay can be continued through the period of the reappointment.

Attending the Tuesday hearing were Chairman Bricker and Sens. Ed Johnson, Monroney, Pastore, Potter (R-Mich.), Andrew F. Schoep pel (R-Kan.), James H. Duff (R-Pa.) and William A. Purtell (R-Conn.).

Not present were Sens. Magnuson, Lyndon Johnson, George A. Smathers (D-Fla.), Earle C. Clements (D-Ky.), John M. Butler (R-Md.) and Frederick G. Payne (R-Me.). The committee seat of Sen. Eva Bowring (R-Neib.) was left vacant upon her replacement last week in the Senate by Mrs. George Abel (R-Neib.) [BW, Nov. 8].

WOC-TV

Builds Telecasts That Build Sales

1st WOC-TV builds sales because this station has accumulated 5 years “know-how” in program ming for viewers of the Quint-Cities area. From October 31, 1949 until “live” network became available in Davenport, September 30, 1950, WOC TV produced most of its own programs. This 11 months experience is paying off Big today with the station producing 75 to 80 “live” local telecasts each week—the type of telecasts that have SPON SOR appeal because they have AUDIENCE appeal. And this excellent local fare is augmented with a complete booking of NBC TV programs.

2nd WOC-TV builds sales because this station, operating on Channel 6, telecasts with MAXIMUM power (100,000 watts video) from a NEW 625-foot tower. Its “good picture” coverage en compasses 30 Iowa and Illinois counties—39 counties that have tremendous buying power and the will to use it...

It’s “know-how” and “power” that does it—the “know-how” to stimulate the buying urge of people in the Quint-Cities area—the “power” to take this “know-how” into the TV set-owner’s home. Let WOC-TV show you that this “know how” and “power” can write a successful sales story for your product or services. Your nearest F & P office has the facts—or write us direct.

Col. B. J. Palmer, president • Ernest C. Sanders, resident manager
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Agency and client - behind closed doors - chopping on the schedule - your medium, your market are mentioned - a question is raised - the agency man reaches for Standard Rate...

Brother, what a grand feeling to know that

**you are there**

in a Service-Ad near your listing.

For the full story on the values 1,161 media get from their Service-Ads, see Standard Rate's own Service-Ad in the front of all SRDS monthly editions; or call a Standard Rate Service-Salesman.

**Note:** According to a study of SRDS use made by National Analysts, Inc., 63% of all account men interviewed have SRDS available at meetings in clients' offices.
From lighting units to transmitter—
WNAO’s complete “TV package”
was supplied by Graybar

"WNAO-TV has been on the air—with complete Federal equipment purchased through Graybar—since July 12, 1953. For many months I have had first-hand experience with the well-engineered WNAO-TV Federal equipment and it works well for us. "Just like other stations, here at WNAO-TV we have a plan of regular preventative maintenance. Of course, we count on Graybar in this respect, too. Their representative stops in about once a week to check on our needs . . . and with a Graybar office in nearby Durham, orders are filled promptly. It’s one of the nice things about doing business with Graybar—you can always count on them for friendly cooperation on any electrical need . . . large or small."

Engineers W. F. Anderson and L. E. Rudisill set up the late evening film show on WNAO’s General Precision Laboratories 16mm projectors. The FTL image orthicon camera is also used for interviews and newscasts originating “live” in a small studio here at the transmitter building.

Two engineers control WNAO’s entire program schedule, slides, film, studio and network—with Federal Transm Control Console and Poly-Efex Scanner providing complete transmitter supervisory control and audio/video switcher. Scanner includes 2 slide sources, four-channel video switch and “special effects” section.
Homer Briarhopper and his Dixie Dudes warm up under a battery of Kliegl lighting equipment. In addition to these units, specially designed for TV, Graybar also supplied wire, conduit, circuit breakers and panel boards for WNAO's complex electrical systems at both studio and transmitter locations.

Four sturdy Blaw-Knox towers support WNAO's TV, AM, and FM antennas. A 12.5 kw FTL transmitter feeds a Federal TV antenna.

Chief Engineer Miller checks audio levels on Altec 250A speech input console. Distributed by Graybar, this completely self-contained unit provides all necessary monitoring, cue, audition, and signaling circuits for WNAO's audio control.

Graybar can supply complete TV or AM station installations—everything needed to put you on the air... and keep you there.

Experienced Graybar Broadcast Equipment Specialists will be glad to help you with specifications and prices, and, if you desire, prepare a complete packaged proposal covering all the equipment needed for your particular station requirements.

Call Graybar first—get everything electrical when and where you need it... one source, one responsibility.

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL TO KEEP YOU ON THE AIR...
Comments received from stations on the FCC suggestion say private intercity relays would cost less than common carrier charges. AT&T and a telephone companies association voice the only objections.

OVERWHELMING support by broadcasters on behalf of the FCC's proposal to permit television stations to connect and operate their own intercity relays to bring live network shows to their viewers [B&T, Sept. 27] was registered last week at deadline for comments. The only objections were filed by AT&T and the U. S. Independent Telephone Companies Assn.

Support for the proposal—initiated by North Dakota Broadcasting Co. (KCJB-TV Minot and KXIB Valley City, N. D.) late last summer—including many suggestions that the Commission permit any station to build an intercity relay on a showing that common carrier charges would be, or are, exorbitant.

The original FCC recommendation suggested that authority for the construction of intercity links be restricted to distant markets where there is little likelihood that common carrier facilities might be built in the future.

Interim TV Facilities

Present FCC regulations permit TV stations to build their own connecting facilities on an interim basis until a common carrier installs its own connections. The Commission has urged stations building their own relays to amortize the capital costs as soon as possible.

A basic FCC premise over the years has been that, in order to protect stations against the competition of private lines, connections should be handled by a common carrier company.

Counter-arguments from interested parties are due by Nov. 18. The FCC said that on the basis of comments and counter-arguments, it would decide whether to hold hearings.

Comments by stations compared common carrier costs or estimates with privately built systems. In every instance, construction and operating costs for privately owned relays were much less than for similar common carrier service.

Among the manufacturers who filed comments, all approving the FCC's proposal, were Philco, Raytheon and Dage Electronics. All manufacture microwave equipment for sale to stations.

NARTB expressed its approval of what the Commission proposed. It said that it believed

that stations could build their own intercity links for one-to-one-half the cost of a common carrier.

DuMont, which attacked AT&T's intercity rates as far back as 1948, cited several examples of what it claimed were exorbitant charges: (1) A station in Watertown, N. Y., wanted to tie in with DuMont's pro football schedule. AT&T quoted $21 per each three-hour segment. Since the station rate card is low, DuMont would have paid more to keep Watertown than it could have taken in by selling that additional outlet to the sponsor; (2) A station in New Haven established an off-air pickup relay in 1948 at a cost of $15,000, costing $100 per month including 10-year amortization. AT&T charge for coaxial cable from New York to New Haven would have been $25,000 per year; (3) DuMont feeds Boston because of heavy demand, but cannot afford to feed Portland, Me., because AT&T charges are too heavy.

WRBL-TV Columbus, Ga., related how it had its own relay from Atlanta, beginning Nov. 15, 1953. Six months later, AT&T put in a spur from its Atlanta-Montgomery-Jackson trunk. This makes WRBL-TV dependent on the long circuit at the low rates. Whatever networks have the line allotted at the times the Columbus station might desire to use it for a third network. It also prohibits the station from tying into Atlanta for state capital origination at will.

JCTF Favors FCC Plan

The Joint Committee on Educational Television submitted a document in favor of the Commission suggestion which cited the following examples:

- Potential round robin hookup of stations in Ames, Cedar Falls, Iowa City and Des Moines would cost $205,824 yearly for common carrier while the facilities could be built privately for $238,100 and cost $22,000 yearly for maintenance.
- Wisconsin State Network, which was planned to comprise 12 stations, would cost $400,000 a year on a common carrier lease, while the same links could be built privately for $400,000, with yearly maintenance running from $15,000 to $30,000.
- Wisconsin voter's recent election, Wisconsin voters turned down a referendum to support a state educational network [B&T, Nov. 8].
- Tennessee State Commission planned a tie-in of four stations initially which would cost $241,000 per year on contract with a common carrier. This could be accomplished by the state itself at a cost of $742,500, plus $149,000 for a five year depreciation schedule, plus $46,000 yearly for maintenance. The Tennessee plan for seven stations would cost $315,000 per year under common carrier lease, but the following estimates for construction: $878,000 for construction, $175,600 for five year depreciation, $32,000 for maintenance.

In its brief, AT&T recounted the history of the Commission's consideration of similar recommendations and its final decision in favor of the use of common carrier facilities wherever possible.

AT&T said that as of Nov. 1, it had 66,000 miles of intercity tv channels in use. The Bell system invests $510 million a year for expansion. AT&T said, was $180 million. Interconnected, AT&T related, were 318 stations in 203 cities, serving 70% of the total population of the U. S. Future plans call for a potential of 500 stations in more than 200 cities to be interconnected, the telephone company said.

There is no substantial difference in costs

between common carrier facilities and those built and operated by stations, AT&T declared. It said that, generally, stations tended to underestimate costs in planning privately built relays. It said that the KCJB-TV estimate of $39,000 for equipment in the original petition was lower than that of the repeat and terminal equipment alone.

Opposition of AT&T to the proposal is based on the principle, AT&T said, that it is in the interest of the country to use common carrier service for intercity connections. It also objected to the possibility that private users could establish their own intercity links, thus "skimming the cream" of such traffic and leaving the Bell system to serve the less profitable routes.

The proposal also means duplication of facilities, which is wasteful, AT&T said.

Some of the station comment is capsuled below:

KBSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark.—156 miles from Little Rock, 180 plus miles from Tulsa. Monthly common carrier charge is $5,200. Own interconnection and five year amortization estimated at $2,000 per month.

KDOUb-TV Lubbock and KPAR-TV Sweetwater, Tex.—To feed KPAR-TV from KDOUb-Tv, 150 miles, proposal is to use an abandoned oil derrick 30-40 miles from Lubbock owned by a company. Estimated cost at $1,000. As a point of comparison, it's estimated at $18,000 with $450 per month for operation. Common carrier estimate: construction cost at $19,000, plus $2,500 per month.

WGLV (TV) Easton, Pa.—Now carrying ABC and DuMont's own TV relay from Pottsville. For $1,800. In recent election, saving commuters $475 per month to operate. Common carrier estimate: $2,275 monthly for 64-mile haul. WGLV is operating at $29,000 per month.

WEAU-TV Eau Claire, Wis.—Has private relay linking up KREX, Minn., 73 miles away. Cost $12,500 to build, $150 per month to operate. Common carrier estimate was $4,100 per month.

WARM-TV Scranton, Pa.—Installed own relay for $10,600, operates it at $150 per month. AT&T estimated would cost $5,500 per month.

KRGB-TV Westaco, Tex.—AT&T charge to link Westaco to San Antonio would be $10,240 per month or $125,000 per year—which is 56% of station's gross revenue today. The station estimated it could put in its own five-hop relay for $170,500 plus $18,000 per year, using a five year amortization.

KIEF-TV Eureka, Calif.—FCC authority granted last week to install a 120-mile intercity microwave relay to pick up Medford, Ore., and relay to KIEF TV transmitter: Cost is about $25,000. AT&T estimate was $46,000 per month for five consecutive hours use, plus $45 per month for connection and maintenance.

KQTV (TV) Fort Dodge, Iowa—Has private, three-hour, 78-mile TV channel to Des Moines. Cost $2,950. AT&T charge estimated at $3,620 per month, with option, at six to seven months from time of order.

AT&T's own five-hop off-air relay in Pocatello, 23 miles from Scranton, to pick up New programs and beam them to Scranton cost $52,000 to build and $190 per month maintenance, including $238 per month amortization. It was $14 per month to feed Scranton from Philadelphia.

WDAN-TV Danville, Ill.—AT&T charging $4,100 per month to connect station to Chicago-Terre Haute-St. Louis trunk, which passes
nothing works like wantmanship

The fine art of salesmanship puts "can't wait" into the want — and the Crosley Group does it with three-way wantmanship. 1, program promotion builds mass audience for your advertising. 2, talent selling adds personality force to your commercials. 3, merchandising completes the sales picture with follow-through to the cash register.

Typically, WLW-A, Atlanta, proves that Crosley Group wantmanship moves more merchandise faster, at less cost, than any other medium or combination.

the CROSLEY GROUP

WLW Radio
WLW-A Atlanta
WLW-C Columbus
WLW-D Dayton
WLW-T Cincinnati

Exclusive Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Atlanta, Chicago
BIGGEST SWITCH IN TV HISTORY

Bell System technician stands by to switch Light’s Diamond Jubilee program to television’s largest single audience.

It was Sunday, October 24. The largest commercial television hook-up in history was only a few seconds away.

At nine o’clock EST the switches were thrown . . . and for two hours the television networks carried Light’s Diamond Jubilee program to more people than have ever before watched a single event as it occurred.

This is still another milestone in the development of the Bell System television network that only six years ago consisted of less than 1000 channel miles. Today that network adds up to more than 61,000 channel miles.

The job of building more facilities—and of adapting existing channels to carry color—will continue to keep pace with the television industry’s rapidly growing needs.

Providing transmission channels for intercity television today and tomorrow
through Danville. Part of this tap is now being picked by ABC, so station is only paying $1,092.75 per month. The station estimates it could be picked by a relay from Chicago for $56,000, costing $6,000 per year. The station has been losing a $3,000-a-month since it began operating in December 1932. To date it is $70,000 in operations.

WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.—For four years the station had its own relay. Now that AT&T has put a line in, the station is spending $50,000 a year for common carrier connections, also spending $500 per month on color charges.

KFXJ-TV Grand Junction, Colo.—AT&T quoted $25,000 for a two-mile relay from Denver for World Series for seven days. This was reduced to $12,000 and finally $10,000 with no limit by the time the station made final arrangements.

WPBN-TV Traverse City, Mich.—AT&T charge for connecting WPBN to South Bend, Ind., is $11,100 per year. Plus $6,000 in connection cost. This would double the operating budget of the station. It built its own single hop-off-air link to Grand Rapids, about 100 miles, for $50,- 000, with operating cost estimated at $3,000 a year. By putting in a second hop, WPBN-TV can also pick up Bay City, Mich.

Other stations which filed comments, all in favor of the proposal, were:

KYTV, Springfield, Mo.; KIVA-TV Yuma, Ariz.; KATV (TV) Pine Bluff, Ark.; KBBK-TV Baker, Calif.; KFPE (AM) Fresno, Calif.; KWWO (TV) Tulare, Calif.; KOA-TV Denver, Colo.; WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.; WDBU-TV New Britain, Conn.; KTVV (TV) Springfield, Mo.; KOIN-TV Lincoln, Neb.; WBGR-TV Buf falo, N. Y.; WCCB-TV Charlotte, N. C.; WHUM (TV) Scranton, Pa.; WMGT (TV) South Bend, Ind., and WQMG- TV San Juan, P. R.

RELAY PLAN USED BY N. Y. INDEPENDENT

Nine Northeast uhf pickup WPIX (TV)'s sports events.

EXPANSION of its program relay plan to encompass a pool of nine Northeastern uhf television stations has been announced by WPIX, New York, which heralded the move as "a new concept in television broadcasting on a scale hitherto never attempted."

Under the plan, which began on Oct. 21, the station's entire fall and winter sports schedule of more than 100 events— including those from Madison Square Garden, are rebroadcast and relayed by a series of off-the-air pickups by stations.

Coincident with announcement of the plan, James W. Doerfer, president, Telepool Inc., Stockbridge, Mass., a new company formed to sell the station group to regional and local advertisers, announced that Pie's (beer), through Young & Rubicam, has purchased sponsorship of the 69 Madison Square Garden events in the pool.

WPIX programs are picked up directly from the station's Empire State Building transmitter by WGLV (TV) Easton, WVU (TV) Scranton, both Pa., WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn., and WMGT (TV) Adams, Mass. WHUM-TV Reading, Pa., rebroadcasts the signal of WGLV (TV). WHUM-TV retransmits in Philadelphia, TV Harrisburg and WNOW-TV York. WKNY-TV Kingston, N. Y., and WWOR-TV Worcester, Mass., pick up and rebroadcast the signal of WMGT (TV). A spokesman for WPIX said it is expected there will be a further expansion, under which Worcester will be linked with five additional New England stations.

Up to then, these stations were taking WPIX's two hour, four times a week Parade of Sports. Each station paid WPIX $150 for each two-hour program. In its comments approving the FCC's intercity relay proposal (see main story on page 80), WPIX indicated that not all the "outer fringe" stations could take the full four days since some of the "inner" stations had network commitments which prevented them from taking them all.
To make a long story short...

Look, we've been hollering all over the place about BROADCASTING YEARBOOK & MARKETBOOK. Now the bell tolls and close! Dec. 15th's the absolute, final deadline for copy; your copy and that of any other wide-awake man or woman in Radio. Remember we said, and said, and said—"you're not in radio if you're not in BROADCASTING YEARBOOK"?

The hundreds of radio advertisers who are in BROADCASTING YEARBOOK, are going to be up to their hips for the year 1955 in the greatest, most fruitful and dominant medium in the broadcast industry; a book as close to and as necessary as the telephone to everyone who's anyone day after day in the radio industry. Remember— it's the last call for the single most profit-making advertising investment you can make for 1955.

call, write, or wire now—
BROADCASTING YEARBOOK & MARKETBOOK
1735 DeSales St., NW
Washington 6, D. C. ME 9-1022
themselves in their separate and individual capacities."

Comr. Doerfer explained he has not closed his mind on the subject, since all of the arguments have not been heard. He referred to a pending petition by ch. 35 WIPB-TV Fairmount, W. Va., which charges "that many of these systems are in direct competition with "CATV" without regulation, control or restraint of the Federal or state governments." Station asks control [B*T, Aug. 30].

Some of the questions raised about CATV "merit very serious consideration," Comr. Doerfer observed. He asked if the "unregulated and unregulated" growth of CATV will "frustrate" FCC's tv allocation policy to provide service to all of the U. S. Some areas, he noted, economically cannot support both CATV and a local tv station.

Under CATV regulation, he said, government would have to make program choices since CATV pipes in network shows while many local stations air network programs. If CATV is deemed private enterprise and not affected with the public interest, Comr. Doerfer asked who will see to it that service is furnished to the people outside of the areas of either local tv stations or CATV.

Without competition from a local tv station, CATV 'might charge all the traffic will bear without regulation, he explained. Then, if regulated to prevent exorbitant rates, CATV would be entitiled to protection against destructive competition, he said.

Although advocates for state regulation of CATV may be successful in convincing the courts that such activities are not "broadcasting," Comr. Doerfer said, "they still face the difficult task of successfully asserting that such operations are a public utility service in intrastate commerce and not interstate commerce." He referred to a Pennsylvania case of DuMont v. Carroll in which the court ruled that programs relayed from out of state left no doubt that "television broadcasting is interstate commerce. This is inherent in its very nature."

States still might regulate CATV, he believed, since as a general proposition states may regulate certain aspects of interstate commerce as long as they do not encroach upon the field fully occupied by Congress.

San Antonio Bidders File Counter Charges

DETAILED counter charges—each contending the other applicant misrepresented and concealed facts from FCC—were set forth last week by contestants in the San Antonio ch. 12 television fight as Howard W. Davis (KMAC) and Mission Telecasting Corp. (KONO) filed proposed findings and legal conclusions with Examiner James D. Cunningham.

Both stations were the subject of charges of over-commercialism in the FCC's 1946 Blue Book setting forth program standards and policy definitions. Mr. Davis is sole owner of KMAC. Gene Roth and his sons own KONO, which is 50% owned of Mission. The Roths are also officers and stockholders in Mission.

Each pleading filed with the examiner last week argues that the other applicant is not fit to be a broadcast licensee in tv and furnishes extensive citations from the hearing record which purport to show lack of candor by its opponent. Each suggests conclusions for the examiner's initial decision which would favor a grant of its bid and a virtual castigating denial of the competing application.

Holding KONO is a Blue Book "baby" that reformed while KMAC did not, Mission cites 65 instances in which it alleged Mr. Davis contravened himself on the record with respect to his financial qualifications and other matters. Mission suggests the KMAC principal has shown himself to be a "questionable character and utterly unworthy of belief."

Mission feels so strongly about Mr. Davis' financial and other representations that it calls his testimony "deceitful, false, and otherwise perjurious." Mission questions if Mr. Davis either misrepresented his estimated income tax return last March, in which he said "none" with respect to estimated 1954 tax, or lied when he told FCC he would pay for television in part out of profits from KMAC and gave specific estimates.

Actually, Mission holds, Mr. Davis doesn't have "one penny" to build his proposed tv station. Mr. Davis' question of propriety of Mr. Davis' alleged use of current pre-paid advertising funds, said to be paid in part for time on KLBS Houston, toward purchase of 50% interest in KLBK, is denied.

On the other side, KMAC reviews testimony of two Mission principals, James M. Brown and Jack Roth, concerning a credit investigation of Mr. Davis and his financial backers by Texas Industrial Survey of San Antonio. KMAC contends the investigation was "concealed" until uncovered by FCC counsel. KMAC also asserts Mission put Mr. Davis and his local attorney under surveillance, "violating civil rights and sense of decency."

"The record in this proceeding, taken as a whole," KMAC charges, "compels to the conclusion that the principals of Mission have demonstrated a constant pattern of concealment and have demonstrated a shocking lack of candor which in some cases approached, if they did not constitute, dishonesty."

A Texas Industrial Survey's investigator, James R. Duncan, was arrested earlier this year in connection with the credit check of KMAC. He was charged with representing himself as an FCC employee [B*T, July 5]. A federal judge last month found the defendant falsely held himself to be "affiliated" with FCC but reserved a verdict until briefs are filed or points of law [B*T, Oct. 25].

Mission denies knowing Mr. Duncan was put on the case by TIS until after reports were made, but KMAC questions this contention in several instances.

Central City, Ky., Protest Denied in FCC Ruling

ECONOMIC protest by WNES Central City Ky., against competitor WMTA there has been denied by FCC with observation both bid were granted same day but WMTA preceded WNES on Commission agenda, hence WNE's was not applicant at time of rival's grant and was not "party in interest" [B*T, Sept. 13]. Commission also noted protestant WNES originally had filed competitive bid to that of WMTA for 1330 kc and could have raise issue in hearing that was designated but not held, since WNES amended to 1600 kc. Bot are assigned 500 w day.

In action on another economic protest, FCI turned down complaint of WSY Rochester against approval of the sale of WARC ther (now WBBF) to Star Broadcasting Co., owns WGVA Geneva, N. Y. FCC also refused to review its earlier denial of WSY's protest to WBBF renewal of license.
A new gasoline, maybe. A better motor oil, or an improved grease.

It's Union Oil's department of calculated discontent where we tear apart the very best we and our competitors have been able to do.

Our premium gasoline—Union 7600—is a good example.

We adapted this super-fuel from high octane aviation gasoline and introduced it in the West shortly after the end of World War II.

The product was so successful that it's only in the last two years that we have been able to make enough 7600 to satisfy demand.

Yet all the time 7600 was in short supply we constantly improved it. This called for countless advances through the years.

Why—when our customers wanted more than we could make as it was? Why—when we had to plow back our hard-earned money into the improvements?

Why? Simply because we wanted the finest possible product to keep our present customers satisfied—and help us to win new ones.

This illustrates again the basic difference between America's free economy and any other. By furnishing the opportunity for a reasonable profit, the American system creates intense competition for your favor.

As a result, you enjoy constantly improving products and the highest standard of living yet achieved by man.

UNION OIL COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA

Your comments are invited. Write: The President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, Calif.
WITNESSES SAY LAMB GAVE TO RED CAUSE

Testimony links broadcaster with Toledo communist head- quarters, 'Daily Worker' publisher, trip to Russia.

BRIEF sessions of FCC's license renewal hearing on WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., last week developed testimony that WICU owner Edward Lamb in 1944 pledged and contributed money for the "upkeep" of Lincoln House, described as the Toledo headquarters of the local Communist Party.

Mr. Lamb was identified as one of several speakers at the dedication of Lincoln House by Claudius Mace Russell and his wife, Loris. Both appeared as witnesses for the FCC Broadcast Bureau and cited a contribution.

Another witness, Mrs. Martin Runge, one-time secretary to Mr. Lamb, said he often was solicited for contributions and he once told her "he must be on every sucker list in the country."

Mrs. Runge also related that in two conversations during the 1940s, Mr. Lamb said he once made a trip to Russia as a reporter and went to a "Communist" school there, also attended by Earl Browder.

She remembered that in 1947 or 1948 Mr. Lamb dictated to her a telegram to advise John Gates, publisher of the Daily Worker, that he would meet Mr. Gates in New York the next afternoon. She believed the wire was sent and said Mr. Lamb told her not to keep a copy of it in her office.

While strong protest was voiced at length by counsel for Mr. Lamb that the testimony about the telegram invaded the privacy of possible attorney-client relationship, the examiner questioned whether the testimony might be in violation of Sec. 605 of the Communications Act forbidding disclosure of communications in interstate commerce.

The WICU renewal hearing has been under way since mid-September on issues including whether Mr. Lamb falsely denied Communist associations (B&T, Sept. 20, et seq.). Mr. Lamb denies the charges and waits his turn to present evidence before Examiner George Shafarian.

The Russell, testifying Tuesday, said they were members of the Communist Party at Toledo from 1944 to 1949, Mrs. Russell explaining she joined "socially, for more or less entertainment."

Both remembered a speaker introduced as Edward Lamb who related his grandfather's participation in the Civil War. They couldn't recall what else he said. Both recalled that the speakers put money on a small table and then the hat was passed through the audience. Mr. Russell testified Mr. Lamb pledged money for the "upkeep" of Lincoln House, which he said was the local party's headquarters.

"Do you recall how much money Mr. Lamb pledged?" the witness was asked by FCC counsel.

"To me, it was $150," he answered.

"How do you happen to remember this, Mr. Russell?"

"Well, it was quite a sum of money, I thought, at that time."

The witness could not remember how much Mr. Lamb put on the table, but his wife later testified, "I think it was $50; and then he made a pledge." She didn't recall the amount of the pledge.

Under cross examination, Mrs. Russell said she knew it was $50 only because some woman on the stage, whose name she couldn't recall, announced the amounts the speakers put on the table.

Other speakers identified by the witnesses were Joe Friedman, then local party chairman; Arnold Johnston, state party official; J. B. Simmons, now Toledo city councilman, and a Dr. Pyle. A fortnight ago, a Joe Friedman pleaded Fifth Amendment and refused to testify before Examiner Shafarian in the WICU case (B&T, Nov. 8). He was the second witness to so refuse.

Saw 'Russian' Movie

Both Mr. and Mrs. Russell said they shook hands with Mr. Lamb after the speeches, then went to a lower floor for refreshments and a movie which they thought was "Russian." They also testified that "Communist" literature was being sold there by Eugene Stoll, a previous witness.

Mrs. Russell identified William Garfield Cummings, the Broadcast Bureau's first witness in the case, as a personal friend of her and her husband. Under cross examination she testified Mr. Cummings worked in the kitchen in the basement during the Lincoln House dedication and that she didn't remember seeing him during the speeches.

Mr. Cummings earlier identified Mr. Lamb as a speaker but couldn't relate his speech because he was "working backwards and forwards in the hall" (B&T, Sept. 29). He said he was an FBI plant in the party.

Mrs. Russell said Mr. Cummings brought FCC investigators to her home earlier this year but could not give the month. Mr. Russell has not been cross examined yet, and Mrs. Russell will return for further cross examination.

On Wednesday, Mrs. Runge testified she was secretary to Mr. Lamb from October 1945 until about June 1946, when she was employed by Mr. Lamb's WTD Toledo for about a year. Then until the summer of 1948 she worked for Lamb, Goerlich & Mack, she said.

In 1945 or 1946, Mrs. Runge testified, Mr. Lamb was relating to her "some anecdote about something and he brought up the fact that he had been to Russia and that he had gone there and bought a sucker list for a Boston newspaper." She didn't know the case.

In a later conversation, she said, sometime in 1947 or 1948 with Steven Mack and Lowell Goerlich present, "he stated while he was in Russia that he had attended a Communist school and that he was there at the same time Earl Browder was there, and he said that he attended the school for a period of time until such time as he thought that he was being followed, when he became frightened and got out of there."

Witness Forgets Some Points

Under cross examination by counsel for Mr. Lamb, the witness felt sure Mr. Lamb identified the school as "Communist" but didn't say whether he was enrolled or just visited. She didn't know if he was at the school as a reporter.

The witness also said she "didn't know" when asked: if it wasn't a fact Mr. Lamb spent only six days in Russia, mostly traveling to and from Moscow, when Mr. Lamb went to Russia; whether or not it was the Russian government who was following him, and whether, after becoming frightened, he not only left school, but left the country.

Asked by counsel if a government representative has inquired whether Mr. Lamb was ever a Communist, Mrs. Runge replied, "I said I did not think he was." "You did not think he was a member of the Communist Party?"

"That is right," she affirmed.

Harron to Buy Control Of WIBG-AM-FM Stock

APPLICATION to transfer control of Sea- board Radio Broadcasting Co., licensee of WIBG-AM-FM Philadelphia and 84% owner of WIBG-TV there, to station President Paul F. Harron was filed with the FCC last week.

Transfer results from sale by socially- prominent Jack Kelly and family of 30% interest for $250,000. Mr. Harron, presently owner of an identical 30% interest, purchases approximately 28% of the Kelly family interest. The application further disclosed that Joseph Lang, vice president of the stations, will relinquish his 30% interest to the corporation for $200,000, automatically increasing percentage and value of other holdings.

Mr. Harron's WTOD Toledo for about a year. Then until the summer of 1948 she worked for Lamb, Goerlich & Mack, she said.

In 1945 or 1946, Mrs. Runge testified, Mr. Lamb was relating to her "some anecdote about something and he brought up the fact that he had been to Russia and that he had gone there and bought a sucker list for a Boston newspaper." She didn't know the case.

In a later conversation, she said, sometime in 1947 or 1948 with Steven Mack and Lowell Goerlich present, "he stated while he was in Russia that he had attended a Communist school and that he was there at the same time Earl Browder was there, and he said that he attended the school for a period of time until such time as he thought that he was being followed, when he became frightened and got out of there."

Witness Forgets Some Points

Under cross examination by counsel for Mr. Lamb, the witness felt sure Mr. Lamb identified the school as "Communist" but didn't say whether he was enrolled or just visited. She didn't know if he was at the school as a reporter.

The witness also said she "didn't know" when asked: if it wasn't a fact Mr. Lamb spent only six days in Russia, mostly traveling to and from Moscow, when Mr. Lamb went to Russia; whether or not it was the Russian government who was following him, and whether, after becoming frightened, he not only left school, but left the country.

Asked by counsel if a government representative has inquired whether Mr. Lamb was ever a Communist, Mrs. Runge replied, "I said I did not think he was." "You did not think he was a member of the Communist Party?"

"That is right," she affirmed.

Harron to Buy Control

Of WIBG-AM-FM Stock

APPLICATION to transfer control of Sea- board Radio Broadcasting Co., licensee of WIBG-AM-FM Philadelphia and 84% owner of WIBG-TV there, to station President Paul F. Harron was filed with the FCC last week.

Transfer results from sale by socially- prominent Jack Kelly and family of 30% interest for $250,000. Mr. Harron, presently owner of an identical 30% interest, purchases approximately 28% of the Kelly family interest. The application further disclosed that Joseph Lang, vice president of the stations, will relinquish his 30% interest to the corporation for $200,000, automatically increasing percentage and value of other holdings.
When big money rides on sponsor previews...

“Model 25” Projector sets the stage for a sale

When a big sale hinges on studio previewing that must duplicate the perfection of actual telecasting conditions, an Eastman 16mm. Projector, Model 25, proves its worth. It delivers the sharpness of picture and clarity of sound that keep your prospect's interest alive...and help get his signature on the dotted line.

Why does this projector deliver audition performances of such professional caliber? The Eastman Model 25 has the identical sound, optical, and mechanical components used in the superb Eastman Model 250 Television Projector!

For your salesmen about town

Make previewing outside the studio easy for salesmen and prospects alike with an easy-to-carry 16mm. Kodascope Pageant Sound Projector. A Pageant is bound to give longer, trouble-free service without maintenance. It is the only 16mm. sound projector designed to eliminate the chief cause of projector breakdowns—under- or over-oiling. Lifetime pre-lubrication at the factory makes this possible. Six models to meet every individual need, priced from $425.

Prices are subject to change without notice.
U. S. - MEXICO TALKS GET DOWN TO EARTH

Preliminaries over, delegations seriously discuss mutual am allocations problems.

WITH preliminaries out of the way, U. S. and Mexican delegations got down to the "meat of real issues" last week in their discussions in Mexico City looking toward an agreement to settle standard broadcasting (am) allocations between the two nations.

One observer reported it is too early to be either optimistic or pessimistic about the outcome of the bilateral talks, but noted discussions so far have been "marked by an attitude of friendliness and cooperation."

The meeting began Nov. 4. The U. S. delegation is headed by FCC Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde. Some two dozen industry observers are attending from the U. S. [B*T, Nov. 8, 1].

Principal topics put on the agenda are understood to include: Range and scope of engineering standards; geographic separations; power limitations; basic standards for future station assignments; settlement of present station assignment conflicts, and possible inclusion of Mexico in a full North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement.

It has been hinted, according to reports, that Mexico would like to call a new conference to negotiate a regional agreement. But the U. S. is expected to stand by its previous opposition to such a move and instead urge a supplement to the 1950 North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement. Mexico was not signatory to 1950 NARBA, which still is pending before Senate.

The U. S. apparently feels that to concede to a call for a new full NARBA at this time would violate its earlier promises to other nations under the 1950 NARBA.

The Mexican delegation, backed by a small group of observers described as a "very good representation" of that nation's broadcasting industry, is understood to be in favor of holding the 350-mile geographic boundary of co-channel station assignments between the two countries as now contained in the "gentleman's agreement" which extended the old NARBA.

The Mexicans apparently desire higher power ceilings for their Eastern outlets, with the indications they want more than 250 w for stations on local channels and more than 5 kw for outlets on regional frequencies. It is believed they also would like more liberal standards to govern future station assignments.

The "policy committee" of the conference, comprising principals of both the U. S. and Mexican delegations, has been meeting daily since start of the meeting in order to settle basic issues and give direction to working technical groups, it was explained. These policy meetings probably will be extended into evening and Saturday sessions soon.

STORER CLEVELAND PURCHASE APPROVED

PURCHASE of WJW-AM-FM Cleveland, Ohio, by Storer Broadcasting Co. from William O'Neil for $330,000 less "net quick assets" was approved by the FCC last week [B*T, Oct. 25, 11].

The Commission approval is subject to the condition that the transfer is not to be consummated until Storer disposes of its interests in KGBS-AM-TV San Antonio, Tex.

The WJW sale follows closely on the heels of the Commission's approval to Storer's $8.5 million purchase of the Empire Coil Co., owner of ch. 7 WXFV (TV) Cleveland and ch. 27 KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., and sale of Storer-owned KGBS-AM-TV to the Huntress-San Antonio Express for $3.5 million [B*T, Nov. 1].

WJW will round out Storer's proposed Cleveland broadcast operations by giving the newly-purchased WXEL (TV) an am affiliate.

The purchase of WJW raises the total number of Storer-owned am stations to seven. In order to stay within the limits of the FCC multiple ownership rule—which prohibits any one entity from owning more than seven am or fm stations or more than seven tv stations (of which no more than five can be in the vhf band)—Storer decided to sell in San Antonio.

Other Storer-owned stations are WBKJ-AM-TV Detroit, WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, WORC-AM-TV Birmingham, WBVP-AM-FM-TV Toledo, WBQI-AM-FM Miami and WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W. Va.

All the tv stations are in the vhf band except ch. 27 KPTV at Portland.

Gannett Buys Gazette

SALE of the Niagara Falls Gazette, former owner of WHLD Niagara Falls, N. Y. for $2.5 million to the Frank E. Gannett newspaper interests was announced last week [B*T, Oct. 25]. Disposition of the paper, owned by the late Alanson Deuel, followed sale of WHLD to Earl C. Hull for $5,000. The paper's 25% interest in WGR-AM-TV Buffalo is now owned by Mrs. Helen Deuel, widow of the former publisher.

Sale of WHLD was made to facilitate purchase of the WGR holding. Gannett radio-tv interests include WHEC-AM-TV Rochester, WHDL Olean and WENY Elmira, all N. Y., and WDAN-AM-TV Danville, Ill.
Get Zenith—and be sure of continuous true High Fidelity

It is impossible to obtain High Fidelity from any phonograph unless the record is played at the exact speed at which it was recorded.

No phonograph can continuously play records at the exact speed at which they were recorded, except by the use of a speedometer and a speed regulator. Only ZENITH has these; therefore, only ZENITH record-changer phonographs can continuously give you true High Fidelity.

It is a surprisingly little known fact that even the finest record players vary in turntable speed at time of manufacture and get worse as they grow older. A variation of only one rpm in turntable speed will make an LP record sharp or flat by a full quarter tone.

ZENITH's Stroboscope, which is its speedometer, and ZENITH's variable speed regulator, both of which are built into our high fidelity record-changer phonographs, enable a child to regulate the speed and set ZENITH phonographs at exactly 78, or exactly 45, or exactly 33 1/3, or exactly 16 2/3 revolutions per minute. 16 2/3 rpm is the new Talking Book speed.

Without a speedometer and a variable speed regulator, no phonograph can give you continuous true High Fidelity. Demand a ZENITH if you want true High Fidelity. Get your ZENITH dealer to demonstrate the ZENITH Custom Super-phonics today.

ZENITH Super-phonics has all matched components needed for true High Fidelity reproduction: Dual speakers with 7 1/2" woofers . . . Cobra® Tone Arm with barium titanate pick-up gives frequency response of 25-20,000 CPS. Exclusive Lid Lock makes whole cabinet acoustically sealed sound chamber.

Dual-needle cartridge with 1-mil and 3-mil stylus for simple, finger-tip selection of correct needle for LP and standard records. Extra-long playing diamond stylus and 45 RPM spindle, optional at slight extra cost.

The Custom Super-phonics in Mahogany finish, Model HFR15R, $149.95.* In Blonde finish, Model HFR15E, $159.95.* The Super-phonics starts at $129.95.*
DIVERSIFICATION HIT BY FCC'S LEE

Commissioner tells TAB that he opposes policy which labels newspaper and am operator applicants for tv 'second class citizens', Oveta Culp Hobby also addresses group.

FCC COMR. Robert E. Lee last Monday expressed opposition to discrimination against newspaper applicants for broadcast facilities. Comr. Lee spoke to the Texas Assn. of Broadcasters (see TAB story page 72). He joined Oveta Culp Hobby, Secretary of Health, Education & Welfare, in bringing the government viewpoint to Texas broadcasters.

Comr. Lee said the FCC has been "bombarded with propaganda against newspaper ownership of radio or tv stations, as well as a discrimination against an am operator who is a tv applicant, under the guise of the so-called diversification of the mass media of communications."

He said this propaganda was disseminated "despite the fact that an examination of the facts will indicate that the best public service job is being done by these very people."

He voiced his position on the subject this way, "I am against any doctrine labeling this group as second-class citizens. The facts just do not warrant it. I can see some justification for such a doctrine only in that unique situation where the only newspaper in an area owns a radio station and is an applicant for the only available tv station."

Local Background Good

"Rather than discriminate against either a newspaper or an am operator I can actually see some points of preference based on their deep roots in the community, their experience in the news, entertainment and educational fields and their proven sense of public responsibility. As a matter of fact, I am conducting some research into this area and I may have something of a more concrete nature to say on a formal basis at a later date."

Comr. Lee reminded that FCC "is primarily the traffic cop of the air and that its power is limited in the Communications Act." He called attention to what he termed "serious violations" of the NARTB codes and warned that "corrective legislation and restrictive regulation invariably follow failure on the part of business to accept the responsibility of policing itself."

In a question-answer session Comr. Lee said FCC is studying subscription tv and may "turn its attention to this area early next year." Interviewed after his talk, he told a reporter he was more concerned with "bad taste" in some tv programs than "breeding of juvenile delinquency." "As the father of three," he added, "I am not seriously concerned with television causing an increase in juvenile delinquency." He did not feel uhf is "doomed to go the way of fm radio" and said color tv will be important in shaping the future of uhf and vhf.

Mrs. Hobby told TAB that "by and large" broadcasters have realized their responsibility in citizenship. "You have increasingly assumed the responsibility of bringing to your listeners and your viewers reports on how their government is operating," she said, "and on how those charged with the duty of governing have measured up or failed to measure up to their jobs."

"You have increasingly contributed to understanding and appreciation of the arts and sciences. You have, in brief, brought within reach of everyone, Bach and biology, Plato and politics, Shakespeare as well as the latest election returns. In this you may—and you should—take pride. For to the important degree that knowledge of the humanities increases man's understanding of man, so it contributes to his ability to govern himself wisely and well."

Mrs. Hobby voiced pleasure at the growth of educational broadcasting, which she defined as "all programs that increase knowledge or enlarge understanding—not merely those prepared under the auspices of schools or colleges."

Hearing-Wise Senators To Testify in Rules Study

THREE senators will testify at a date to be announced before a Senate Rules subcommittee investigating congressional hearing procedures, Sen. William E. Jenner (R-Ind.), chairman, said last week.

The senators, all of whom have served as committee chairmen at hearings, are: Arthur V. Watkins (R-Utah), Senate Select Committee hearing on a motion to censure Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.); Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.), Senate Banking & Currency Committee hearings on FHA administration; Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), former chairman at hearings by a Senate Crime Investigating committee.

The three will testify on their experience in holding congressional hearings. Among proposals under consideration by the committee are several regarding radio and tv coverage of hearings.

Sen. Watkins' group banned radio and tv from its hearings despite strong protests by broadcasters [B*T, Aug. 9, et seq.]. Sen. Kefauver filed a statement with the Jenner group last June in which he credited expanded radio, tv and newspaper coverage of hearings with making "millions of citizens familiar with the dilatory, time-wasting tactics pursued by some staff and committee members."

Initial Decision Granted To KFJF for Klamath Falls

INITIAL DECISION favoring KFJF Klamath Falls, Ore., for a new tv station on ch. 2 there was issued last week by FCC Examiner Isadore A. Honig. The decision was made possible by the dismissal a month ago of the competing application of Klamath Falls TV Inc., which will be reimbursed $7,500 for expenses incurred in prosecuting its application.

Kansas Merger Cancelled

MERGER of KFB1 Wichita with KTVH (TV) Hutchinson, Kan. [B*T, Aug. 16] has been called off with the amalgamation application dismissed last fortnight by the FCC on request of the applicant.

The dismissal followed a protest by KAKE-TV Wichita against the merger, calling for a hearing before FCC approval [B*T, Oct. 18].

KFB1, founded in 1922, operates on 1070 kc, with 10 kw day, 1 kw night, directional antenna as an ABC Radio affiliate. KTVH, on ch. 12, began operating in June 1953 and is a basic CBS-TV affiliate.
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Complete studio equipment. Two small microphones preamp, a reproduce preamp, power amplifier and power supply — all on a common chassis. Two small speakers mounted behind front panel for playback. Single mike input: 250 ohms. Playback output: 15 ohms, 10 watts.

Behind every piece of tape equipment are these PRESTO "extras"—painstaking craftsmanship, years of experience...quality control...and advanced production facilities that guarantee instruments of absolute precision and lifelong dependability.

Presto Recording Corporation
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Competitor Blocked CBS Pact—WTHT (TV)

Wilmington TV charges that Jefferson Standard influenced CBS to withdraw proposed affiliation and claims restraint of trade.

CHARGE that Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co. persuaded CBS to withdraw its offer to affiliate with ch. 3 WTHT (TV) Wilming- ton, N. C. In order to protect Jefferson Standard's interest in ch. 7 WTBS (TV) Greensboro and ch. 8 WTBT (TV) Florence, S. C.. was made to the FCC last week by the Wilmington Televis- ion Corp., permittee of the ch. 3 station.

WTHT claimed that it had been assured of CBS affiliation early this spring, but that subsequently a CBS official told its treasurer, A. L. Wheeler, that CBS could not affiliate because of Jefferson Standard's objections. WTHT's claim was denied by the Senate Rules Committee.


WTHT pointed to the studies by CBS in which, coupled with prior established relationships, has resulted in the language understanding which has prevented WTHT from obtaining an affiliation and thereby completing its station construction and beginning operation. It is a combination in restraint of trade, the station said.

WTHT asked the FCC to investigate the relationship of CBS and Jefferson Standard in order to determine whether a conspiracy has been entered into which violates the anti-trust laws. It also charged that Jefferson Standard was in violation of the multiple ownership rules which limit the number of vhf tv stations one entity may own to five.

WTHT also asked that the Commission grant its request for an extension of completion date.

Dover Ch. 40 Surrenders

PERMIT for ch. 40 WRRN (TV) Dover, Del. granted March 1953, was surrendered to FCC Nov. 5 by Rollins Broadcasting Co. "due to expanding am operations . . . which make it disadvantageous at this time, from an economic standpoint, to construct the station." Multiple radio-station operators could not get tv network affiliation. Deletions now total 159, of which 88 are vhf, 71 uhf.

No Sketches, Either

CARTOONIST Leo Hershfield, whose drawings made in a Senate committee hearing room were shown on NBC-TV after microphones and cameras had been excluded (WT, Sept. 6), last week was denied entrance into the Senate chamber where the Senators are considering a motion to censure Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.). Forrest L. Hoffman, Senate sergeant at arms, ruled that a prohibition against taking pictures in the Senate chamber applies to "artists' sketches and drawings as well as photographs taken with cameras." NBC said an appeal would be made to the Senate Rules Com- mittee. Previously, it was noted, artists frequently have sketched the Senate in action from the press galleries.

Supreme Court Refuses To Hear St. Louis Appeal

THE Supreme Court last week refused to accept an appeal by St. Louis Amusement Co., itself granted an extension by the U. S. Court of Appeals which denied its request that CBS's KMOX St. Louis tv application be dismissed.

Action by the Supreme Court puts St. Louis Amusement Co., controlled principally of Fans- chon & Marco theatre chain, in an anomalous position; it had been declared in default by the examiner when it refused to participate in the hearings until its legal appeals were heard. The St. Louis hearing is on the verge of coming to an end, with only some depositions required to close the record. Besides CBS and St. Louis Amusement Co., other applicants are St. Louis Telecast Inc. (60% owner, 100% KMOX), 220 Television Inc. and Broadcast House (permittee of ch. 36 KSTM-TV St. Louis, now suspended).

St. Louis Amusement Co. held that CBS's application should be dismissed because the network held interests in five tv stations and was ineligible to be granted any further vhf stations. Since the suit was instituted, CBS has disposed of its minority interests in WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington and in WCCO-AM-FM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, and now holds interests in only three owned and operated tv stations (WCBS-TV New York, WBBM-TV Chicago and KNXT [TV] Los Angeles). The St. Louis Telecast Inc. application is 5.6% interest of CBS, was so superior to all other applicants it was bound to receive the St. Louis grant. This means a waste of time and money for other applicants, it said. The Court of Appeals held that the petition was premature.

New Pensacola Am Granted

NEW daytime am station on 790 kc with 1 kw at Pensacola, Fla., last week by the FCC to the W.P.F.A. Broadcasting Co. Although agreeing with the grant Cmrr. Robert E. Lee expressed concern at the number of contemplated commercial spot announcements. Cmrr. Frieda B. Hennock voted to send a Mc- Farland letter indicating the necessity of a hearing.

W.P.F.A. Broadcasting is a partnership com- posed of TV Washington and in WCCO-AM-FM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, and now holds interests in only three owned and operated tv stations (WCBS-TV New York, WBBM-TV Chicago and KNXT [TV] Los Angeles). The St. Louis Telecast Inc. application is 5.6% interest of CBS, was so superior to all other applicants it was bound to receive the St. Louis grant. This means a waste of time and money for other applicants, it said. The Court of Appeals held that the petition was premature.
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Action by the Supreme Court puts St. Louis Amusement Co., controlled principally of Fans- chon & Marco theatre chain, in an anomalous position; it had been declared in default by the examiner when it refused to participate in the hearings until its legal appeals were heard. The St. Louis hearing is on the verge of coming to an end, with only some depositions required to close the record. Besides CBS and St. Louis Amusement Co., other applicants are St. Louis Telecast Inc. (60% owner, 100% KMOX), 220 Television Inc. and Broadcast House (permittee of ch. 36 KSTM-TV St. Louis, now suspended).

St. Louis Amusement Co. held that CBS's application should be dismissed because the network held interests in five tv stations and was ineligible to be granted any further vhf stations. Since the suit was instituted, CBS has disposed of its minority interests in WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington and in WCCO-AM-FM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, and now holds interests in only three owned and operated tv stations (WCBS-TV New York, WBBM-TV Chicago and KNXT [TV] Los Angeles). The St. Louis Telecast Inc. application is 5.6% interest of CBS, was so superior to all other applicants it was bound to receive the St. Louis grant. This means a waste of time and money for other applicants, it said. The Court of Appeals held that the petition was premature.
How are
America’s global jets coming along?

On a routine test flight from Seattle to Dayton, Ohio, this fall in connection with the National Aircraft Show a Boeing B-52 Stratofortress covered the 1,970 miles at an average speed of 624 miles per hour.

The B-52 is a very advanced aircraft, designed to fulfill, to the highest possible degree, America’s strategic air needs. The early test flights of the B-52 prototype models aroused considerable enthusiasm. It was this enthusiasm, along with the need for an aircraft to help solve a demanding strategic air problem, that led the Air Force to the decision that the B-52 should be built not only at the Boeing Seattle plant, but also at a second source. The Air Force named as this second source the Boeing Wichita (Kansas) plant, which is now tooling up preparatory to getting the B-52 into production.

Revolutionary design

Getting an airplane like the B-52 into quantity production is a job that requires a great deal of time and engineering effort. The reason is that the B-52 is far bigger than any bomber used during World War II. It is also far more complex. This size and complexity is a direct result of the fact that the demands made of today’s bombers are far in excess of anything required of World War II bombers.

For one thing, such tremendous technical advances have been made in defense systems that any bomber, to carry out a mission against these advanced systems, must be able to operate at extreme altitude and at tremendous speed with great loads. The only aircraft that could meet such exacting demands was a big, fast, jet-powered bomber. Only a revolutionary design, like that of the B-52 Stratofortress, could provide the required revolutionary performance.

To produce the B-52, Boeing had to design and build jigs big enough to accommodate the great wings and other component parts during construction. Along some of these jigs, men work on three different levels simultaneously. But the size of this tooling is not its principal characteristic. Work on the B-52 must be held to watchmaker tolerances, often within a fraction of the thickness of a human hair.

Complex electronic needs

The military jet bombers have to do requires electronic installations of almost incredible complexity, made up of more than 1,000 tubes and several hundred miles of wiring. These installations must be exact, for they perform many of the tasks that, in World War II bombers, were done by additional crew members.

Another comparison that measures the contrast between high-performance jet bombers and earlier piston-powered bombers is this: Boeing devoted 248 hours to wind-tunnel research while working out the design of the B-17 Flying Fortress and 3,718 hours to the B-29, whereas in the case of Boeing’s multi-jet bombers the company devoted no less than 19,000 hours to wind-tunnel research, or the equivalent of nine years at a 40-hour-a-week rate. It is to meet demands like these that Boeing has, since 1941, plowed 70% of its profits back into its operations. Some of this was invested in expensive equipment like the high-speed wind tunnel and the new $5,000,000 flight test center built to accelerate the test program of the B-52.

In carrying out its program of building America’s global jet bombers, Boeing recognizes its responsibility to create multi-jet bombardment airplanes as capable of serving our needs in the jet age as were earlier Boeings like the B-17 and B-29 in their day of piston-powered aviation.

BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON; WICHITA, KANSAS
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Supreme Court Hears Boxing Anti-Trust Case

DO radio and television broadcasts of boxing bouts bring that sport under the provisions of the Federal anti-trust laws?

That was the issue the Supreme Court heard last week on a government appeal from a decision of the U. S. District Court in New York which dismissed the Justice Dept.'s complaint against the International Boxing Club, Madison Square Garden and others.

IBC attorneys argued that the Supreme Court had held last year that baseball was exempt from the anti-trust laws [8*T, Nov. 16, 1953] and that boxing fell under the same kind of exemption. The situation is "precisely analogous," an IBC attorney said.

The government attorney called attention to the fact that more than 25% of boxing's income was from the sale of radio and TV rights. Since broadcasting is interstate, this brings boxing under the anti-trust laws, they argued.

"As a practical matter," Philip Elman, special assistant to the Attorney General, told the court, "most matches could take place in a TV studio." He claimed that boxing promoters get most of their income from the sale of radio and television rights. The gate receipts for the 1953 Marciano-Charles heavyweight championship fight was $100,000 less than from the sale of radio and TV rights.

The defendants, the government attorney alleged, had conspired to restrain and monopolize interstate commerce in the promotion, exhibition, broadcasting, televising and motion picture production and distribution of professional championship boxing contests.

The New York Federal Court dismissed the complaint three months after the Supreme Court upheld a 1922 ruling that baseball was not in interstate commerce and therefore could not be prosecuted under the anti-trust laws.

Supreme Court ruling on the boxing case should be issued sometime before the court recesses in June.

Rule Making Notice Issued
On AT&T Uhf Relay to Cuba

FCC has issued a notice of proposed rule making that would permit the AT&T to use beamed uhf channels across the 300-mile Straits of Florida to interconnect Cuba with the United States for telephone and television circuits [8*T, Sept. 27].


The telephone company said that only 36 additional telephone circuits would be gained by the addition of submarine cables to the existing cable connection between Cuba and the U. S. By using radio relay facilities, the company said, hundreds of telephone circuits could be added between the two countries and work could be done on development of tv interconnection between Cuba and the U. S.

No interference to existing or potential tv broadcast stations would take place, AT&T said. This will be accomplished through proper siting and engineering, it said.

GEORGE ANTONELLI

AP's Oliver Launches
New Radio-Tv Column

NEW RADIO-TV news column will be launched by AP Newsfeatures today (Monday), written by Wayne Oliver, Mr. Oliver, who was recently appointed radio-tv editor for AP [8*T, Oct. 4], succeeds C. E. Butterfield, who retired after covering the broadcasting industry for more than 30 years.

Mr. Oliver's column will feature commentaries, interviews, closeups of radio-tv personalities and analyses of new programming trends. He also will introduce behind-the-scene personnel in radio and explain technical developments that affect viewers and listeners.

Spot news developments and two or three reviews a week will also be featured. Each daily column will average about 400 words.

Sunday features will be expanded to 800 words with special illustrations supplied to AP subscribers to be used with the Sunday column.

Mr. Oliver joined AP in 1937 in Miami. He was later transferred to the New York bureau where he wrote radio newscasts and commentaries. Since 1947 he has been a member of AP's business news staff specializing in radio and television.

RCA to Supply Stations
Thesaurus' Yuletide Package

THESAURUS' Christmas package of 16 features will be supplied by RCA Recorded Program Services to member stations for the coming Yuletide season. The lead item will be a program titled "The Christmas Miracle of Jaspar Crown," starring Charles Ruggles.

Included is a hour-long dramatization of Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol," "The Story of the Nativity," a half-hour show starring Walter Hampden, and "A Christmas Visit With Ted Malone," featuring Mr. Malone's recitation of Christmas stories. The package also contains sales aids with stations being supplied with 22 new "echo attention getters" for the holidays.

The bonus package offers two New Years shows, New Year's Eve Dance Parade, a two-hour show with eight name bands, and New Year's Day—1955, a half-hour review of 1954 hits.

Closed-Circuit Opera
Telecast Reaches 60,000

CLOSING-CIRCUIT telecast of the Metropolitan Opera opening night performance last Monday, attracted an estimated audience of more than 60,000 in 32 theatres from coast to coast, it was reported last week by Nathan L. Halpern, president of Theatre Network Television.

Mr. Halpern said it was not possible to compute immediately the total receipts from TNT's telecast, pointing out that much bookkeeping was involved because local charities throughout the country benefited by the performance. In addition, the Metropolitan Opera Guild, plus a local charity, was earmarked for a percentage of receipts.

The cameras and crews of the DuMont Television Network were utilized for the closed-circuit telecast.

GM Plans TNT Celebration

CELEBRATION marking production of the 50,000,000th automobile by General Motors Corp. will be carried via a Theatre Network Television closed-circuit telecast to hotels in...
INS-Telenews Offers Grid Film

QUARTER-HOUR film showing outstanding football upsets of the last 20 years will be released by INS-Telenews, New York, immediately after Thanksgiving Day. The commentary will be by Harry Warner, who also narrates the weekly tv show, General Sports Time, sponsored by General Tire & Rubber Co.

The one-time program is available for local or regional sponsorship with exclusive rights in each market, according to Robert H. Reid, INS television department manager.

PROGRAM SERVICES SHORTS

Richard H. Ullman Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., announces sale of Number Plottie to WRS Cleve-

land, WSHH South Bend, Ind., WYDA Nash-
ville, Tenn., WHHM Memphis, Tenn., WQXI Atlanta, Ga., and WHHH Warren, Ohio.

Gomulco Enterprises Inc., Hollywood, established by David O'Malley and Sam Honigberg to manage NBC TV George Gobel Show for Mr. Gobel, with public relations office, under Mr. Honigberg, in suite 803, Taft Bldg., and administrative office, under Mr. O'Malley, at 9100 Sunset Blvd.

RKO-Fathe, N. Y., is producing tv commercial series for Chrysler Corp., Detroit. Agency: McCormick-Erickson, N. Y. Firm also producing tv spot series for The Lionel Corp., N. Y.


Tv Spots Inc., Hollywood, signed to create and produce two special commercials for NBC-TV People Are Funny by Paper-Mate Inc., Culver City, Calif. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.

Coastal Recording Co., N. Y., has announced acquisition of facilities of Fulton Recording Co., same city.

PROGRAM SERVICES PEOPLE

Irving Saver, district manager, Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs, Colo., promoted to general district manager, New England sales territory.

Fanshawe Lindsey, advertising executive, Fortune magazine, N. Y., appointed general sales manager, TNT Tele-Sessions, business and industrial div. of Theatre Network Television Inc., same city.

Lee Kraft, formerly tv sales head, McConkey Artists Corp., N. Y., to Mercury Artists Corp., same city, in charge of variety talent sales to tv.


To see your sales reach their greatest heights in this rich petro-chemical market, select WAFB-TV, the only tv station in Baton Rouge, with programs from all 4 networks, and our own highly-rated local shows.

Tom E. Gibbens
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.
National Representative

*East Baton Rouge Parish, Survey of Buying Power, 1954
3 INDIANA CITIES SWITCH OVER TO EST

Adoption of change causes concern among broadcasters over time shifts. Two more cities are about to decide on the switch.

A WAVE of time changes was gathering momentum throughout Indiana last week, prompting disruption of broadcast schedules in some towns and posing a definite threat to others.

The movement reportedly got under way in Fort Wayne, which shifted from Central to Eastern Standard Time a fortnight ago. Since then, local councils or governing bodies of other cities have drafted resolutions which would effect the change on a larger scale.

Already in the camp, in addition to Fort Wayne, were Goshen and Elkhart. Additionally, surrounding communities have adopted the change. Indianapolis and South Bend are on the brink of decision.

The movement aroused concern among broadcasters, mindful of the confusion of radio's early days during time shifts, but there appeared to be no evidence of an organized effort to resist the wave. Bruce McConnell, WISH-AM TV Indianapolis, said the Indiana Broadcasters Assn., of which he is president, would not officially consider the matter until it reaches the Indiana State Legislature early next year.

Radio-television broadcasters were concerned over the inevitable conflicts that would arise when network programs, particularly television, are pushed back an hour, thus playing havoc with succeeding local strips, in some cases children's shows.

Fort Wayne newspapers are credited with spurring the movement, because of circulation and other factors involving neighboring Ohio, which operates on EST. They printed sample ballots and the local governing body "polled" the populace, who favored it unanimously.

In South Bend, a public hearing is set for Nov. 22 and the change would become effective Nov. 28. Indianapolis also has set a hearing before the city council within the next week but won't enforce any time change until the Legislature meets in January.

In most cases, EST would remain in effect all year, thus necessitating schedule changes next April when most of the country reverses to day-light saving time.

Some broadcasters contacted by WBT in areas which adopted EST, notably in Fort Wayne, indicated they hoped to make the transition smoothly. But one Indiana broadcaster said that if his town passed the resolution, it "would murder us."

Gary is one of the few towns that would remain on CST, being located in the Calumet City area closely adjoining the Chicagoland periphery.

KMBY-AM-TV Monterey Sold to KSBW Owners

PURCHASE of KMBY-AM-TV Monterey, Calif., by the owners of KSBW-AM-TV Salinas, Calif., for $230,000 plus the assumption of $117,000 in liabilities, was announced last week.

The agreement is subject to FCC approval.

Both KMBY-TV and KSBW-TV share time on ch. 8 in the Salinas-Monterey area. The agreement also provides that KMBY (1240 kc with 250 w) will be sold. This is necessary to stay within the provisions of the FCC's duply rule which forbids one person or company from owning more than one station in each service in a single market. KSBW operates on 1380 kc with 1 kw, with an application to increase power to 5 kw now pending before the FCC. KSBW is an MBS affiliate.

The transfer will be in the nature of the purchase of the stock of Monterey Radio-Television Co. by Salinas Valley Broadcasting Corp. The latter is headed by John Cohan, 25%, and includes W. M. Oates, secretary-treasurer, 25%, plus a new group of local citizens owning the remaining 50%.

Monterey is headed by Kenyon Brown, 30%, and includes Harry M. (Bing) Crosby, 24%; George M. Coleman, 30%; William Morrow, 6%, and S. M. Aston, 10%. Mr. Brown owns KWFT-AM-FM-TV Wichta Falls, Tex.; 18% of KBYE Oklahoma City, and 19% of KGLC and 25% of KMIV (TV) Miami, Okla. Mr. Crosby and his associates also hold interests in the Miami stations.

"We believe approved service to this area will result from an integrated operation and eliminate the economic problems of operating the share-time [tv] stations in such a small market," it was announced in a joint statement by Mr. Brown and Mr. Cohan.

Mr. Cohan stated that KSBW-TV will maintain facilities in Monterey similar to those now used by KMBY-TV.

Both tv stations began in September 1953. Sale of KMBY will be handled by Blackburn-Hamilton, the announcement stated.

Faithful Number

THOMAS F. O'NEIL, president of General Teleradio, and Gordon Gray, GT vice president and general manager of WOR-AM-TV New York, last week presented watches and pins to 67 employees whose total tenure with the station amounted to 710 years. By "happy coincidence," according to a spokesman, WOR's radio frequency is 710 kc.

SRA HAS PLAN FOR FULL-SCREEN TV ID

Would give 8 seconds to advertiser, 2 to station; earlier plans envisioned 7 1/4 to 2 1/4 time split.

A NEW, somewhat different system of full-screen "shared" tv identifications was announced last week by Station Representatives Assn. It provides for the 10-second station identification time to be divided thus: eight seconds full screen for the advertiser's message, two seconds full screen for channel letters and/or channel number.

SRA's plan, to be submitted to stations shortly for their reaction, is based on legal shifts that have been devised. One in which the advertiser gets full screen for 7 1/4 seconds and the station's call letters and channel number get full screen for 2 3/4 seconds was announced a few weeks ago by Motion B. MacFadden, executive director of NBC National Spot Sales, and spot campaigns based on similar divisions of full-screen time have been placed by Miss Reggie Schuebel of Reggie Schuebel Inc., tv-radio consultant, employing a system she worked out (W. Oct. 18). Some stations also have worked up plans of their own.

Timing Uncomplicated

Observers doubted the difference in timing between SRA's 8-2 division of the 10 seconds and the 7 1/4-2 3/4 seconds allocation formula would result in any substantial complications.

The full-screen formulas for sharing station identification time are offered as alternatives to the existing system of having the advertiser's message and the station ID share the screen for the full 10 seconds, with the commercial occupying three-quarters and the station identification one-quarter of the screen. SRA Managing Director T. F. Flanagan said virtually all stations will accept the three-quarter-screen 10-second spots but that many would want to keep their call letters on the screen for the full period and accordingly would not accept the 8-second full screen commercial. However, he said, some 50 stations have accepted the 8-second plan and many others may be expected to accept shortly.

"This is urgent," he said in an SRA bulletin, "as a large number of advertisers through their agencies are ready to go ahead on receipt of word from us."

"For those stations registering acceptance of the new standards," he said, "the agency will provide the correct full identification formula, both the video and audio, to which the station will attach its own full-screen 1D film, with audio handled by the staff announcer."

The eight-second portion to be furnished by the agency, he continued, will consist of 1 1/2 seconds silent, 6 seconds commercial, and one-half second silent (or station audio ID). Mr. Flanagan pointed out that SRA's tele-

Color Commercial 'First'

DuMONT'S new color tv series, "Sunday Supplement," will give advertisers a chance to test color tv commercials at no extra cost, George L. BarenBregge, manager of WABD-AM-TV New York, announced last week. Color spots for both slides and film are being offered to advertisers with a six-month protection-guarantee on the hour-long color show, which premiered Oct. 31. Such films would become the first regularly-seen color tv commercials in the industry, Mr. BarenBregge stated.
If You have "THE TIME" -  
WILL YOU 
HELP FIGHT TB* 

The 48th ANNUAL CHRISTMAS SEAL SALE  
— NOVEMBER 22nd thru DECEMBER 1954 —  

☆ THESE STARS HAVE CONTRIBUTED THEIR TALENT TO MAKE THIS PUBLIC SERVICE CAMPAIGN MATERIAL AVAILABLE TO YOU: 

Radio: 15-minute transcribed programs starring: RAY ANTHONY, JACK BENNY, PERRY COMO, EDDIE FISHER, PHIL HARRIS & ALICE FAYE, BOB HOPE, EARTHA KITT, GUY LOMBARDO, JULIUS LA ROSA and TENNESSEE ERNIE. 
- Transcription of 20 celebrity spot announcements. 
- Transcription of 20 recording artist spot announcements especially designed for disc jockey shows. 
- New Christmas Seal song—THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS—by Matt Dennis & Tom Adair recorded on Decca by KITTY KALLEN. 

- Slides, balop cards, flip cards and posters—greyed and color. 
- 30-minute documentary film WITHIN MAN'S POWER, the story of the last fifty years of progress in the fight against tuberculosis. Produced by Nicholas Webster. Photography by Boris Kaufman. 

For NETWORK use, contact: NATIONAL TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION Public Relations, 1790 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. Circle 5-8000, Extension 280 
For LOCAL use, contact: YOUR TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION in your own community. 

* Tuberculosis is our country's number one infectious killer.
vision committee started work on standardizing the full-screen 10-second 1D early this year and "has been investigating every conceivable technique and method, setting up actual physical try-outs to see how the formula would work in practice. We have discovered that the success of various techniques is dependent not only upon the skill of operators, but also the technical equipment of various stations. It was necessary to find a combination which would be universally acceptable, and one which could be satisfactorily handled by all television stations." He said the television committee is agreed upon the new plan, and that detailed standards and request for compliance with one or both standards (10-second shared screen, full-screen shared time) will be forwarded to stations shortly.

**Participate in Printed Program Data, Weed Advises**

CLIENT STATIONS of Weed Television, New York, station representative firm, were advised last week by Joseph J. Weed, president, to take maximum advantage of the opportunity to participate in expanding program schedules published by newspapers and tv regional program magazines. He noted that schedule expansion was a direct reversal on the part of a number of publishers who previously had cut listing space for radio-television stations.

Mr. Weed addressed his comments to local stations, pointing out that every program on a local station is a local show in the community and therefore often surpasses network shows in rating and interest.

**CBS Spot Sales Seeks Mail Order Business**

Richard Cruise is named head of the special department. Michael Campbell appointed sales service manager.

IN WHAT was believed to be one of the first such moves by a major station representation organization, CBS Radio Spot Sales announced last week it was creating a special department to develop mail order business.

Richard G. Cruise, formerly of MacFadden Publications, was named to head the new unit, which, officials emphasized, will deal only with "legitimate, bona fide" mail order firms and will not accept "questionable" accounts. Nor will it accept per inquiry business, they said.

Henry R. Flynn, general sales manager of CBS Radio Spot Sales, who announced the appointment, said Mr. Cruise will serve as an aide to account executives and salesmen in the development of new mail order business and the establishment of high standards in the calibre of products offered.

CBS Radio Spot Sales in the past has accepted mail order business but has not actively solicited it. Spokesmen said the decision to establish a special mail order setup stemmed from the belief that "there is enough good advertising in mail order to justify our going after it."

Neither the spot sales organization nor the stations it represents will deal directly with orders sent in by listeners. The letters will go to a special post office box where a bonded messenger will collect them regularly and deliver them to the advertiser.

Mr. Cruise's appointment was one of several announced by CBS Radio Spot Sales last week: Michael Campbell was named sales service manager, Alice Santti was promoted to manager of contracts and Ralph Dennis was named as account executive in the New York office.

Mr. Cruise, before joining MacFadden, was a salesman for the North Hollywood Printing Co., North Hollywood, Calif., and before that was with the Lockheed Aircraft Corp. in Burbank, Calif.

Mr. Campbell, new sales service manager, has been sales service manager of CBS-owned WCBS New York since April 1952, and before that had been in the co-op and station relations divisions of the CBS Radio network since 1937 except for Army service from 1941 to 1945.

Miss Santti, appointed manager of contracts, has been head of the availabilities department. She joined CBS Radio Spot Sales in 1944 after serving as traffic manager of CBS-owned WEEI Boston.

Mr. Dennis, who joins Spot Sales today (Monday), has been an account executive with H-R Representatives and before that was with The Katz Agency in a similar capacity. He formerly served with ABC, resigning as manager of radio and television spot sales there in 1952.

**WBC Radio Program Managers Schedule New York Parley**

INFORMAL program seminar of program managers of the five Westinghouse Broadcast ing Co. radio stations is scheduled for Nov. 17-19 in New York at the Hotel New Weston. Richard Pack, WBC national program manager, has arranged the "shirt sleeves" session.

Opening session will feature a discussion by Chris J. Witting, WBC president, on "Programs Are Our Product."

The meeting, first of its kind for WBC program managers, will be a series of workshop sessions, Mr. Pack said. "In line with our increased emphasis on creative radio programming, we want to improve even further our present programming and mutually develop new concepts and ideas," he declared.

**Transmitter With 316 Kw ERP Inaugurated by WATV (TV)**

NEW TRANSMITTER, with effective radiated power of 316 kw, was scheduled to go into operation last Friday at WATV (TV) Newark, N. J. (ch. 13). With the change in power, WATV claims to be the first outlet in the area to provide a "super-power" signal.

The transmitter was inaugurated at a luncheon at the Mosque Theatre, Newark, where WATV offices and studios are located. Guests included: Gov. Robert B. Meyler; Monsignor John L. McNulty, president of Seton Hall U.; Hulan Jack, borough president of Manhattan; Prof. Ormond J. Drake, assistant secretary of New York U.; Charles H. Brower, trustee of Rutgers U. and executive vice president of BBD, and 400 other civic, business and industry representatives.

**Edgar L. Hayek Dies**

EDGAR L. HAYEK, 69, a founder of KATE Albert Lea, Minn., and onetime director of the original National Assn. of Broadcasters, died in that city Oct. 31. Mr. Hayek had been in semi-retirement the past few years after selling his interest in the station.
Quinlan Tells Viewers

Television Is 'Dynamic Medium'

IN a rare if not wholly unprecedented move in the industry, Sterling C. (Red) Quinlan, vice president of ABC's WKBW (TV) Chicago, went before the cameras with an institutional message Nov. 6-8-11 on behalf of the station's programming and advertising activities.

Speaking Nov. 6, Mr. Quinlan praised television as a "dynamic medium" and observed that while ABC-TV has made great strides in programming, it has generally left daytime TV fare to the local stations. At that point, he explained his own station's "Half-Nelson" plan, designed to offer a variety of local shows hewing away from conventional formats.

Using a "popover," agency-type presentation, Mr. Quinlan also directed his comments to advertisers on cost-per-thousand and other considerations. Toward the end he noted that TV "can be the most dynamic medium if used right and the worst if not."

ABC Chicago, while also claiming something of a "first" in this type presentation, decried it as an "open closed circuit."

Alaska Radio, TV Firms

Announce Affiliation

AFFILIATION of Alaska Broadcasting System Inc. and Northern Television Inc. (KTVA [TV] Anchorage) has been announced by William J. Wagner and A. G. Hiebert, presidents of the respective firms. Alaska Broadcasting System comprises KFQD Anchorage, KFRB Fairbanks, KINY Juneau, KTKN Ketchikan, KBIR Seward and KIFW Sitka. In making the joint announcement, Messrs. Wagner and Hiebert said that the affiliation will provide better overall programming for the Alaska radio-television audiences and bring many sales advantages to both local and national advertisers. Northern Television has an application pending before the FCC for a new TV station at Fairbanks. If the application is granted, the new affiliation will provide a service of eight stations, six radio and two television, to the Alaskan audience.

Barrington Appointed

KXOK Station Manager

APPOINTMENT of Bruce Barrington, KXOK St. Louis director of special affairs, as station manager, has been announced by Elmer M. Roberts Jr. and C. L. Thomas, president and vice president, respectively, of newly-acquired KXOK Broadcasting Inc. In other appointments, Elmer G. Muschany, production manager, has been named program director and a member of the board; V. N. Springgate, director of sales, has been elected to the board of directors; Arthur F. Rekart has been named chief engineer, and Frank Doyle becomes publicity and program director.

Miami TV Applicant Buys Land

TITLE to a 34-acre tract located south of Hollywood, Fla., has been acquired by the South Florida Television Corp., one of four applicants for ch. 7 in the Miami area, according to Jack C. Stein, president. Cost of the tract is $80,000. James Lawrence Fly, former chairman of the FCC, is chairman of the South Florida board.

WNAX Sponsors 13-Day Tour Of Six East, Midwest Cities

THIRTEEN-DAY tour sponsored by WNAX Yankton, S. D., with some 70 people participating was completed over the weekend after visits to six major cities in the East and Midwest. The tour idea was inspired by the success of a WNAX-sponsored trip to Chicago in August for the All-Star football game.

Price of the tour per person was $297. The fee included round-trip transportation, hotel expenses, sightseeing, tips, daily breakfast, two luncheons and a Washington dinner party arranged for the tourists during their stay in the Nation's Capital.

The group left Yankton on Nov. 1 and visited Chicago, Detroit, Niagara Falls, New York, Washington and Cincinnati before returning to Yankton yesterday. WNAX sent its farm reporter George B. German to help entertain the group. The trip was arranged by Barney O'Lavin, former advertising agency executive now operating O'Lavin Travel Agency, Sioux Falls, Sioux City, and Fargo.

KCMO Goes Fulltime

INAUGURATION of 24-hour programming for KCMO Kansas City, Mo., effective Nov. 8, is announced jointly by E. K. Hartenbower, general manager of KCMO-AM-FM-TV, and George Stump, KCMO program director. A new nighttime lineup has been scheduled which will make KCMO the first and only radio station in the greater Kansas City market to be operating on a 24-hour basis, according to the station.

'S Gone' Song Back

SINCE WOR-TV New York began using "Tara's Theme," background music from "Gone With The Wind," on its Million Dollar Movie series, five new recordings of the song have been released. The station reported last week that as many as 800 calls a week were received at the studio inquiring about the theme music. The particular disc played by WOR-TV was cut by Al Goodman's orchestra. Until it was put into use on WOR-TV it was dead-listed but has since been repressed and re-issued by RCA Victor.

Halsey Rejoins Weed

BATES HALSEY has joined Weed Television Corp., New York, as eastern sales manager, the station representative firm announced last week. Mr. Halsey was formerly an account executive at Weed from 1946 to 1950. Before rejoining the company, he was with the O. L. Taylor Co. and Paul Raymer Co., both station representative organizations.

Scanlon Promoted at WCBS

APPOINTMENT of George Scanlon as sales service manager for WCBS New York was announced last week by Henry Untermeyer, sales manager at the station. Mr. Scanlon, who joined CBS in 1951 and transferred to WCBS in 1953, replaces Michael Campbell, who has moved to CBS Radio Spot Sales in a similar position (see story page 106).

SE SAC Performance Licenses provide clearance for the use of SESAC music via Radio, Television, Hotels, Films, Concert Halls and Theatres.

The ever growing SESAC repertory now consists of 263 Music Publishers' Catalogs—hundreds of thousands of selections.

SESAC INC.
Serving The Entertainment Industry Since 1931
475 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 17
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TOPS
in PITTSBURGH
5 Times in a Row!

Once again—for the fifth straight time since joining CBS—KQV leads all other Pittsburgh stations in program "firsts," as measured by Pulse Surveys.

We're flying high, and our clients love it, but we're continuing to add muscle to the hardest working promotional and merchandising program in Pittsburgh radio.

In addition to KQV's strong, in-store merchandising tie-ins, we're plugging program listings with large ads in Pittsburgh newspapers seven days a week.

Better contact KQV or your Raymer man pronto for details.

Ch. 6 Milwaukee Applicants Reported Close to Merger

NEGOTIATIONS for the merger of the applicants for Whitfish Bay's ch. 6 (Milwaukee) continued last week with prospects bright for an agreement among the three contestants, it was learned.

At the same time, WMIL Milwaukee, one of the applicants, denied that the merger agreement involved its withdrawal from the race.

Jerome Sill, WMIL general manager, told B&T that WMIL has made no agreement or commitments leading to a drop-out. "We have agreed with Hearst [WISN Milwaukee] and independent [the third applicant composed of Milwaukee and Detroit businessmen] to obtain a continuance for the purpose of exploring consolidation or any other moves leading to an immediate grant on ch. 6 in Milwaukee as a means of providing a needed and additional vhf service to the Milwaukee area," he said.

WTRI (TV) Moves to Albany

TRANSFER of studio operations from Troy, N. Y., to its new $200,000 building in Albany, was completed Nov. 1 by WTRI (TV), according to the station, which reports using filmed selections during the major part of the change to avoid interruption in regular program service. The new studio will utilize over 4,000 sq. ft. and although now in use, completion of various construction details will take several weeks.

WTRI plans an official public dedication after the first of the year.

WKNX-TV Boosts to 207 Kw

WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich., went to 207 kw power Nov. 1 on ch. 57, according to the station, which also reports being completely equipped to transmit color programs. WKNX-TV is affiliated with CBS and ABC and carries many local programs produced by its staff and originating in the WKNX-TV Television Center. It is now claimed that station coverage extends to more than one million residents in Northeastern and Central Michigan.

Will A's Broadcast?

WILL the new Kansas City Athletics permit broadcasting of their 1955 American League baseball games? That was a moot question last week and the answer seemed to be—yes and no. Owner Arnold Johnson was reported to have given the okay to a survey with respect to television. But the immediate indications were that his club would follow the pattern of the Milwaukee Braves the past two years and permit only radio coverage. Mr. Johnson reportedly is sold on radio as a promotional weapon and the Braves type of regional radio network home-and-away coverage, which has proved successful for Miller Brewing Co.

Avery-Knodel Names Grabhorn

APPOINTMENT of Murray Grabhorn as a tv account executive in the Los Angeles office of Avery-Knodel, station representative firm, was announced last week. Mr. Grabhorn formerly was sales manager of WATV (TV) and WAAT Newark, N. J., and also is a former vice president of ABC, managing director of SRA and manager of new business development for Edward Petry & Co.

In the realignment of Avery-Knodel's Los Angeles operations, Mr. Grabhorn replaces Edwin Cahn, who has resigned. He will report directly to David H. Sandeberg, Pacific Coast manager with offices in San Francisco.

Horner Leaves KSTP-AM-TV

JACK HORNER, sports director of KSTP-AM-TV St. Paul for the past 10 years, has "left the employ" of the stations, Stanley E. Hubbard, president and general manager, announced last week.

Mr. Hubbard said no successor had yet been appointed. Mr. Horner has not announced future plans.
Storer Raises Dividend Rate To $2 a Year per Share

INCREASED annual dividend policy was announced last week by Storer Broadcasting Co.'s board of directors, adopting $2 per share on common stock per annum. SBC declared a 50 cent dividend, payable Dec. 14 on common shares of record as of Dec. 1, marking an increase over the company's annual dividend of $1.50 per share on common, voted last February with a declaration of a 37 1/2 cents quarterly dividend.

The company also declared a regular 614 cent dividend on Class B common payable Dec. 14 to shareholders of record as of Dec. 1. Regular dividend of $1.75 per share on $100 par value preferred was ordered payable Jan. 1 to shareholders of record on Dec. 15.

The Storer board reported $738,638.81 in earnings after taxes for the third quarter, compared to $395,134.89 earned during the same period last year. Nine months earnings after taxes were $2,355,974.89, compared with $1,519,179.25 for the like period in 1953. Earnings per common share were 64 cents for the third quarter as against 34 cents for the comparable period last year.

WCHF Starts Operations

START of regular operations by WCHF Chipewa Falls, Wis., was scheduled for yesterday (Sunday) morning, according to Charles H. Nelson, president and general manager of licensee M&N Broadcasting Co., which owns the Flambeau Network stations: WLDY Lady Smith, WIGM Medford and WPFP Park Falls, all Wisconsin.

Fred Viger, formerly with WJSN Milwaukee, is resident manager of the Chipewa operations and Gene Books, of WLDY, has been appointed program director. Harold Murphy is secretary-treasurer of WCHF and the Flambeau Network. WCHF will operate on 1150 kc with 1 kw.

WEAT Begins 1 Kw Operation

WEAT West Palm Beach, Fla., began operating with 1 kw on 850 kc Oct. 24, according to the station, which since 1948 has been operating with 250 w on 1490 kc. State Sen Russell O. Morrow, vice president of WEAT-TV Inc. (WEAT-AM-TV), opened the broadcast day, which was featured by congratulations from other Florida NBC stations. J. R. Meachem, corporation general manager, called the power boost "...a major step in our plan of providing the upper Gold Coast with the best in radio and television..."

WBCR Goes on Air

WBCR Christiansburg, Va., has announced the start of regular programming Nov. 1. The station is owned by the Montgomery Broadcasting Co. and operates on 1260 kc with 1 kw day-time. Durwood Powell, former assistant general manager of WCVA Culpeper, Va., is general manager. WBCR's transmitter and office building is located between Christiansburg and Blacksburg.

KBIG Has Biggest Month

HIGHEST gross in the station's history was reported by KBIG Avalon, Calif., during October, with income 23% higher than the previous month and 27% higher than October 1953. John Poole Broadcasting Co., Hollywood, station operator, also reports overall gross increase of 23% for the first 10 months of 1954 over the same 1953 period.

WITH THESE EFFICIENT ALTEC CONSOLES

The master 250A, the economical 230B and the portable 220B consoles represent a new quality standard for speech input equipment. Their frequency response, noise level and low distortion more than meet the most stringent broadcast requirements. They are compact and completely self-contained, without external power supplies, junction boxes or other equipment. Flexibility, compactness, accessibility and ease of operation are just a few of the outstanding features of these new consoles.

For the ultimate in quality control the 250A Console is the finest unit ever made for AM, FM or TV studio use. Its compactness is made possible by the use of newly designed miniature plug-in preamplifiers, line amplifiers and power supplies. The preamps are only 1 3/8" x 4 3/4" x 9". The line amplifiers and power supplies are 2 3/4" x 4 3/4" x 9". You will find that the new Altec 250A Console leads to better control, more economical operation.

The 230B is the ideal console for small station or individual studio operation. It has eight low level microphone or turntable inputs controlled by four mixing controls and four line inputs controlled by two mixers. Its low height (9 1/4") provides maximum studio visibility. The controls are color coded and all parts are readily accessible. No other console in its price range offers as much as the Altec 230B.

Here is the perfect portable mixer for field use in AM, FM or TV. The 220B has 4 microphone inputs, each with its individual mixer control, and a master gain control associated with an illuminated Vu meter. This beautifully compact unit weighs only 29 lb yet still has space for a complete set of spare tubes, a headset and ample cables. Naturally its specifications reflect the Altec standard for quality and continued dependability.

9356 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. 161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, New York
**STATION PEOPLE**

Bernard M. Dabney Jr. to WACR Columbus, Miss., as general manager; Wayne Harris, announcer, WAIM Anderson, S. C., to WACR as program director; Betty Wheeler, formerly with WTOP-TV Washington, to station as director of women's programs.

Lee Carrau, formerly with KGO-TV San Francisco, appointed an executive director, KGBM-TV Honolulu; Harry B. Soria, formerly with KHON Honolulu, and Charles J. Basner, formerly with Honolulu Gas Co., to sales dept., KGBM.

Robert J. Rich appointed manager, WECB, Duluth, Minn.

Donald L. Doty, general manager, WSBA-AM Toledo; D. A. Redding, formerly manager, WFCO-AM, Varker, named station manager; P. Bergquist, formerly manager, WUAC-AM Detroit, appointed promotion director.

C. L. Doty, general manager, WSBA-AM-TV York, Pa., to WFCO-AM, Cincinnati, as sales manager.

Don Newbury, sales representative, KLIF Dallas, Tex., to KFH Wichita, Kan., as sales manager.

Ted Hall appointed S. F. sales manager, KSDA Redding, Calif.

Leonard G. Trostler, assistant sales manager, WERE Cleveland, promoted to local sales manager.

Gordon E. Morehouse, formerly regional sales director, KHLV-TV Kearney, Neb., to KTIV-TV Sioux City, Iowa, in same capacity.

Carl P. Bergquist, formerly with KSTP-TV St. Paul, Minn., to WFLA-TV Tampa, Fla. (target date: early 1955), as production manager.

Rex Raymond Gerlach appointed promotion manager, KHQ-AM-TV Spokane, Wash.

Lee Varker, formerly film manager, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, to WMVT-TV Montpelier, Vt., in same capacity.

Macey Schaffer, formerly with publicity dept., WNEW New York, appointed promotion manager, WGLV-TV (TV) Easton, Pa.

Dean Bufford, formerly public relations director, WKBW-TV Hartford, Conn., appointed promotion director and regional account executive, WTVP-TV Decatur, Ill.

Jack Boswell, sales staff, WBBM Chicago, appointed WBBM sales representative in N. Y.

Charles H. McFarland appointed sales service representative, WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio.

James Rubessa, a director, WRCA New York, to WMGM there as writer-director; Vern Hendrickson, former sales manager, Carlson & Fornino Studios N. Y., appointed account executive, WMGM.

Judith Waller, public affairs and education director, NBC Central Div., Chicago, appointed program consultant to WTTW there, non-commercial educational outlet slated to start operation next year; Ellis J. Robertson newly named WTTW program manager, assumes duties Nov. 15.

Wayne R. Wolfert, former stage manager and producer, WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., to Crosley Broadcasting Corp. (WLW-WLWT-TV Cincinnati, WLWC-TV Cincinnati, WLWD-TV Dayton, Ohio, WLWA-TV Atlanta, Ga.) in charge of scenic designing and as producer.


Larry Brown, formerly with WGCN Gulfport, Miss., to WHNT-AM-FM Huntsville, Ala., as sports director; Ralph Price, formerly with WHIS Roanoke, Va., to WHNT-AM-FM as announcer.

Roger Read, salesman, WKRC-TV Cincinnati, appointed assistant sales manager; Vera Venues, sales dept., WKRC, transfers to WKRC-TV as account executive.

Douglas L. Sinn, tv salesman, WWJ-TV Detroit, appointed assistant sales manager.

Robert Wilson, former farm director, KNX Hollywood, to KFI Los Angeles, as associate farm director.

Donald Ansel, formerly with CBS Chicago sales promotion office, and Robert Locher, advertising-promotion-merchandising dept., WMAQ-WBBM (TV) Chicago, to radio sales staff, WMAQ.

Robert E. Hendry to sales dept., WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind.

Ted Stell, production manager, KOA-TV Denver, transfers to sales staff.

Douglas Clark, formerly with WASH Washington, to WOL there as music librarian and will handle publicity and promotion and assist in news department.

Luella M. Fisher to WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y., as conductor, Plain 'n Fancy Cookin' program, succeeding Marion Roberts, who has moved to WRGB Schenectady, N. Y., in similar capacity.

Jack McElroy, host of former McElroy at Sunset program, KRCA (TV) Hollywood to KABC there as host, Jack McElroy's Sports Den.

Dick Whittinghill, disc m.c., KMPC Hollywood, adds duties as host, Afternoon Movies, KRCA (TV) there.

Lorraine Jones to continuity staff, WHBF Rock Island, Ill.


Ernie Tannen, vice president and general manager, WILY Pittsburgh, appointed publicity chairman, Radio & Television Club of Pittsburgh.

Robert T. Mason, president and general manager, WMRN Marion, Ohio, appointed member, statewide committee to appraise year long research study into services of Juvenile Diagnostic Center, boys' and girls' industrial schools and other state services to delinquent children.

Norman Kraefl, farm service director, WGN Chicago, appointed to special committee to select Distinguished Service Award, and Citizenship contest winners of American Farm Bureau Federation.

Bill Small, news director, WLS Chicago, elected vice president, Illinois AP Radio Assn.

Phil Ellis, senior announcer, WPTF Raleigh, N. C., selected to play "Horney" in Raleigh Little Theatre production of "Salag 17."

Harvey Olson, program manager, WDRC-AM-FM Hartford, Conn., appointed chairman, 1954 Christmas Seal drive in Greater Hartford.

Wes Hopkins, program director and disc m.c., WTTM Trenton, N. J., father of boy, Nov. 4. WBQ.


Sheldon Smith, technician, WHBF Rock Island, Ill., and Mrs. Smith have adopted three-month-old son, Mark Allen.

Al Dikian, former assistant to promotion manager, WBBM-AM-TV Chicago, died Nov. 1.
Commercial Am-Tv Upheld 
By NAEB Pres. Schooley

BELIEF in the American system of broadcasting "with commercial radio and television providing a program fare that is supported by the advertising revenue" was voiced last week in a letter sent to members of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters by NAEB's newly elected president, Frank E. Schooley, WILL-AM-TV Urbana, Ill., U. of Illinois stations there.

Educational broadcasters, Mr. Schooley said, have a unique service to perform. The service which educational broadcasting can render, he said, is "a supplementary service that commercial radio and television cannot and does not perform." He called on educational broadcasters to use intelligence in making their specific service significant in the educational process in their schools, colleges and universities.

Mr. Schooley was elected president at NAEB's 30th annual convention held in New York in October. Attendees at the convention included: John Dunn, Oklahoma ETV Authority, vice president; William Harley, WHA-AM-FM-TV Madison, Wis., secretary, and Robert J. Coleman, WKAR-AM-FM East Lansing, Mich., treasurer.

Mr. Schooley is also a past president of NAEB, having held that office in 1944 and 1945. He previously served NAEB as executive secretary for seven years; treasurer for three years, and executive director for six months.

Natl. Audience Board Set Up 
To Uphold Video Standards

FIRST chapter of National Audience Board, group whose declared purpose is to "maintain high standards in tv programming," was inaugurated in Los Angeles last Wednesday with Peter Goelet, founder, WGNY Newburgh, N. Y., as national chairman, and Mrs. Florence Thalheimer, program director, former KTHE (TV) Los Angeles, uhf educational station, as local chairman.

NAB spokesman stated group will represent a cross-section of civic and cultural leaders who will continually survey and recommend types of programs it believes public wants to see on the air. Members will participate only as private individuals, although many are identified with civic groups and operations, he emphasized.

At the meeting, tape-recorded messages from FCC Comr. Frieda Hennoch and Mr. Goelet were played to the group. Miss Hennoch remarked:

"TV must be guarded and guided by the public; the industry and the FCC by each and all three of them. Both the industry and the commission must look to a watchful and articulate late public which cannot only formulate its views, but press them with vigor and relentless purpose, to the end that the programs it can and should have, are provided. . . ."

Mr. Goelet pointed out that last September, FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee had noted, "regulation conducted by public opinion is far more effective than governmental regulation. The viewing and listening American public, in the last analysis, has always been the best judge and jury in regulating a competitive industry."

Group Warns Radio-Tv Codes 
Fall Short in Application

RADIO-TV CODES, "though adequate in concept, too often fall short in application" and citizens and groups should maintain a "vigilant attitude" on all levels, the National Congress of Parents and Teachers warned last week.

At the same time, the organization issued suggested guides for evaluating radio and television programs, motion pictures and comic books to local associations as a "tool" for the examination of the content of all mass media designed for youth.

Noting the "growing concern" of parents, teachers and others over mass media fare served to children, the committee stressed the need for action by individuals instead of by organized groups.

"Fifty individuals who approach a distributor, broadcaster, theatre manager or publisher, one by one, will exert more influence than an organized group committed to a program," NCPT claimed. Among "suggested sources" for information on radio-tv programs, the committee listed the National Association for Better Radio and Television (NAFBRAT), National Association of Educational Broadcasters, National Citizens Committee for Education Television and NARTB's Television Information Committee.

Memphis Educ. Foundation 
Receives $30,000 Equipment

DONATION of $30,000 worth of equipment from WHBQ-TV Memphis to the Memphis Community Television Foundation, has been announced by John Claghorn, general manager, WHBQ-AM-TV. Also received by the foundation was a donation of $1,000 from International Harvester Foundation, according to A. I. Davies, the educational station campaign chairman. The WHBQ-TV donation brings the total value of equipment donated to the prospective ch. 10 station to $108,000. A previous donation of $78,000 worth of equipment was received from WMCT (TV) Memphis. A leaflet titled "You Can Own a Share in a TV Station" is being distributed by the tv foundation in addition to a pamphlet titled "10 Questions and Answers About Ch. 10." The leaflet describes the benefits of educational programs and outlines the many subjects which will be covered in educational programming which is scheduled to begin in the fall. The pamphlet explains the part subscribers will play in the community project and contains an application and a program-preference chart for subscribers to complete.

EDUCATION PEOPLE


Larry Arnold, art director and type consultant, Typographic Service Co., L. A., to Radio-Tv Training School Inc., same city, as head of advertising department.
RCA to Honor Gas Assn.

PLAQUE from RCA will be presented to the American Gas Assn., honoring the gas industry's contributions to modern living tonight (Monday) during NBC-TV's Producers' Showcase, scheduled to be televcast coast-to-coast in color. Frank M. Folsom, president of RCA, will present the award to F. M. Banks, president of American Gas Assn., with gas utility executives and their wives viewing the ceremony in color at "television parties" in 45 cities across the nation.

AWARD SHORTS


WJAR-TV Providence, R. I., and Betty Adams, hostess, Sugar 'n Spice cooking program, presented certificate of appreciation from Massachusetts Restaurant Assn. for "a thoroughly friendly and entertaining program."

WTOP-TV Washington presented John Benjamin Nichols Award from Medical Society of the District of Columbia for pioneering efforts in health telecasts.

WALTER SEILER (l), president of Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee advertising agency, receives the President Eisenhower Prayer Award for "long and distinguished service" to the U. S. Savings Bond program in Oct. 28 Milwaukee Advertising Club ceremony. Taking part in the presentation were Harold F. Dickens (c), state director, U. S. Savings Band Div., and Vernon S. Mullen Jr., director of advertising for the Miller Brewing Co. and president of the Advertising Club.

CHARLES H. CRUTCHFIELD (r), executive vice president and general manager of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co., accepts an award and congratulations from Maj. Otis D. Viall, deputy for recruiting in North Carolina, for the part WBT-WBTW (TV) Charlotte played in promoting recruiting for the Army. Maj. Viall said these are the first two stations in the Carolinas to receive this recognition.

WTVI (TV) St. Louis presented outstanding service award from Cerebral Palsy Assn. of Missouri for efforts in recent cerebral palsy fund drive.

John D. Calvin, engineering director, Gates Radio Co., Quincy, Ill., presented Audio Engineering Society annual award for efforts and accomplishments in formation and progress of society.

Charles Collingwood, newscaster, CBS, was presented medal Nov. 4 "for distinguished service to the cause of world understanding" from Institute of World Affairs.

Danny Thomas, star, ABC-TV Make Room for Daddy film series, and Mrs. Thomas have been designated "Mr. and Mrs. American Citizen of 1954" by Lodge 487, B'nis B'rith.

GENERAL TELERADIO ELECTS KNIGHT V. P.

ELECTION of Norman Knight as vice president of General Teleradio Inc. and executive vice president and general manager of the Yankee Network was announced last week by Thomas F. O'Neil, president. He will succeed Linus Travers, who resigned effective Dec. 1 (B&T, Nov. 8). Mr. Knight, who recently left WABD (TV) New York where he was general manager, will make headquarters in Boston where he also will be general manager of WNAC-AM-TV in that city.

Mr. Knight has had broadcasting experience in the sales, announcing, production and promotion fields of the industry. For several years he was eastern manager of station relations for Mutual Broadcasting System. Prior to his network affiliation, Mr. Knight was on the sales staff of WMMN Fairmont, W. Va., now owned by Storer Broadcasting Co., and served as general manager of WAJR Morgantown, W. Va.

He is a member of the Radio & Television Executives Society of New York, the Friars Club, Lions Club, Variety Club and American Institute of Management.

Mr. Knight, his wife, the former Susannah E. Andre, and their three sons will make their home in Boston.

Michael Dann Named Director Of NBC-TV Program Sales

MICHAEL DANN, manager of NBC-TV network programs, last week was promoted to director of program sales for the network.

In his new post, announced by NBC-TV Network Programs Vice President Thomas McCauley, Mr. Dann will represent the program department in all matters relating to the sale of network-produced programs and will work with the vice president and director in charge of programming in the overall operation of network produced programs.

The post of director of NBC-TV program sales is a new one. Charles C. (Bud) Barry was vice president in charge of t.v. network program sales prior to his resignation a few weeks ago.

ABC-TV Adds Three Stations Increasing Affiliates to 214

ADDITION of three stations as ABC-TV affiliates, raising the total to 214, was announced last week by Alfred R. Beckman, director of station relations for ABC-TV. The new affiliates are:

WKBT (TV) La Crosse, Wis. (ch. 8), owned and operated by WKBH Television Inc., with Howard Dahl as general manager; WINT (TV) Ft. Wayne (ch. 15), owned and operated by
PICTURED here is part of the campaign which the citizenry of Holdrege, Neb., carried on when it was announced that the KHOL-TV would no longer be affiliated with CBS-TV [At Deadline, Nov. 8]. Requests for write-ins were put up by local high school students in cooperation with the merchants. In short order 80,000 communications of protest were received by the station, which renewed for two years effective Feb. 2, 1955.

Tri-State Television Inc., of which Ben Taylor is general manager, and WLOK-TV Lima, Ohio (ch. 73), owned and operated by WLOK Inc., with Robert O. Runnrstrom general manager, WINT replaced WKJG-TV as ABC-TV's Ft. Wayne affiliate.

ABC Radio to Transmit Promotion by Closed Circuit

ABC RADIO will put on closed circuit to its 360 radio affiliates today (Monday) a series of recorded promotional announcements for the network's complete roster of major sponsored programs, it was announced last week by Gene Accas, ABC director of advertising, promotion and publicity.

Mr. Accas voiced the belief that the event, part of ABC's fall advertising and promotion program (9WT, Sept. 6), will mark "an innovation" in audience promotion. He said the affiliates will pick up the entire series of 10- and 20-second promotional announcements on their own tape recording equipment for later broadcast with "live" tags by local announcers.

Designed as audience promotion on the local level, the project has been given the name of "Promotion That Speaks for Itself." Among the voices that will be heard on the announcements are those of newscasters Arthur Van Horn, Milton Cross, George Hayes, Taylor Grant and John W. Vandercook, among others, and network personalities, including Eloise McElhone, Martin Block and Bill stern.

AB-PT Declares Dividend

AB-PT board of directors has declared dividends of $.25 per share on the outstanding preferred and $.25 per share on the outstanding common stock of the corporation, it was announced last week by Leonard H. Goldenson, president of AB-PT. Dividends are payable on Dec. 20 to holders of record on Nov. 20.

SUPER GAINS with Standardized Prodelin Tri-Loop VHF Antennas

Rated at 50-KW with 17 power gain, the 16 element Prodelin Tri-Loop Antenna delivers 316-KW ERP, with only Medium Power VHF Transmitter.

Beam Tilt and/or Null Fill-In are easily accomplished with flexible feed systems of standard design—permitting a vertical pattern suitable for optimum coverage requirements.

Gains from approximately 2 to 17 are made possible by stacking pairs of Tri-Loops.

Service-Proved — Prototypes of the Prodelin Tri-Loop Antenna have been in operation in both North and South America for several years — your assurance of long-term, trouble-free performance.

PRODELIN JOB-PACKAGED* ANTENNA SYSTEMS

- Tri-Loop Antennas
- "The World's Finest Transmission Lines"
- Diplexers and Filters
- Accessories, Decalers, Fittings, etc.

*Your particular bill of components — systematized and matched — quality-controlled performance tested, complete and "installation ready"— all from one dependable source.

The World's Finest Transmission Lines

Prodelin Inc
307 Bergen Avenue Kearny, New Jersey
Five Oklahoma Stations Organize Into Network

FINAL organizational meeting of the Oklahoma Big Five Network was held Nov. 4 at the NARTB Dist. 12 (Kan., Okla.) meeting in Ponca City, Okla., according to M. H. Bonebrake, president of member-station KOCY Oklahoma City. Other members are KAKC Tulsa, KCRC Enid, KSWO Lawton and KMUS Muskogee. President of the network is Leo Morris, KSWO general manager; John E. Pearson Co. has been named representative. Mr. Morris announced that the first account to be handled by the five-station network is an announcement schedule for the new Ford automobile. Discounts from 5% to 20% for combination purchases are offered.

Kemp to NBC Hollywood

TRANSFER of Harold F. Kemp, manager of NBC's talent office in New York, to Hollywood on Dec. 1, has been announced by the network. He will be a general program executive for NBC, reporting to Fred Wile Jr., vice president in charge of programs for the Pacific Division.

WBLN (TV) Connected

WBLN (TV) Bloomington, Ill. (ch. 15) was connected to the Bell Telephone System's nationwide television facilities last Monday bringing to 347 the number of stations (located in 226 cities) capable of broadcasting live television network programs, AT&T's Long Lines Dept. reported last week.

NETWORK PEOPLE

Gordon Mason, assistant sales manager, KNX Hollywood, named program promotion director, Columbia Pacific Radio Network, same city.

Lawrence B. Gummibier, assistant manager, traffic dept., CBS-TV New York, promoted to acting manager.


Don Heller, special sales promotion and public relations man, Marquardt Aircraft Corp., L. A., and Raymond A. Parker, reporter, Los Angeles Examiner, to CBS-TV Hollywood, as trade paper and syndicated columnist contact, and unit publicist and feature writer, respectively.

THE LATEST WCKY STORY

THE DAILY HIT PARADE
FIRST in Cincinnati—6:15-7:00 pm

From Pulse
July-Aug.
1947—1948
1949—1950
WCKY—5.9
Net A—5.3
Net B—3.0
Net C—2.8
Net D—2.6

are you Buying a 5.9 Rating in Cincinnati?

CBS INC. GROSS AND NET AT NEW HIGH

Nine-month report issued. Board declares a stock dividend and two cash dividends.

CONSOLIDATED gross sales of CBS Inc. were up 18% and net earnings 14% for the first nine months of this year to set new high marks in the company's history, Chairman William S. Paley announced last week at a board meeting.

The board declared a stock dividend in addition to two cash dividends on its currently outstanding shares. The stock dividend amounts to 2% on outstanding class A and class B shares and was voted, the announcement said, in the belief "that a substantial portion of the company's earnings should be reinvested in its business to help finance continuing rapid growth, and that stockholders should receive a tangible share of earnings."

One cash dividend amounted to 40 cents per share and the other, a special dividend, to 30 cents a share, on currently outstanding class A and class B stock. Both are payable Dec. 10 to stockholders of record at the close of business Nov. 26. No fractional shares will be issued in connection with the stock dividend. Instead, stockholders will receive non-voting and non-redeemable preference scrip certificates in bearer form and in denominations of hundredths of a share. The stock dividend will be paid Dec. 20, or as soon thereafter as practicable, to stockholders of record Nov. 26.

Mr. Paley said gross sales for the first nine months reached $263,746,543 as compared to the previous record high of $223,109,649 in the same period last year. Net earnings were $7,199,130 as compared to $6,411,343 for the first nine months of 1953. Details are shown in the adjacent table, which includes the operations of Columbia Records, manufacturers of records and phonographs; CBS-Hytron (radio and tv tubes); CBS-Columbia (radio and tv sets), and of the CBS Television and CBS Radio Broadcasting Divisions:

DU MONT APPOINTS KESSLER DIV. MGR.

ROBERT E. KESSLER, assistant manager of the Communication Products Div., Allen B. DuMont Labs, Clifton, N. J., has been promoted to manager of the division, succeeding Herbert E. Taylor Jr., who has resigned. Mr. Taylor will remain available to DuMont on a consultant basis. The change was announced last week by Irving G. Rosenberg, vice president, government, tubes and co munication products.

Plans for the division include increased DuMont activity in the development, production and sale of high-power tv transmitting and studio equipment, Mr. Rosenberg stated. The division expects to start up production schedules for film scanning apparatus for black-and-white and color, and is now producing new color transmission gear and conversion apparatus for tv stations now in operation.

Mr. Kessler has been with DuMont since 1936. He has been active in DuMont's experimental and development work on tv transmitting and receiving equipment.

He developed the firm's first tv synchronizing signal generator and was active in designing much of the studio equipment for W2XVT, DuMont's experimental tv transmitter at Passaic, N. J., which went on the air in 1939.

In 1947, Mr. Kessler was placed in charge of manufacturing and engineering for the tv transmitter division where he was responsible for the design and manufacture of the firm's tv broadcasting equipment. A year later, he was named assistant division manager, the position he held until his appointment as manager last week.

NOTES:
1. The provision for federal taxes on income shown above for the nine months ended Oct. 3, 1953, is $750,000 less than the amount previously reported. This reduction in tax provision, and the corresponding increase in net income for the period, reflect the applicable amount of change arising from certain tax regulations issued late in 1953 affecting companies engaged in television broadcasting.

2. Subsequent to Oct. 2, 1954, the company disposed of all minority interests in radio and television stations for amounts which resulted in nonrecieving capital gains, after provision for taxes, of approximately $5,000,000.

3. The 1954 results are subject to year and adjustment and to audit by Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery, Nov. 10, 1954.

Samuel R. Deen, Treasurer

BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
'Helipower' Package
Put on Market by GE

GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Syracuse, N. Y., last week announced the availability of a new 100 kw transmitter and 1-bay helical antenna as a "helipower" package for vhf channels 7 through 13. Development of both the transmitter and the antenna was carried on simultaneously to produce an antenna capable of handling a signal put out by a 100 kw transmitter.

The "helipower" package is designed to meet the demands of broadcasters who aim at a better television coverage with a high-power transmitter and a low-gain antenna, Paul L. Chamberlain, GE general manager of broadcast equipment, stated. He pointed out that the addition of the package to GE's tv broadcast line gives the broadcaster a wider selection of equipment for attaining the maximum power of 316 kw permitted by FCC regulation.

Using the "helipower" combination, a 100 kw transmitter and 1-bay helical antenna with an approximate gain of 4, or a 50 kw transmitter with an 8-bay batwing antenna with an approximate gain of 7.8, the broadcaster may now reach maximum power in either of two ways. Mr. Chamberlain said.

The new package is priced at approximately $395,000. It is available for delivery in about six months.

Zenith Sales, Profit Down

NET PROFIT and sales of Zenith Radio Corp. for the first nine months of 1954 decreased from totals recorded for the same period last year, E. F. McDonald Jr., Zenith president, reported Thursday. Profit dropped from $4,098,074, or $6.32 per share, to $2,573,954, or $5.23 a share. Sales for the period ended Sept. 30 reached $90,968,450 against $125,762,591 a year ago. Profits and sales also were off for the third quarter from the same period in 1953. Comdr. McDonald said earnings were satisfactory despite the sales decrease because of a favorable ratio of higher priced products and close control of costs.

TWO PIONEERS in radio and television development, Dr. Lee DeForest (l), who developed the radio vacuum tube, and Dr. Allen B. DuMont, who helped pave the way to the modern electronic tv industry, examine one of the first audion tubes—thought to have been last many years ago—made by Dr. DeForest. Dr. DuMont produced it as a surprise for Dr. DeForest at a gathering in New York's Fraunces Tavern honoring Dr. DeForest.

TOM HARMON Endorses

One of the nation's best known Sportscasters, Tom Harmon, former all-American football star from Michigan says, "The Stephens Variety Mike is the greatest microphone development in the past 25 years."

"I have used my Variety Mike for over a year under the most exacting conditions and find that in addition to being absolutely dependable, it is rugged and light as a feather."

"The Variety Mike is not only a great microphone for remote sports and newscasting, but performs equally as well on the stage or in the studio."

Stephens Variety Mike is a proven high quality condenser microphone utilizing a single small conductor cable. Its compact, lightweight design incorporates extreme ruggedness with the ultimate in sensitivity.

Proof of superiority is the acceptance and continued usage by leading personalities in the entertainment field.

Stephens 6-IN-1 "Variety Mike" complete with attachments, is contained in one compact carrying case. (A) Carrying Case; (B) Oscillator/Demodulator; (C) Desk Stand; (D) Head Band w/foam rubber covering; (E) Stem and Swivel; (F) Aluminum Chest Plate w/plastic straps; (G) Microphone Head w/lapel clip attached, plus 50 ft. of coaxial cable. Weight complete 10 lbs. approx.

4-page, 2-color brochure available on request
Pasco UHF Satellite To Be GE-Equipped

Station, authorized to KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash., plans to go on air Jan. 1.

COMPLETE broadcast equipment for the nation's first commercial satellite television station will be supplied by General Electric Co., Syracuse, the company announced last week. Supplies for operation will be shipped to Cascade Broadcasting Co., Yakima, Wash., licensee of KIMA-TV, for a satellite outlet to be built at Pasco, Wash., 60 miles from Yakima. KIMA operates on ch. 29.

A GE 1 kw transmitter, slide projector and 5-bay helical antenna will be used by the satellite with shipment from GE to be completed by Dec. 1. Operation is scheduled to commence around Jan. 1. All programs telecast on KIMA will be picked up by the Pasco outlet and rebroadcast over ch. 19 to the local area market. Local slide commercials will originate at Pasco.

KIMA is affiliated with all four tv networks. Call letters for its satellite have not yet been assigned. Early this month, FCC granted a construction permit to Cascade for the Pasco station. Grant was made possible because of an FCC rule change, effective Sept. 1, which encouraged the construction of more uhf stations.

The new ruling allows local tv stations to establish uhf outlets in neighboring communities to rebroadcast its shows in an area which has no tv coverage. All satellite applications filed with the FCC are handled on a case-by-case basis.

William J. Morlock, general manager of the Commercial Equipment Department at GE and chairman of the Broadcast Equipment Section of RETMA, stated that the new ruling "helps bridge the gap in income some uhf stations face from the on-the-air date to the date that a sufficient audience is established in the area to provide the required advertising income."

The two-in-one type operation, which has resulted from the FCC rule change, permits broadcasters to go on the air with greatly reduced cost in operation. "Not until the area can justify locally managed and programmed stations will it be necessary to increase personnel and add to station facilities," Mr. Morlock said.

Sylvania Expands Plant, To Make Aluminized Tubes

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC Products Inc. announced last week that its television picture tube division has completed expansion of its plant facilities at Seneca Falls, N. Y., which will "make possible the production of an additional 25,000 large-size aluminized television picture tubes per month."

The plant at Seneca Falls, according to W. H. Lamb, general manager of the division, is now concentrating on its new "Silver Screen 85" aluminized tube at the extent of 90% of its total television picture tube production.

Mr. Lamb reported that the division now has 670,000 square feet of production space. He said the division is producing 21- and 24-inch tubes in large quantities, but is prepared to produce any desired aluminized tube size.

Sylvania Oct. Sales Tops

OCTOBER sales at Sylvania Electric Products Inc. set a new monthly record for the company, exceeding the record high in September, the firm announced last week. The figure reflects resumption of high production levels by the company's customers for tv picture tubes, receiving tubes and components, in addition to a strong volume in Sylvania's own tv set and non-television lines, a spokesman said.

Sylvania recently reported sales of $200,827,520 for the first nine months of 1954 and a net income for the third quarter of the year of $2,643,441.

MANUFACTURING SHORTS

Turner Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has introduced universal phonograph pickup replacement cartridge in Models AU and A, which can be used to replace 95% of 78 rpm pickups in use, according to company. AU employs externally mounted condenser for 2.0 volts or lower output replacement; A is same cartridge without condenser. Company also has available new general catalog covering microphones, phonograph pickup cartridges, microphone interiors and microphone accessories, obtainable from firm at 936 17th St., N.E., Cedar Rapids.

AMPEX Corp., Redwood City, Calif., marked its 10th anniversary Nov. 2, by presenting Alexander M. Poniatoff (L), founder-president, the first 10-year service pin to be awarded by the company. George I. Lang, executive vice president of the magnetic voice recording firm, makes the presentation. Ampex was founded in 1944 to manufacture precision radar components and currently is engaged in video tape recording research.

and microphone accessories, obtainable from firm at 936 17th St., N.E., Cedar Rapids.

Gothard Mfg. Co., Springfield, Ill., has issued condensed catalog on Gothard Series K rotary converter describing company's line of heavy-duty, industrial-type 3600 rpm converters.

MANUFACTURING PEOPLE


Dr. Bennett S. Ellefson, director of research, Sylvania Electric Products, N. Y., appointed technical director of company, succeeding E. Finley Carter, who resigned to become head of research operations, Stanford Research Institute, Stanford, Calif.


Roland D. Payne, formerly with CBS-Columbia, Long Island City, N. Y., to Kimco Towers, N. Y., as national sales manager for steel communication structures and associated items.

Forrest J. Beard, advertising manager, Ray Oil Burner Co., S. F., to Ampex Corp. (radio-tv electronics), Redwood City, Calif., as assistant advertising manager.

Wayne Thorstensen, assistant credit manager, Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, appointed credit manager, succeeding James McGuire, resigned.
—— PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ——

FIRM OFFERS PAID SPACE IN 50 ‘TOP TV MARKETS’

Tv & Radio Listings Co. to offer column lines in ‘syndicated daily editorial column’ to agencies and advertisers guaranteeing a ‘top favorable listing’ and ‘higher rating’ for their radio-tv shows.

AN OFFER to provide paid-for space in newspapers circulated in ‘50 of the top tv markets’ is being made to advertisers and/or their agencies, who in turn can buy column lines for mention of their network (radio or tv) in a ‘syndicated daily editorial column.”

The enterprise making the bid is called Tv & Radio Listings Co., 140 East 46th St., N. Y. Robert H. Sill, formerly treasurer and media director of Alfred J. Silberstein-Bert Goldsmith Inc., New York advertising agency, is sales manager.

According to Mr. Sill, the column, which is scheduled to make its appearance Jan. 1, will take care of “poor, improper, and incomplete listings of tv and radio shows for which vast sums of money are expended.”

He said the column will run in major newspapers, having a daily circulation of 14.9 million and a Sunday circulation of 18.2 million, covering more than 75% of total households in the 50 markets to be covered and over 80% of tv receivers.

Mr. Sill said his firm is buying space in the newspapers for the column, which he will sell on the basis of three column lines at $750.

In a promotion piece being circulated to advertisers and agencies, Mr. Sill says the column will “list your show as the top show for the time period, name the sponsor, describe the show and give a commercial.” The net results, he claims, are “a guaranteed top favorable listing for your show, a more assured audience and a higher rating.”

Space is being sold on a non-competitive basis to agencies having a 13-week contract in force, according to Mr. Sill. The Daily News will carry the column in the New York area, he said.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES PEOPLE

F. Robert Fenton, formerly with Magazine Management Co., N. Y., appointed executive vice president, Network Advertisers Inc. (radio-tv promotion), same city.


—— PERSONNEL RELATIONS ——

KHJ-TV Threatened With IBEW Strike

STRIKE ACTION against KHJ-TV Hollywood, Don Lee Broadcasting System station, within the next seven days has been set by the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Broadcast-TV Recording Engineers Local 45, same city, following a union executive board meeting last week.

The station has refused to arbitrate the union’s demands, stated Harry Stillman, Local 45 business manager. Demands include raising of KHJ-TV wage levels to those of other local stations, stop of the practice of assigning IBEW duties to other personnel and classification of stageworkers into definite categories, according to Mr. Stillman.

Likely to be an innocent victim in the controversy is KNXT (TV) Hollywood, CBS o&o station, which leases half of the KHJ-TV building. Local 45 representatives, stagecraft employes into duties to union’s demands, stated Harry Stillman, Local 45, same city. But both union and networks have arbitrated the controversy.

STRIKE ACTION at KHJ-TV Hollywood, Don Lee Broadcasting System station, within the next seven days has been set by the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Broadcast-TV Recording Engineers Local 45, same city, following a union executive board meeting last week.

The station has refused to arbitrate the union’s demands, stated Harry Stillman, Local 45 business manager. Demands include raising of KHJ-TV wage levels to those of other local stations, stop of the practice of assigning IBEW duties to other personnel and classification of stageworkers into definite categories, according to Mr. Stillman.

Likely to be an innocent victim in the controversy is KNXT (TV) Hollywood, CBS o&o station, which leases half of the KHJ-TV building. Local 45 representatives, stagecraft employes into duties to union’s demands, stated Harry Stillman, Local 45, same city. But both union and networks have arbitrated the controversy.

Network-AFTRA Pact in Air

CONTRACTS between radio and television networks and the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists are scheduled to expire today (Monday), but both union and networks reported last week that the deadline has been extended and negotiations will continue for a new pact.

It was reported that “some progress” has been made since talks began on Oct. 11, but it was pointed out that negotiations are centered on some “complex” issues, particularly AFTRA’s demands for an industry-financed pension and welfare fund [B*T, Oct. 18].

Strike at WMAL-AM-TV

AFTRA Washington local members struck at WMAL-AM-TV Washington last Tuesday, causing curtailment of live commercials and performers. Mrs. Evelyn Freyman, executive secretary of the local, said the main issue was AFTRA’s desire to increase the $67 average weekly base pay for radio-tv announcers.

Frederick W. Houwink, general manager of the station, voiced surprise that a strike had been called, saying he thought negotiations were still in progress.

Photographers, SDG to Meet

FIGHT of International Alliance of Theatrical and Stage Employes Local 659, Hollywood International Photographers, to shut down daily film studio production at 6 p.m., will be discussed at a meeting between representatives of the Screen Directors Guild and the photographers union this week.

Herbert Aller, Local 659 business agent, sought the SDG meeting in a letter to George Sidney, president, and Joe Youngerman, executive secretary, after Hollywood AFL Film Council turned down the photographers’ proposal.
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KABC-TV SCAVENGER HUNT

VIDEO version of the scavenger hunt party game is being featured on The Madhouse, daily program shown over KABC-TV Los Angeles. Host Paul Masterson each day requests such objects as ice cubes individually wrapped or sardines tied with a ribbon. Contestants must bring the items to the station’s studio, with prizes being given for the first arrival and the longest distance traveled. On occasion, contestants must wear specified costumes, including bathing suits or pajamas. Developed by KABC’s program producer Hunt Stromberg Jr., as a low cost way to develop interest in aftermovie movies, he says response has exceeded expectations.

CFC TELEVISIONS QUEEN MOTHER

CANADIAN BROADCASTING Corp. is televising as well as broadcasting the visit of England’s Queen Mother Elizabeth to Ottawa from Nov. 12 to 17. Television cameras were at Uplands Airport, Ottawa, on Nov. 12 to cover the arrival and inspection of the Royal Canadian Air Force guard of honor. The following day the network telecast the Queen Mother as she placed a wreath on Canada’s National War Memorial. On Nov. 16 the Queen Mother will open the new Bytown Bridges and Colonel By Drive, the ceremonies being filmed for later release on the tv network. The noon-hour civic luncheon will be televised live, as will her departure from Uplands Airport on Nov. 17.

‘QUIZTOWN’

STUDENTS from the fourth, fifth and sixth grades of Chicago schools are competing weekly in Quiztown, a program sponsored by the Chicago Sun-Times and aired over WJJD there. Guest stars appear each Saturday on the broadcast as contestants compete by schools for Zenith am-fm radio sets or Rand McNally world atlases. Ballpoint pens are given to the sender of each question used on the program, aired from the Conrad Hilton Hotel. The program is rebroadcast the following Monday by WBEZ (FM) Chicago, the Chicago Board of Education outlet.

WBKB (TV) TALENT PROGRAM

TALENT opportunity program has been launched by WBKB (TV) Chicago under the title of Audition, featuring a panel of judges selected from the world of stage and advertising. Amateurs are chosen on the basis of talent alone; from professional advice to aid them in improving their showmanship and techniques. The program is sponsored by Polk Bros. Furniture & Appliance Center.

BAB PHOTO BROCHURE

FACTS on the recent Rocky Marciano-Ezzard Charles fight pointing up the strength of radio as a powerful news medium were distributed last week in a photo brochure by Broadcast Advertising Bureau, New York, to its member stations. The presentation mainly consists of action shots taken from above the ring and over the heads of the world heavyweight championship contenders. Among statistics cited in the brochure are: almost seven out of every 10 men who knew about the fight learned of Marciano’s victory by radio; more than 40% percent of all men listened to the match on radio. Research for the piece was conducted for BAB by The Pulse Inc. in Boston, New Orleans, St. Louis and San Francisco.

PRESERVES CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

WQAN Scranton, Pa., is joining the ranks of those who would preserve the spirit of Christmas by eliminating commercialism sometimes associated with Yuletide music on radio. Cecil Woodland, general manager of the station, has announced that WQAN will not play Christmas music on any program until Dec. 1. Mr. Woodland explained that when Christmas music is used six or eight weeks before the holiday, it “loses much of its beauty and charm by too much playing.” He added that WQAN intends to “eliminate the cheap novelty music, commercially written to sell itself and not to promote the spiritual beauty of the Christmas season.”

CJS NEWSCASTER Allan Jackson went to Atlanta for the Fulton Centennial and delivered his network newscasts last month through the facilities of WAGA there. At the broadcast from the Rainbow Roof of the Dinkler Plaza Hotel, in connection with the centennial, were (1 to r): Jerry Crowley, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.; John O. Dickson, MLIC; Mr. Jackson; Glenn C. Jackson, managing director of WAGA-AM-FM-TV, and Charles C. Williamson and John J. McConneghey, MLIC.

‘FAMILY MESSAGE’

CHRYSLER Corp., through McCann-Erickson, Nov. 5 began showing Family Message, half-hour film program, on WFBM-TV Indianapolis, and Nov. 8 on WBKB-Detroit, WJIE-TV Evansville, Ind., WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio, and KHJ-TV Hollywood to its employees in five areas across the nation. The program is designed to acquaint employees with the firm’s 1955 models, but since it is not on closed-circuit, it can be viewed by the public as well. The show, filmed in Detroit, New York and Hollywood, features personalities on programs sponsored by various divisions of the Chrysler Corp., including Groucho Marx, Danny Thomas, Roy Rogers, Eddie Mayehoff and William O’Shea.

LOVE AND MARRIAGE

WEEKLY PANEL quiz show with love and marriage as its central theme has been started on CBMT (TV) Montreal and the CBC tv network. Make A Match consists of a quiz show with a panel of four people, a married woman, a married man, a single woman and a single man. They are confronted with six people, each of whom is married to one of the others, plus a well-known guest in disguise. By questioning, the panel must match the right husbands and the right wives and determine whether the disguised guest is married, single or has been married at one time.

Radio Station and Newspaper Appraisals

Tax, estate and many other personal problems create the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable Blackburn-Hamilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.

Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY

RADIO-TV-NPAPER BROKERS

WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Enchorn
Clifford Marshall
Washington Hqg.
Sterling 4-4141

CHICAGO
Ray V. Hamilton
Phil Jackson
Tribune Tower
Delaware 7-2753

SALT FRANCISCO
William T. Mucklefield
235 Montgomery St.
Exkoro 2-5871

LOVE AND MARRIAGE

WEEKLY PANEL quiz show with love and marriage as its central theme has been started on CBMT (TV) Montreal and the CBC tv network. Make A Match consists of a quiz show with a panel of four people, a married woman, a married man, a single woman and a single man. They are confronted with six people, each of whom is married to one of the others, plus a well-known guest in disguise. By questioning, the panel must match the right husbands and the right wives and determine whether the disguised guest is married, single or has been married at one time.
ATHLETIC SUCCESS STORIES

PILOT film of a projected tv series produced by Frank Leahy was shown Nov. 9 on Cavalcade of America over ABC-TV (Tues., 7:30-8:30 p.m. EST). The new series will recount the stories of men and women behind individuals who have achieved outstanding success and will emphasize the roles played by high school athletic coaches particularly. The pilot film will develop the influence of high school coach Mark Wilson on professional football star Otto Graham. Other stories planned for production include "Jackie Jensen-Ralph Kirchum Story," "Bob Cousy-Lew Gummund Story," and "Rocky Marciano-Allie Colombo Story." Executive producer of the film series, which is titled An American Story, is Don Sharpe. ABC-TV is making the program available for sponsorship.

WBBM-TV DANCE COMPETITION

MARRIED couples in ballroom dance competition form the basis for a new series of programs launched by WBBM-TV Chicago, with Ray Raymer as m.c. Mr. Raymer presides with an air of authority and grace and an instructor who teaches couples various dance steps. Cash prizes are awarded to the couple selected as best dancers during the program, Night Out, telecast each Tuesday, 11 p.m.-12 midnight. The contestants are chosen from a number of letters to WBBM-TV, with only married couples eligible for competition.

CAMPBELL SOUP CONTEST

STATIONS have been invited to enter a promotion-merchandising contest which will run coincident with a "Name-The-Pups" contest being conducted by Campbell Soup Co. for its canning of Leicester (CBS-TV, Sun., 7-7:30 p.m. EST). The fan contest features prizes of ten collie pups from the Lassie kennel and hundreds of regulation basketballs and roller skates for winning entries. For the stations which best promote or merchandising the program contest, the awards are in cash: $250 for first, $100 for second, $75 for third, $50 for fourth, and $25 for fifth prize, with an additional bonus of $50 to each of 10 stations located in areas where the pups are awarded to contestants. The station promotion contest, which is being handled by BBDO, New York, runs through Dec. 31. The station-promotion-merchandising kits, slides for on-the-air use and two 20-second trailers to stations.

REMINISCENCE OF CAROL

WBZ-AM-TV Boston, in order to remember Hurricane Carol, which left the stations a crushed tv tower for a moment, has published a pictorial study of Carol's visit to the stations on Aug. 31. Pictures of the crippled tower and some of the station's crushed buildings were supplied from news services, the press and the station's own cameras. WBZ-TV was knocked off the air for 8 hours and 57 minutes when Carol made her New England rampage.

WHLI OBSERVES RADIO-TV WEEK

SPECIAL quarter-hour program in observance of National Radio and Television Week was presented Nov. 10 by WHLI Hempstead, L. I., N. Y. The broadcast traced the growth of the broadcasting field and outlined the services rendered by radio and TV as mass communications media. Paul Godolsky, president and general manager of the station, was the featured speaker on the show.

POWER TO SELL

MULTICOLOR folder detailing market facts and coverage data has been distributed by WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., emphasizing the theme of "power to sell." The station claims the "world's largest antenna" and coverage of over two million people. The brochure cites the characteristics of western Michigan and northern Indiana and lists the Facett stations, of which WKZO-TV is one, as well as the offices of Avery-Knodel, its station representative firm.

1955 FARM PROGRESS SHOW

PLANS are already underway for the 1955 Farm Progress Show sponsored by WLS Chicago and Prairie Farmer, with Sept. 29-30, 1955, set as dates for the third annual event, the station has reported. The show drew 85,000 people in Camden, Ind., Oct. 7 and included 159 commercial exhibits, with complimentary display space offered to advertisers who used at least 500 lines in Prairie Farmer or an equivalent amount of advertising on WLS during the year. The WLS National Barn Dance crew provided the entertainment.

WHLM 'FIRST'

IN WHAT it says may be the first time in the history of federal penal institutions, WHLM Bloomurg, Pa., made inside-the-wall tape recordings of prisoners' voices in Lewisburg Penitentiary. Ted Jones, sports director of the station, was permitted inside to record the presentation of trophies from the warden to outstanding prison athletes. Previously, the station says, it had been the custom of prison officials not to allow any recordings or pictures of any inmates.

JACK WEBB AND WORD-WDXY-FM

JACK WEBB, of Dragnet, was the main feature of WORD-WDXY-FM Spartantburg, S. C., at their booth in the recent annual six county Piedmont Interstate Fair. A life-size picture of the cop was displayed "getting the facts" from Marilyn Monroe, with a repeat-a-message, in his own style, telling the quarter of million people passing through the fair that "radio was their best buy." Along with the Dragnet display, visitors to "W-O-R-D land" viewed pictures of 75 NBC stars plus promotion of all of the station's national advertisers. Live entertainment also was provided.
Station Authorizations, Applications
(As Compiled by B \& T)
November 4 through November 10

Includes data on new stations, existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.

Abbreviations:
CP—construction permit. DA—directional antenna. ERP—effective radiated power. BTL—studio-transmitter link. Synch. amp.—synchronizing amplifier. VHF—very high frequency. UHF—ultra high frequency. Ant.—antenna. A/A—aural; visual. kW—kilowatts. w—watts. mc—megacycles. D.—day. N.—night. LB—local sun. set. mod.—modulation. bc—broadcast. unil.—unlimited hours. kc—kilocycles. SAA—special service authorization. STA—special temporary authority. (FCC file and hearing docket numbers given in parentheses.)

### FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of Oct. 31, 1954

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Licensed (all on air)</td>
<td>2,623</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On air</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPs not on air</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total CPs</td>
<td>2,749</td>
<td>342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total authorized</td>
<td>2,753</td>
<td>568</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applications in hearing 137 2 147

New station requests 164 3 17

Total new station bids in hearing 76 13 143

Total applications pending 683 58 139

Total licenses deleted in Oct. 5 0 1

CPs deleted in Oct. 6 0 1

* Does not include noncommercial educational fm and tv stations.
* Authorized to operate commercially.

### A.M. and Fm Summary Through Nov. 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Licensed (all on air)</td>
<td>2,623</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On air</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPs ing pend. hear.</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Am 2,631 2,629 130 167 76

Fm 581 535 36 6 0

### Television Station Grants and Applications
Since April 14, 1952

### Grants since July 11, 1952:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commercial</th>
<th>vhf</th>
<th>uhf</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>578</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational</th>
<th>vhf</th>
<th>uhf</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Operating Stations in U. S.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Commercial</th>
<th>vhf</th>
<th>uhf</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>599</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>753</td>
<td>1,307</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Amend.</th>
<th>vhf</th>
<th>uhf</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>515</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>1,365</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commercial</th>
<th>vhf</th>
<th>uhf</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### New Am Stations

ACTION BY FCC

Pennsacola, Fla.—Charles W. Lamart Jr., John Burke, C. B. Barnard and F. E. Bushby d/b/a W. F. Bushby, have application on file for noncommercial educational fm, with station call letters WRFN, under the following terms and conditions:

1. License to operate to be in name of W. F. Bushby.

2. License to operate valid for 4 years.

3. License to operate subject to FCC approval of WRFN's structure, which shall be constructed on the following terms:

a. License to operate shall be for 375 watts visual, 750 watts audio.

b. License to operate shall be for directional antenna with full coverage in Pensacola, Fla., and surrounding areas.

4. License to operate subject to FCC approval of WRFN's programming, which shall consist of educational and cultural material.

5. License to operate subject to FCC approval of WRFN's operating budget, which shall be determined by the licensees and submitted to FCC for approval.

License granted Oct. 12.

### New Existing Tv Stations

ACTION BY FCC

WGAY-TV Portland, Me.—Guy Gannett Broadcast Services granted modified application of CP for ch. 13 to change ERP to 218 kw visual and 159 kw audio.

Grant Nov. 1 announced Nov. 8.

### Applications

WKBN-TV New Britain, Conn.—The New Britain Broadcasting Co. seeks modified application of CP for ch. 30 to change ERP to 108 kw visual, 162 kw audio.

License granted Oct. 11.

### Purchased Properties

American Broadcasting Co., Beverly Hills, Calif., has purchased WGDH from Arlen A. Rose, owner of the station. Terms of transaction were not disclosed.

### Educational Stations

WEDS (TV) Columbus, Ohio—WEDS (TV) has filed for construction permit for station WEDS (TV) on ch. 19 to operate from Columbus, Ohio, with the following terms and conditions:

1. License to operate subject to FCC approval of WEDS (TV)'s structure, which shall be constructed on the following terms:

a. License to operate valid for 2 years.

b. License to operate subject to FCC approval of WEDS (TV)'s programming, which shall consist of educational and cultural material.

2. License to operate subject to FCC approval of WEDS (TV)'s operating budget, which shall be determined by the licensees and submitted to FCC for approval.

License granted Oct. 28.
APPLICATIONS

WPBY Perry, Fla.—Taylor County Besdr. Co. seeks CP to change from 1220 kc to 1600 kc unlimited.

KBLB Lewiston, Idaho—H. E. Studerbank tr/2 as Station KBLB seeks nighttime permit.

WGGH Marion, Ill.—George W. Dodds seeks CP to change from 1420 kc to 1460 kc.

WKPA New York City—Alleghek-Xiki Besdr. Co. seeks CP to change from 250 kc to 1 kw daytime, directional.

WTHB Elkhart, Ind.—Clarence C. Moore granted CP for new class B fm station on ch. 298 (95.1 mc); ERP 4.4 kw; antenna height above average terrain 250 ft. Granted Nov. 10.

New Fm Stations . . .

ACTION BY FCC

KG0-FM San Francisco, Calif.—American-Beatrice Corp. granted CP to change ERP to 3.8 kw. Granted Nov. 2; announced Nov. 8.

WCMC Washington, D.C.—The Good Music Station Inc. granted CP to change ERP to 26 kw; antenna height above average terrain to 476 ft. Granted Nov. 3; announced Nov. 8.

WFTRA-FM Tampa, Fla.—The Tribune Co. granted CP to change from 500 to 1 kw daytime, directional.

WEEM-FM Boston, Mass.—Columbia Besdr. System Inc. granted CP to change antenna height above average terrain from 460 ft to 430 ft. Granted Nov. 3; announced Nov. 8.

Ownership Changes . . .

ACTIONS BY FCC


WHI, Hammond, Ind.—Nicholas and Anthony V. Cetlak, Owners of Radio Station WHI granted voluntary assignment of license to Cyril W. Reddick to Larry D. Peterson of $2,000,000. Principals include C. Reddick (5%), one-half of all stockholders and a singleinds; both in La. and R. L. Hool (1%). Messrs. offered each other for the better of them in KDSB Mansfield, La. Granted Nov. 16.

WPGC Morningdale, Md.—Harry Hayman granted voluntary assignment of license and WPGC Inc. through sale of 1% interest to Maxwell Richardson. The relinquishing parties are principals in Philadelphia advertising agency. Granted Nov. 15.

WBFE Bayonne, Miss.—Pamela Besdr. Co. granted voluntary assignment of license to Harold R. McCready, Travis A. Palmer & Harrel R. Harness d/b as Pamela Besdr. Co. No consideration involved as Mr. J. Harness obtains 13% interest of Harless stockholder. Granted Nov. 11.

KDFE Albuquerque, N. M.—Frank Quinn granted voluntary assignment of license to KDFE Besdr. Co. to Mr. Quinn for $10,000. Principals are associated in the ownership of WVOT Wilson, N. C. Granted Nov. 14.

WKGC Greenville, N. C.—Carolina Besdr. System granted voluntary assignment of license to WKGCO Radio Co. for $65,000. Principals include F. R. Corn, H. J. Winkler, W. J. Walls, J. A. Kringel, E. J. W. Smith (4%), one-half of all stockholders and one-half of all stockholders of both. Granted Nov. 15.

STILL苗

KDEF Cleveland, Ohio—WJW Inc. granted voluntary assignment of license to KDEF Besdr. Co. through sale of all stock for $330,000. Principals include Frank Quinn (25%), Donald L. Jones (15%), and John J. Free. T. Harold Ryan (4.6%), Sterer Besdr. owns WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, Ga., WGBS-AM-FM-TV Chicago, III., WJW-AM-FM-TV Cleveland, Ohio, WWVA-AM-FM-TV Wheeling, W. Va., KGBS-AM-TV San Antonio, Texas, and WHER-AM-TV Wilmington, Ohio. Granted Nov. 16.

KRAY-TV San Francisco, Calif.—Lawrence A. Harvey seeks assignment of CP for ch. 20 to Dr. Leonard A. Kramer for $65,000. Granted Nov. 4; d/b as Bay TV. No consideration is involved.

KOFO Ottawa, Kan.—James M. Jobs & Herbert M. Hrubie seeks voluntary assignment of license to Roderick B. Cupp and his wife Edwina W. Cupp d/b as Ottawa Broadcasting Company to KKMB-AM-TV Kansas City, Mo. Filed Nov. 1.

WMOK Columbus, Miss.—J. L. Friedman and Paul Jones d/b as Queen City Broadcasting Corp. through sale of all stock for $110,000. Granted voluntary assignment of license to KMBC-AM-TV Kansas City, Mo. Granted.

WJRE Elizabethton, Tenn.—pays $5,000 for 10% interest and receives 25% interest for managing the station. Filed Nov. 1.

WLOM-AM-Lima, Ohio.—WLOM Inc. seeks transfer of license of record to William B. Dyer. Filed Oct. 21; granted voluntary assignment of license to WLOM-AM-Lima. Upon FCC approval WLOM radio will be sur- rendered. Simultaneously, application to change WLOM-TV frequency from ch. 73 to ch. 35, new to WIMA-TV has been filed. Filed Nov. 1.

WAYZ Waynesboro, Pa.—Richard Field Lewis Jr. seeks voluntary assignment of license to Richard F. Lewis Jr. Inc. of Waynesboro. No consideration as purpose is to incorporate proprietorship. Filed Nov. 1.

WNYL Lakeview, N. Y.—Richard Field Lewis Jr. seeks voluntary assignment of license to Richard Field Lewis Jr. Inc. of Lakeview as purpose is to incorporate proprietorship. Filed Nov. 1.

WINC-WRFL (FM) Winchester, Va.—Richard Field Lewis Jr. seeks voluntary assignment of license of ch. 17 to Richard Field Lewis Jr. Inc. of Winchester. No consideration as purpose is to incorporate proprietorship. Filed Nov. 1.

WSIG Mt. Jackson, Va.—Richard Field Lewis Jr. seeks voluntary assignment of license to Richard F. Lewis Jr. Inc. of Mt. Jackson. No consideration as purpose is to incorporate proprietorship. Filed Nov. 1.

OTHER ACTIONS . . .

FINAL DECISION

WBHM-TV Chicago, Ill.—By Order, the Commission made effective immediately a final decision of Oct. 13 and renewed the license of Columbia Besdr. System Inc. station WBHM-TV Chicago, Ill., for a new station on ch. 3 of the Peoria area. Granted.

Klamath Falls, Ore.—Nov. tr, ch. 2. FCC hearing examiner recommended that牌照 assignee, as it requests dismissal of all application for ch. 3 in lieu of ch. 4, and granted CP for its regular operation on ch. 2 with power in kilowatts, day and night of 100 and visual of 50 and 500. Action Nov. 4.

COLUMBIA TELECASTING INC.
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November 4 Decisions

BROADCAST ACTIONS

KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara, Calif., Santa Barbara Bestg. and TV Corp.—Denied request for a waiver of Sec. 2.302 of the rules to change call letters of TV Station from KEVT (TV) to KEY-TV.

ACTIONS ON MOTIONS

By Commissioner Freda B. Henneck

Chief Broadcast Bureau—Granted petition for an extension of time to and including Nov. 12 within which exceptions may be filed to initial decision in re applications of Cowles Bestg. Co. and Murphy Bestg. Co. for ch. 8 in Des Moines, Iowa (Dockets 8997, 8996).

By Hearings Examiner Isadore A. Honig

Omaha, Neb., KFAB Bestg. Co.—By Memorandum Opinion and Order, granted petition to amend its application for tv ch. 7 (Docket 9006; BPCET–906), to reflect changes in directors.

By Hearings Examiner Herbert Sharff

Granted petitions of WKAT Inc. et al., applicants for ch. 10 in Miami, Fla. (Dockets 8251 et al.), to make certain corrections to transcript in this proceeding.

November 4 Applications

ACCEPTED FOR FILING

Renewal of License


WSBB New Smyrna Beach, Fla., Bestsra Inc.—(BR-2630).


WDLP Panama City, Fla., Panama City Bestg. Co.—(BR-1053).

WTTR Sanford, Fla., Myron A. Reck—(BR-1066).

WTNT Tallahassee, Fla., Tallahassee Appliance Corp.—(BR-1223).

WFIA Tampa, Fla., The Tribune Co.—(BR-1110).

WSIR Winter Haven, Fla., Citrus Belt Bestsra Inc.—(BR-1146).


WPRA Mayaguez, P. R., WPRA Inc.—(BR-923).

WTLI Mayaguez, P. R., Mayaguez Radio Corp.—(BR-2639).


Applications Returned

Roseville, Calif., Ed Jeffery t/as Golden State Bestg. Co.—CP for a new standard broadcast station on 770 kc; power of 1 kw, daytime hours only.

KCHE Cherokee, Iowa, Marguerite Louise Shimp, Charles Reznikov and Russell A. Hickson d/b a as Cherokee Bestg. Co.—Voluntarily assignment of license to Cherokee Bestg. Co.

Modification of CP

WAQM (FM) Atlanta, Ga., Glenkaren Associates Inc.—Modified CP (BPH-1508) which authorized new fm station for extension of commencement date (BMPH-6565).

November 5 Applications

ACCEPTED FOR FILING

Renewal of License


WDR Lake City, Fla., Deep South Radioways—(BR-1251).


WPPB Miami, Fla., Paul Hale—(BR-1845).

WKAT Miami Beach, Fla., WKAT Inc.—(BR-947).


Modification of CP

WTVE Elmira, N. Y., John S. Booth and Thompson K. Casel, d/b a as Elmira Television—Modified CP of Casel Bestg. Co. as mod. which authorized new comm. tv station to extend completion date (BMPCT-2588).

WBRA-TV York, Pa., Susquehanna Bestg. Co.—Modified CP of (BPCET–362) as mod which authorized new tv station to extend completion date to 5-22-55 (BMPCT-2583).

WGBH-TV Boston, Mass., WGBH Educational Foundation—Modified CP as mod which authorized new non-comm. edu. tv station to extend completion date to 5-18-54 (BMPCT-51).

November 8 Decisions

BROADCAST ACTIONS

The Commission, by the Broadcast Bureau, took the following actions on the dates shown:

Actions of November 5

Modification of CP

KLEN Killeen, Texas, The Highlite Bestg. Co.—Granted Mod. of CP for approval of antenna, transmitter and studio, location and change type transmitter (BP-6844).

WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C., Durham Bestg. Enterprises Inc.—Granted extension of completion date to 5-7-55 (BMPCT-2584).

Actions of November 4

Granted License

WITZ-FM Jasper, Ind., Jasper on The Air Inc.—Granted license for fm station (BLJH-1069).

WOPI-FM Bristol, Tenn., Radiophone Bestg. Station WOPI Inc.—Granted license change in licensed station to show ERP at 9.7 kw (BLJH-1019).

KUTI Yakima, Wash., Independent Bestsra.—Granted license for am station; 900 kc, 250 w. D (BL-2061).

WHO Des Moines, Iowa, Central Bestg. Co.—Granted license covering changes in antenna system (BL-5489).

Modification of CP

The following were granted extension of completion dates as shown: WSLA Selma, Ala., to 4-24-55; WTVF (TV) Nashville, N. Y., to 5-19-55; WSBF-TV South Bend, Ind., to 3-31-55; WAYS-TV Charlotte, N. C., to 5-28-55; WGBH-TV Boston, Mass., to 5-18-55; WSBA-TV York, Pa., to 5-22-55.

Actions of November 3

Granted License

WLWC (TV) Columbus, Ohio, Croyde Bestg. Corp.—Granted license covering changes in facilities of existing tv station (BLCET-242).

WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga., Storer Bestg. Co.—Granted license covering changes in existing tv station; visual power 100 kw, aural 50 kw (BLCET-197).

Modification of License

WTAC-Flint, Mich., Trendle-Campbell Bestg. Corp.—Granted mod. of license to change name of licensee to WTAC The Big Station Inc. (BML-1606).

Remote Control

WCLS Columbus, Ga., Muscogee Bestg. Co.—Granted authority to operate transmitter by remote control (BRC-548).

Actions of November 2

Granted License

WEWT Wetumpka, Ala., Elmore Service Corp.—Granted license for am station; 1570 kc, 250 w. D (BL-5477).

CP

WERQ-FM Harrisburg, Ill., Harrisburg Bestg. Co.—Granted CP to replace expired CP (BPH-1501) which authorized changes in licensed station which expired 8-2-54 (BP-1977).

Modification of CP

WBLK Clarksburg, W. Va., Ohio Valley Bestg. Corp.—Granted extension of completion date to 2-28-55 (BMP-6670).

Actions of November 1

Granted License

WAPO-FM Chattanooga, Tenn.—WAPO Bestg. Service Inc.—Granted license for fm station (BLJH-1094).

WNOG Naples, Fla., George Dewey Polys—Granted license for am station; 1270 kc, 500 w. D (BL-5491).

KHFJ Vancouver, Wash., Western Bestg. Co.—Granted license for am station; 1150 kc, 1 kw. D (BL-5279).

KLGR Redwood Falls, Minn., Harry Willard Linder—Granted license for am station; 1460 kc, 100 w. U (BL-5490).

Remote Control

KOOG Ogallala, Neb., Ogallala Bestg. Co.—Granted authority to operate transmitter by remote control.

November 8 Applications

ACCEPTED FOR FILING

Modification of License

KRIZ Phoenix, Ariz., Melody Shops Inc.—Mod. of license to change name of licensee to KRIZ Inc. (BML-1607).

Modification of CP

KHJ Hollywood, Calif., General Teleradio Inc.—Mod. of CP (BP-6876) which authorized change to directional antenna nignt use only for extension of completion date (BMP-6884).

WDKN Dickson, Tenn., Dickson County Bestg. Co.—Mod. of CP (BP-6878) which authorized a new standard broadcast station for extension of completion date (BMP-6868).

Renewal of License


Applications Returned

Oxford, Miss., E. O. Roden, W. I. Dove and G. A. Pribenow d/b a as Ole Miss Bestg. Co.—CP for new standard broadcast station on 1430 kc, power of 1 kw, daytime hours only.

(Continued on page 127)
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FOR THE RECORD

Broadcasting • Telecasting
JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Soto St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

MECHANICAL RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
O. B. Grinnan

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Experience in Radio Engineering
Pennsylvania Bldg., Republic 7-2347
Washington 4, D. C.

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg., National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

WELDON & CARR
Consulting Radio & Television Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet—Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS, TEXAS

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 22
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
Arlington, Texas

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road—Riverside 7-2153
(Riverside, Ill.)

Vandivere, Cohen & Wear
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio

COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING COMPANY
MOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
SERVICE FOR FM & TV
Under all duty night every night
JACKSON 3002
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

Grinnan Fixture Co.
Minerva, Ohio

COMMERICAL CARDS

IF YOU DESIRE TO JOIN THESE ENGINEERS
in Professional card advertising
contact
BROADCASTING & TELECASTING
1735 De Soto St., N. W., Wash., 6, D. C.

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 75,956* Readers
among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians—applicants
for new, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
* 1953 ARB Projected Readership Survey
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.

Deadline: Undisplayed—Monday preceding publication date. Display—Tuesday preceding publication date.

Advertisements Wanted 20¢ per word—$2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25¢ per word—$6.00 minimum. All other classifications 30¢ per word—$4.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch.

No charge for blind box number. Send box reply to BROADCASTING, 1732 DeSales St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

CLASSIFIED

Managerial

Commercial manager: Radio broadcasting station in Midwest: experienced, high caliber, well-versed advertising man in experienced in making agency calls in New York, Chicago, etc., and directing and trouble shooting local sales. Excellent opportunity for right man. Box 274F, B-T.

Wanted, manager for fulltime network station in good market. Tell all at letter. Box 286F, B-T.

Station manager with selling ability for fulltime 250 watt station. Excellent opportunity for real producer. Knowledge of handling agency contacts in metropolitan area. Box 285F, B-T.

Why not spend this winter... or your life in wonderland? Arizona! Arizona! KONI needs a manager, sales manager, and others who can sell and promote radio at the country’s best markets. What can you do to put KONI on the map? Write today to Box 300F, Mayer-Heard Building, Phoenix, Arizona.

SALES


New station in medium western Pa. market. Good draw against 20%. Resume to Box 289F, B-T.

Southeast: CBS affiliate strong local programming and sales in good metropolitan market. Salary $3,500 year plus liberal commissions to right man. Must have record of success and furnish references. Will consider any established man, preferably one who can earn at least $5,000 year plus commissions. Give full information letter to Box 280F, B-T.

Radio

Help Wanted—(Cont’d)

Salesman wanted—metropolitan New York station offers experienced salesman good drawing account against commission. Send resume to Box 322F, B-T.

Announcer

lst combo, announcing, management new 500 watt DT, Oklahoma. Box 484F, B-T.

Announcer, 1st phone, some copy writing, Arizona. Network. $1.85 hour. Box 185F, B-T.

Radio announcer interested in earning $50 to $100 per week as starter, answer this ad. Must be professional and versatile. Extra bright future in North Georgia city. Box 202F, B-T.

Announcer—operates board, $60.00, 40 hours, overnight, talent. Near New Orleans. Box 217F, B-T.

Program minded announcers with 1st tickets. Indiana. Box 246F, B-T.

Announcer-engineer-combo wanted for new 5 kw station. Send audition tape, training and experience data, photo and references. Materials will be returned. Box 258F, B-T.

Wanted: Combination announcer-engineers, first class license. $100 week. State experience, qualifications care Box 328F, B-T.

Old established NBC station in 1,000,000 market is seeking experienced announcer with ability to handle news and straight record shows. Character and ability to start. Can offer right man security and advancement. Please do not reply unless you are earning at least $100 per week. Box 250F, B-T.

Experienced DJ. Chance to become program director, head engineer to write copy. Give full particulars first letter, Virginia independent. Box 245F, B-T.

Wanted: Experienced radio announcer, good on news and commercials. Opportunity for tv. Send tape or disc and resume with letter to Station Manager, KFBB, Great Falls, Montana.

Wanted: Announcer. Salary commensurate with ability and experience. Must be good all-around announcer. Play-by-play advantageous. If interested please rush photo, salary required, full information, audition and references. Also state if you have a car. Position open now. KSBG, Box 311, Liberal, Kansas.


Night combo man needed for Florida’s sweet music station. Must be able to sell a commercial. Send tape and full particulars in first letter to Donn Colee, 500 W. Madison, Florida.

Leading station in southeast has opening for top-notch, versatile announcer with proven ability. Send detailed information, references and auditions. Box 281F, B-T.

Technical

First phone Negro engineer-announcer for progressive race station in metropolitan market. Send full particulars, photograph in first letter. Box 301F, B-T.

Chief—local am/fm, remote controlled, single engineer. We prefer older man with “know-how” who wants to settle down in beautiful Virginia town. Box 346F, B-T.

SITUATIONS WANTED

Help Wanted—(Cont’d)

lst class engineer. $55 for 40 hours with time and one-half for all over 40. Contact Dan Williams, Radio Station WVOT, Wilson, N. C.

Production-Programming, Others

Radio

Help Wanted

Manager

Manager, fully experienced in program, promotions, sales. Excellent opportunity and recommendations. Presently employed. Fifteen years executive experience. Salary open to opportunity to produce. Box 58F, B-T.

General manager—successful, hard-working, economy minded. 15 years experience, all phases, including 8 as manager and consultant. Box 327F, B-T.

Manager with 1st license wishes re-location in south only. Emphasis on sales and low overhead. Box 329F, B-T.

Announcers

Announcer, newsreader, disc jockey; copywriter: 2nd class ticket. Available immediately. Box 282F, B-T.

Superior, experienced announcer available: family. Good salary, working conditions required. Box 250F, B-T.

Negro DJ, experienced 18 months, not afraid of work. Emphasis announcer. Very ambitious. Box 276F, B-T.

Basketball announcer. Excellent voice, finest of references. Seven years experience. Box 287F, B-T.

1 year experience—all around ability—good baseball. I’ll send tape on request. Vet. 28, single, box 291F, B-T.

Girl deejay and woman’s director, experience collecting and writing local news, copywriting, and ability to work as staff announcer. Third class ticket. Box 278F, B-T.


Very good Negro staff man, still developing, current work, no experience. Desires opportunity to relocate permanently, preferably in the north. Box 276F, B-T.

Eight years experience—handle any staff duty—top quality news, commercials—presently employed. Very family man, wants permanence. Box 279F, B-T.


Announcer-DJ: Five years experience; news, board, continuity, sports; single, 25, sober, conservatious; excellent references; immediately available. Box 291F, B-T.

Discomedian, 24, radio-tv, employed but use to larger markets. 12 years radio. 1 year tv, own show. Excellent results. Savvy, know-how, personality, friendliness, intelligent humor. Professional ability. 2 years newspaper work city summer replacement. Miami Beach plus hotels. Good references past and present employers. Established show format and style. Original theme. Box 282F, B-T. Make me a good offer. Box 283F, B-T.


Staff announcer—DJ, Newman, now available. Recent veteran, age 25. Let my audition tape speak for itself. Box 289F, B-T.

Announcer/sports man: I can do your sports—baseball, football, basketball, etc., from a working knowledge. DJ or straight announcer. Have song program I produced own show. Long on overall professional experience but short on radio experience. Interested in these broad qualifications can develop into valuable property. Tape. References. Box 300F, B-T.

Broadcasters Executive Placement Service

Is the place to find ABLE EXECUTIVES

For Television and Radio

This pioneer firm of TV and Radio Management Consultants is well qualified to effectively serve employer and applicant in the solution of personnel problems at the executive and staff levels. Contact us concerning all your requirements. Our service is FREE to the employer.

HOWARD S. FRAZIER

TV & Radio Management Consultants

708 Bond Building

Washington 5, D. C.
**RADIO**

**Situations Wanted—(Cont’d)**

Announcer: Family man, radio school, 2 years radio experience. Engineers selling to organization with own staff. Box 301F, B-T.

Announcer, deejay, available now. Ge anywhere, eager to please. Coached by top New York announcers, but no more women's page, dice jockey, writing, continuity, commercial copy—5 prints of charade limited staff. Experienced Miss Kitty, Gomperts, 219th Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. Box 302F, B-T.


Staff—sports announcer available immediately. Ready to handle upcoming basketball schedule if desired. Four years commercial experience. Tape, photo on request. Box 322F, B-T.

Staff announcer—sportscaster—strong news, commercial. DJ, Single, travel, tape on request. Box 330F, B-T.

Announcer—college graduate, some experience. Single, travel, veteran. Write copy. Box 331F, B-T.

Experienced staff announcer. College and ticket. Expeditious worker. Box 333F, B-T.

Station managers: Announcer-writer, unique plan for holding own interest program. Will take care of all details. Audition of show can be arranged. Midwestern graduate, experienced writer. Resume, tape and details of plan on request. Will travel. Box 334F, B-T.

Announcing school graduate with musical background seeks position in small progressive station. Box 338F, B-T.

Program director, currently employed, seeking larger market. Desires to locate aggressive station as PD and/or all night DJ. Knowledge of operations, Pop music music specialty. Present income $110 weekly. Have what you to offer? Tape, resume on request. Box 339F, B-T.

Five years. Replies offering ninety for good selling voice and production—dependable, sober. 2½ years TV station, five kilowatt network, 29, married, no children, veteran, good credit record, first phone, ‘53 auto. Tape, resume, references, photos. Box 341F, B-T.

Available immediately—excellent staff announcer. 4 years experience. 28, married, veteran. Box 342F, B-T.

Announcer—salesman, six years experience, top references seeks opportunity east only. Box 343F, B-T.

Announcer—2 years experience. Married, 3rd ticket. Contact Bob Brooks, 901 Oxnard Road, S.E., Washington 21, D.C.

Announcer—2 years experience. Base selling voice. Senior, resume on request. A. Burn, 5746 Monkey, Chicago 49, Ill.

Young lady—pleasing voice and personality for announcing, plus Hammond, 41096, VA, can fill 2 jobs with one man. I'm a Leland Powers grad, married Korean vet. Want difficult market. Cause I can sell!

Top notch announcer, DJ, newsmen, highly qualified chief engineer, experienced, energetic, sales experience, seeking greater opportunity Texas or southwest. Family, best references. Available two weeks. 405 Fifth Street, S.E., Chidress, Texas.


Staff announcers (3), board trained, write copy. All staff duties. Pathfinder School of Radio, 127 11th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. ME 8-8505.

**Technical**

Engineer—six years experience transmitter, console, recordings, remotes. Box 302F, B-T.

Am engineer, 8 years experience all phases. Limited combo work. 1st phone. Box 307F, B-T.

Young man, married, 1st phone, desires connection with local or suburban Washington area am/fm station. 7 years experience radio TV. Some announcing experience. Car. Box 308F, B-T.

First phone, experienced equipment maintenance, console, recording and remotes. Box 340F, B-T.

Engineer: First phone. Two years experience. Will travel. Box 344F, B-T.


Experienced announcer-engineer, first phone. Available immediately. 3rd Street, St. Louis, Missouri. Phone 2-1872.

Compen men and operators with first class tickets available immediately. Graphtown, 6064 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California.

**Production-Programming, Others**

Not fast, fair, fat and 40, not trembling and 20 either. Just young enough to want a good, challenging job. Call with experience in copy, traffic, air work, available for right job. Prefer Kansas, Oklahoma or Colorado location. Box 343F, B-T.

Sales research—public relations: publicity, well known to television and radio networks; stations throughout the country; station reps; press; advertising agencies; research; and trade associations. Know major markets—will travel. Replies confidential. Box 305F, B-T.

Seeking supervisory position: Programming, production, continuous. 5 years experience, including radio-television programming. References current, previous employers. Available for personal interview or immediate employment. Box 306F, B-T.

Production or sales work. Five years non-commercial experience all phases including PD, B.S. degree in radio TV. Twenty-four, veteran, single. Need commercial opportunity. Box 310F, B-T.

**RADIO**

**Situations Wanted—(Cont’d)**

Announcer—2 years experience. Base selling voice. Resume on request. A. Burn, 5746, Monkey, Chicago 49, Ill.

Young lady—pleasing voice and personality for announcing, plus Hammond, 41096, VA, can fill 2 jobs with one man. I'm a Leland Powers grad, married Korean vet. Want difficult market. Cause I can sell!

Top notch announcer, DJ, newsmen, highly qualified chief engineer, experienced, energetic, sales experience, seeking greater opportunity Texas or southwest. Family, best references. Available two weeks. 405 Fifth Street, S.E., Chidress, Texas.


Staff announcers (3), board trained, write copy. All staff duties. Pathfinder School of Radio, 127 11th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. ME 8-8505.

**Technical**

Engineer—six years experience transmitter, console, recordings, remotes. Box 302F, B-T.

Am engineer, 8 years experience all phases. Limited combo work. 1st phone. Box 307F, B-T.

Young man, married, 1st phone, desires connection with local or suburban Washington area am/fm station. 7 years experience radio TV. Some announcing experience. Car. Box 308F, B-T.

First phone, experienced equipment maintenance, console, recording and remotes. Box 340F, B-T.

Engineer: First phone. Two years experience. Will travel. Box 344F, B-T.


Experienced announcer-engineer, first phone. Available immediately. 3rd Street, St. Louis, Missouri. Phone 2-1872.

Compen men and operators with first class tickets available immediately. Graphtown, 6064 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California.

**Production-Programming, Others**

Not fast, fair, fat and 40, not trembling and 20 either. Just young enough to want a good, challenging job. Call with experience in copy, traffic, air work, available for right job. Prefer Kansas, Oklahoma or Colorado location. Box 343F, B-T.

Sales research—public relations: publicity, well known to television and radio networks; stations throughout the country; station reps; press; advertising agencies; research; and trade associations. Know major markets—will travel. Replies confidential. Box 305F, B-T.

Seeking supervisory position: Programming, production, continuous. 5 years experience, including radio-television programming. References current, previous employers. Available for personal interview or immediate employment. Box 306F, B-T.

Production or sales work. Five years non-commercial experience all phases including PD, B.S. degree in radio TV. Twenty-four, veteran, single. Need commercial opportunity. Box 310F, B-T.

**TELEVISION**

**Help Wanted**

**Production-Programming, Others**

Experienced film editor for 25$k Gulf Coast tv station. Contact: KEMT, Post Office Box 1152, Beaumont, Texas.

**Situations Wanted**

Manager


Program director, assistant manager, operations manager. Excellent qualifications. Long, successful am-television experience. Seek contacts with new or established tv requiring key man of proven executive and creative ability. Box 3219, B-T.

Announcer

Act now! Put me and my Hammond Organ in front of your tv camera and step up sales! My 3 years announcing, plus Hammond Organ means results! Married, a Leland Powers grad, Korean vet. A calling card call to Norman Wright, 41096, Van West, Ohio, gets you 2 men in 1, double results, double sales!

(Continued on next page)
**TELEVISION**

**Situation Wanted—(Cont’d)**

**Technical**

Tv engineer, 5 years experience, KXNO, switcher, camera, micro-wave, maintenance. Permanent only. Box 336F, B-T.

Tv engineer—1 year experience. New York station—1st class license. Willing to travel—resume on request. Box 343F, B-T.

**Production—Programming, Others**

Tv manager-program or operations. Depend on market and permanent future possibilities. Confidential. Box 159F, B-T.

Network retelephone makes available television camera—operations man. Small station and network experience. Excellent references. Box 167F, B-T.

Young married man wishes tv career in producing—directing field. Creative, responsible, personal, college graduate with art knowledge. Design and advertising background. Will start anywhere at almost any salary to gain experience. Prefer east but will go west. Box 318F, B-T.


Experienced traffic girl desires position with tv station. Langevin, College graduate, 23, single. Box 366F, B-T.

Seeking supervisory position: Programming, production, continuity. Six years experience, including radio-television PD. References include current, previous employers. Available for personal interview or immediate employment. Box 369F, B-T.

Desire position as director or production department. Experienced all phases of programming and production. Married, 32, college. Presently employed, all replies answered. Box 311F, B-T.

Top-notch man, experienced as director-producer, newscaster, sports director and versatile announcer with three years experience in television in telephone. Presently employed in major midwestern market in TV as director-producer. Family man, sober and dependable. First preference as program manager, but will consider all offers. Available on two weeks notice. Must be permanent with an operation that wants only the best. Box 341F, B-T.

**For Sale**

**Stations**

For sale—FILM/TELEVISION. Any station or program in any city. Box 270F, B-T.

WANTED TO BUY—FILM/TELEVISION. Any station or program in any city. Box 270F, B-T.

**RADIO**

**Help Wanted**

COMPLETE STAFF

... for new daytime station approximately December 1st.

Sales Manager Announcers (specializing in popular and hillbilly disc jockey shows, with or without first class ticket.)

Girl Friday

All Personnel must be capable of air work.

Send complete details first letter, including experience, age, marital status, expected salary, recent photograph and audio tapes or discs of recent work.

C. LESLIE COLLIDAY

Radio Station WEMP

Martinsburg, W. Va.

**SALESMAN**

Immediate opening for aggressive, strong, successful radio salesmen for well accepted network station in competitive New England market. Good salary and room to go. Must have sales ability, and proven success in radio. Write Box 297F, B-T.

**SALES—FILM PRODUCTION**

Studio and Production Facilities

Ads 20, college grad, family bud. Just released from two years in the Navy. With 12 Yrs. experience in TV. Will represent responsible film companies. Have some experience in show business. Small company in New York. Will relocate. Must have sales ability. Write Box 297F, B-T.

**FOR SALE**

Stations

**TELEVISION**

**Situations Wanted**

**Salesman**

**AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY**

**TELEVISION TRANSMITTER**

RCA-7A Transmitter, Channel 7-13, perfect condition. Also console, diplexer, dummy load. RCA six (6) bay antenna and tower.

Terms can be arranged.

BREMMER BROADCASTING CORP.

1020 Broad Street
Newark 2, New Jersey

WANTED TO BUY—(Cont’d)

**Stations**

Will purchase one kw or 13 kw uhf equipment from closed operation. Please write or wire Box 296F, B-T, giving complete information.

Fm transmitter up to 3 kw power with associated equipment. List equipment and price in first letter. Box 322F, B-T.

Surplus RCA TP-8 A or Eastman model 250 projector and RCA MI-2511 field power supply. Advise price and condition. John M. Sherman, WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

**Instruction**

November 9 Applications

**ACCEPTED FOR FILING**

**License for CP**

WWMN Talalabashe, Fla., WMN Inc.--License to cover CP (BP-8190) as mod. which authorized new standard broadcast station (BL-8004).

WWEH Jacksonville, Fla., WHEH Inc.--License to cover CP (BP-9205) as mod. which authorized new standard broadcast station (BL-8005).

**Renewal of License**


WMFJ Daytona Beach, Fla., W. Wright Esch--(BR-1445).

WARN Fort Pierce, Fla., Hurricane Bestg. Service--(BR-2767).

WPPC Palm Beach, Fla., Palm Beach Bestg. Corp.--(BR-1161).

WBSR Pensacola, Fla., WBSR Inc.--(BR-1255).

WCNH Quincy, Fla., Quincy Bestg. Corp.--(BR-1002).

WJNO West Palm Beach, Fla., WJNO Inc.--(BR-897).

WRBB Ashville, N. C., Radio Asheville Inc.--(BR-1548).

WCNW Arecibo, P. R., Caribbean Bestg. Corp.--(BR-7879).

WEAY Bayamon, P. R., Bayamon Bestg. Corp.--(BR-1978).

WMAE Miami, P. R., Inter-American Radio Corp.--(BR-1969).

WAEL Mayaguez, P. R., Mario Acosta--(BR-1997).

WISO Ponce, P. R., South Puerto Rico Bestg. Corp.--(BR-2889).

WIVI Christiansted, V. I., Radio American West Indies Inc.--(BR-2971).


**Application Renewed**

WPRA Mayaguez, P. R., WPRA Inc.--Mod. of CP (BP-9206) which authorized installation of new transmitter and extension of completion date.

**Modification of CP**

WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa., WREB-TV Inc.--Mod. of CP (BPCT-1294) as mod. which authorized new station to extend completion date (BMPCT-2565).

WBSB (FM) Bay Shore, N. Y., Great South Bestg. Co.--Mod. of CP (BPCT-1872) as mod. which authorized new fm station for extension of completion date (BMP-6868).

**November 10 Decisions**

**AM AND TV BROADCAST ACTIONS**

The Commission en banc, by Commissioners McConnaughey (Chairman), Webster, Bartley and Lee, took the following actions on Nov. 10:

- Renewal of License

The following stations were granted renewal of licenses for the regular period:


**PROSPECTIVE TV BROADCASTERS**

**$ SAVE THOUSANDS $ ON NEW EQUIPMENT**

* TRANSMITTER (RCA TT-5A)

* TOWER (558 SELF-SUPPORTING)

* All in Original Packing and

* LINE & LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

**WIRE, Indianapolis, Ind.**

**November 15, 1954**
Eyes and Ears of a GOOD CITIZEN

You don't declare yourself a good citizen. That distinction is something you earn—through faithful service to your community's needs and aspirations.

Ask our fellow citizens in Dayton! WHIO-TV has become the recognized forum for Dayton's civic efforts. Dayton turns first to WHIO-TV for programs in the public interest—just as Dayton's civic leaders come to us first for airtime in support of their most important causes.

This identification with civic causes has won WHIO-TV a unique place in the hearts of a great community. It has established, throughout our broadcast period, a listening preference and an audience loyalty which we make every effort to continue to deserve. WHIO-TV is represented nationally by the George P. Hollingbery Co.

WHIO-TV is currently supporting these worthy organizations:

Air National Guard  Fire Prevention
Armed Forces enlistment  State Highway Department
U. S. Savings Bonds  Blood Drive
Red Cross  Navy Drive
Civil Defense  Cancer Drive
Community Chest  Cerebral Palsy Campaign
Social Security  Save-A-Life Campaign
Montgomery Co. Ministerial Ass'n.  YMCA
Dayton Council on World Affairs  YWCA
U. S. Air Force  Dayton Division of Health
Goodwill Industries  Boy Scouts
Veteran's Administration  Public School Activities
Kenny Roberts' Safety Rangers  Marine Enlistment

WHIO-TV also schedules regular public service features such as the weather and market reports; and scheduled public services included regularly in participating programs throughout the day.
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KRLD is your best buy
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4
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POSITIONS ON MOTIONS

By Commissioner Frieda B. Henneck

Chief Broadcaster Bureau—Granted petition for an extension of time to and including Nov. 24, within which to file exceptions to the Initial Report on proposed applications of Evansville TV Inc. et al., for ch. 7 in Evansville, Ind. (Dockets 10645, 10650).

Port Arthur, Tex., Port Arthur Colle—Granted petition for an extension of time to and including Nov. 12, within which to file a reply to petition of Smith Radio Co. for clarification of issues in proceeding re ch. 4 (Dockets 10825, 10552).

By Hearing Examiner James E. Cunningham

WW2Z Visuals, N. Y., Community Best Service Inc.—Granted petition for an extension of time to Nov. 12, in which the parties will file proposed findings and brief in re application for renewal of license (Docket, 11493).

By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchinson

Milan, Tenn., West Tennessee Best Co.—Granted petition to amend its application for an extension of time to Nov. 12, in which to file its reply to petition of Smith Radio Co. for admissions and depositions in proceeding re ch. 4 (Dockets 10825, 10552).
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COME TO MACON to cash in on the steadily growing Middle Georgia market

• INDUSTRY'S BOOMING HERE. Top companies like Durkee, Armstrong, Ralston have opened new plants in middle Georgia in past five years.

• NEW CATTLE COUNTRY. Cattle now a giant source of income for Middle Georgia farmers.

• POPULATION HAS DOUBLED. Census figures show metropolitan Macon has double population since 1960. Middle Georgia attracts more people—because it gives them more purchasing power!

Write for free brochure on Macon market and WMAZ-TV specifications, rates, etc.
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El Centro—
KPIC-TV (15) 2/10/54—Unknown
KEMI (2) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuMont; Blair; 17,200
Fresno—
KBID-TV Fresno (33). See footnote (D)
KJEO (43) ABC, CBS, Brubham; 147,106
KMJ-TV (24) NBC: Raymer: 110,500
KARH, The George Hearst Station (12) Belling: Initial Decision 8/31/54
Los Angeles—
KABC-TV (7) ABC: Petry: 1,929,254
KCOP-TV (22) 1/2/53—Unknown
KCOH (13) Katz: 1,599,254
KMEX (9) DuMont: H-R: 1,929,254
KFWB (39) See footnote (D)
KLTA (3) Raymer: 1,619,254
KTTV (11) Blair: 1,625,254
Modesto—
KTRB-TV (14) 1/2/54—Unknown
Monterey—
KMST (8) ABC, CBS, DuMont; Hollingbery: 620,371
Sacramento—
KNRT-TV (46) 6/28/53—Unknown
KCOH Inc. (8) Initial Decision 6/3/51
KMBY-TV (10) 6/28/54—Feb. 53
Salinas—
KSBW-TV (4) ABC, CBS, DuMont; Hollingbery: 620,371
San Diego—
KSWB (8) ABC, CBS: Petry: 245,107
KPSD-TV (10) NBC: Katz: 245,107
San Francisco—
KKBV (29) 1/11/53—Unknown (granted STA 2/12/53—Unknown
KGO-TV (7) ABC: Petry: 1,016,110
KPIX (5) CBS: Katz: 1,016,110
KRON-TV (4) NBC, Petry, & Katz: 1,016,110
KTVU (12) McGilvra: 124,000
San Jose—
KGO (11) 1/18/54—Unknown
Santa Clara—
KVNC-TV (6) DuMont: Grant: 75,169
Santa Barbara—
KETV (3) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuMont; Hollingbery: 453,099
KSTTV—
KOVR (13) DuMont: Blair: 110,500
KVTV (18) NBC; Hollingbery: 112,500
Tulare (Fresno)—
KVUG (27) DuMont: Forjee: 150,000
Visalia—
KAKI (63) 10/6/54—Unknown
COLORADO
Colorado Springs—
KKTV (11) ABC, CBS, DuMont; Hollingbery: 128,000
KHDO-TV (13) NBC; McGilvra: 32,000
Denver—
KAFV (9) ABC, CBS, DuMont: 237,108
KFEL-TV (5) DuMont: Blair: 237,108
KLZ-TV (7) CBS: Kast: 237,108
KOAA-TV (4) NBC; Petry: 237,108
KRMA-TV (16) 7/1/54—Unknown
Grand Junction—
KFXJ (2) NBC, ABC, DuMont; Holman; 5,000
Pueblo—
KCSI-TV (8) ABC, Avery-Knodel: 49,507
CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport—
WBCN (971) 1/29/53—Unknown
WJCL-TV (43) ABC, DuMont: Young: 72,340
WFSB (911) 1/29/53—Unknown
WGTW (18) ABC, DuMont: H-R: 203,670
New Britain—
WKCTV (15) DuMont: 219,422
New Haven—
WEW-TV (99) H-R: 6/1/24—Unknown
WNBC-TV (8) ABC, CBS, DuMont; Katz: 203,502
New London—
WNLN (29) 12/31/53—Unknown
Norwich—
WCNE (119) 1/28/53—Unknown
Stamford—
WWTT (27) 5/7/53—Unknown
Waterbury—
WATR-TV (53) ABC, Sturt: 156,000
Directory information is in following order: call letters, channel, network affiliation, national representative; market set for operating stations, 100% of grant, grantee and commitment date for grants.

DELWARE
Delaware—
DuPont—
WBRN (40) 3/11/53—Unknown
Wilminton—
WDEL-TV (12) ABC, DuMont; Meeker: 223,829
WILM-TV (82) 10/16/53—Unknown
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington—
WMAL-TV (7) ABC, DuMont: 560,000
WCOO-TV (80) 9/26/54—Unknown
WRC-TV (4) ABC, NBC Spot Sl.: 563,000
WTOP-TV (9) CBS, NBC Spot Sl.: 648,000
WWJY (5) DuMont: Blair: 616,000
Washington Metropolitan TV Corp. (30) 10/21/54—Unknown
FLORIDA
Clearwater—
WDPT-TV (21) NBC: Weed: 148,000
WFLA (12) ABC, DuMont: Hollingbery: 181,000 (also Miami)
KMEY—
WINK-TV (11) ABC, DuMont: 8,785
Jacksonville—
WJXX-TV (56) ABC, NBC, DuMont: Perrior: 29,170
WMUR-TV (4) ABC, CBS, DuMont: CB Spot Sl.: 241,000
WWSB-TV (30) Stars National: 12/1-3/1-54
Miami—
WMPT-22 (33) 12/9/53—Unknown
WMEY (7) ABC, NBC: 203,502
STS-27 (12) 12/3/53—Unknown
WTYV (4) CBS, DuMont: Free & Peters: 128,500
WTVT (17) See Fort Lauderdale
Orlando—
WDIO-TV (6) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuMont: Blair: 60,000
Panama City—
WJDM (7) ABC, NBC, DuMont: Hollingbery: 19,500
Pensacola—
WEAR-TV (3) ABC, DuMont: Hollingbery: 79,000
Sioux Falls—
SDK-FM (granted 7/28/54—Unknown
St. Petersburg—
WSTU (35) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuMont: Weed: 115,000
Tampa—
WFPM-T2 (8) Blair 8/4/54—Jan. 55
WFTF (13) Avery-Knodel: 5/24/15—Unknown
West Palm Beach—
WXAT-TV (12) ABC: Walker: 2/18/54—1/1-55
WIRK-TV (21) ABC, DuMont: Reed: 30,524
WJNO-TV (5) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuMont; Meeker: 225,500
GEORGIA
Albany—
WALB-TV (19) ABC, NBC, DuMont; Burn-Smith: 45,000
Atlanta—
WAGA-TV (5) CBS, DuMont: Katz: 456,190
WALX (11) ABC, Crosley Sl.: 350,000
WBBG-TV (5) NBC: Petry: 475,221
Augusta—
WWJF (6) ABC, NBC, DuMont: Hollingbery: 121,500
WRDW-TV (12) CBS: Headley-Reed: 106,000
Columbus—
WDAK-TV (28) ABC, NBC, DuMont; Headley-Reed: 68,347
WBRB-TV (4) CBS, Hollingbery: 65,592
Macon—
WMWA-TV (13) ABC, CBS, DuMont: Avery-Knodel: 32,000
WXNS-TV (47) ABC, NBC, Brubham: 22,000
Romell—
WHRM-TV (9) Weid: 125,290
Savannah—
WTOC-TV (11) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuMont: Avery-Knodel: 91,127
WSAV Inc. (3) Initial Decision 3/31/54
Thomasville—
WCTV (6) Stars National: 12/23-53-1/1-55
IDAHO
Boise—
KBOI (2) CBS, DuMont: Free & Peters: 36,500
KIDO-TV (7) ABC, NBC, DuMont: Blair: 35,800
Idaho Falls—
KID-TV (3) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuMont: Gil-Penna: 30,200
Pocatello—
KWWK-TV (5) ABC, Hollingbery: 3/28/53—Unknown
Twin Falls—
KLKX-TV (11) ABC, Hollingbery: 3/19/53—Early 55
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WASHINGTON
Bellington—

KVSOS-TV (12) DuM; Forjoe; 127,693

Pasco—

Cascade Biscuit Co. (19) 11/5/54—Unknown

Seatac (Tacoma)—

KING (5) ABC; Blair; 373,300

KOMO-TV (4) DuM; Hollingbury; 278,300

KCTV (5) 12/5/53—Dec. 54

KCTV (5) 4/1/54—Unknown

Spokane—

KBOQ-TV (6) ABC, NBC; Katz; 62,743

KXLY-TV (4) DuM; Avery-Knodel; 51,215

KREM-TV (3) Petry

Seattle (Tacoma)—

KTVW (13) Brannam; 373,300

KZZ (11) DuM; Weed; 373,300

Vancouver—

EVAN-TV (21) Bolling; 9/25/53—Unknown

Yakima—

KIMA-TV (29) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Weed; 30,780

WEST VIRGINIA

Bluefield—

WHIS-TV (6) Katz; 10/29/54—Unknown

Charleston—

WCHS-TV (6) ABC, CBS, DuM; Brannham

WVVA-TV (49) ABC; Weed; 61,320

Clarksburg—

WBLK-TV (12) Brannham; 2/11/54-1/1/55

Fairmont—

WPTR (35) ABC, NBC, DuM; Gill-Pearson; 33,900

Huntington—

WSAZ-TV (3) ABC, NBC; Katz; 448,382

WTMH-TV (13) 9/5/53—Unknown

Oak Hill (Newark)—

WAYO-TV (4) ABC; Weed; 6/2/54-11/15/54

Parkersburg—

WTAP (18) ABC; DuM; Forjoe; 30,000

Wheeling—

WLWT (11) 2/25/53—Unknown

WTFF-TV (2) ABC, NBC; Hollingbury; 281,811

WTWT-TV (9) See Steubenville, Ohio

WISCONSIN

Eau Claire—

WEAU-TV (13) ABC, NBC, DuM; Hollingbury; 71,000

Green Bay—

WBAY-TV (2) ABC, CBS, DuM; Weed; 210,000

WPRV-TV (5) 10/16/54—Unknown

WWMV-TV (11) See Marinette

La Crosse—

WLB (8) CBS, NBC, DuM; Raymer; 37,500

WTLB (9) 12/10/53—Unknown

Madison—

WHWA-TV (2)

WKOW-TV (27) CBS; Headley-Reed; 65,000

WMTV (32) ABC, NBC, DuM; Bolling; 69,000

Watch Television Co. (5) Initial Decision 7/3/54

Marinette—(Green Bay)—

WBMM-TV (11) ABC, CBS; Weed; 175,700

Milwaukee—

WOCN-TV (25) CBS; Rosenthal; 468,600

WOKY-TV (19) DuM; Bolling; 361,150

WPRJ-TV (5) ABC; Harrington, Righter & Parsons; 708,115

WYTV (15) ABC, DuM; Petry

Neenah—

WSNW-TV (42) ABC; George Clark

Superior (Duluth, Minn.)—

WSWM-TV (6) CBS, DuM; Free & Peters; 70,000

KDAL-TV (3) See Duluth, Minn.

Wausau—

WSAU-TV (7) CBS; Meeker

YOMING

Cheyenne—

KBFC-TV (5) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Hollingbury; 42,100

ALASKA

Anchorage—

KFGA (3) ABC, CBS; Weed; 12,000

KFAY-TV (11) NBC, DuM; Feltis; 10,000

Fairbanks—

KPIX (13) ABC; CBS, 7/1/53—Unknown

HAWAII

Honolulu—

KGBK-TV (8) CBS; Free & Peters; 60,000

KHON (11) NBC, DuM, Spot Slas; 60,000

KULA-TV (4) ABC, DuM; Young; 52,000

PUERTO RICO

San Juan—

WPAPA-TV (4) ABC, NBC, DuM; Caribbean Networks

WRAQ-TV (2) CBS; Inter-American; 41,000

CANADA

Calgary, Alta—

CPECT-TV (2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed

Edmonton, Alta—

CFRN-TV (3) Hamilton, O.ont.

CHCH-TV (11) CBC, CBS, NBC, All-Canada; Young; 86,300

Broadcasting • Telecasting
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Kitchener, Ont.—
- CFCM-TV (4) CBC; CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; 19,500
- Against, Weed; 21,500
London, Ont.—
- CFPL-TV (10) CBC, CBS, ABC, NBC, All-Canada, Edmonton; 18,000
- CBCN-TV (3) ABC; 14,200
- CBLT (8) CBC; 8,200
Montreal, Que.—
- CBCF (2) CBC French; CBC; 22,100
- CBMT (2) CBC; 21,200
- CBCV (4) CBC; 3,000
- CKSO-TV (3) CBC-All-Canada, Weed; 15,500
- CKCO (4) CBC; 38,500
- Port Arthur, Ont.—
- CFTV-T (2) CBC-All-Canada, Weed; 15,000
- CFCM-TV (4) CBC; 6,000
Regina, Sask.—
- CKRU-TV (2) CBC-All-Canada, Weed; 3,000
St. John, N. B.—
- CHSJ-TV (4) CBC-All-Canada; 16,000
Sudbury, Ont.—
- CKSJ-TV (5) CBC, ABC, ABC, NBC, DuM; 21,600
- CBCV (4) CBC; 18,000
Toronto, Ont.—
- CBLT (9) CBC, ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; CBC; 285,000
Vancouver, B. C.—
- CBUT (2) CBC; 30,000
Windsor, Ont. (Detroit, Mich.)—
- CIDLW-TV (9) CBC, DuM; Young
- Winnipeg, Man.—
- CBWT (4) CBC; 5,000

UPCOMING

NOVEMBER

Nov. 16: BAB board and stockholders meetings, New York.
Nov. 18: Country Music Assoc. meeting, Nashville, Tenn.
Nov. 18-19: North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, Mid-Pines Hotel, Southern Pines, N. C.
Nov. 18-20: Radio Television News Directors Assn., Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Nov. 21: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters, Ft. Harrison Hotel, Clearwater.
Nov. 22: Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters, Patten Hotel, Chattanooga.
Nov 29: NARTB Am Radio Committee, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Nov. 30: NARTB FM Radio Committee, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Nov. 30: TV Film Directors Assn., New England Chapter, Statler Hotel, Boston.

JANUARY 1955


FEBRUARY

Feb. 10-12: Southwestern region, Institute of Radio Engineers, Dallas.

MEXICO

Juarez (2) Paso, Tex.—
- XEJ-TV (4) National Time Sales; 38,975
- TV (6) CBS; 60,550

Advance Schedule

Of Network Color Shows

CBS-TV

Nov. 17 (12:30-12:45 p.m.): Search for Tomorrow, Procter & Gamble Co. through Show Co.
Nov. 18 (8:30-9:30 p.m.): Shower of Stars, Chrysler Corp. through McCann-Erickson.
Nov. 21 (6:30-7 p.m.): You Are There, Electric Co. Adv. Program through N. W. Ayer & Son and Prudential Insurance Co. through Calkins & Holdren, alternating sponsors.
Nov. 28 (9:30-10 p.m.): Honesty Celeste, Bristol-Myers Co. through Young & Rubicam.
Dec. 1 (12:12-15 p.m.): Valiant Lady, General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 2 (12:12-15 p.m.): Valiant Lady, Toms Co. through Leo Burnett.
Dec. 2 (3:30-4 p.m.): Bob Crosby Show, participating sponsors.
Dec. 7 (8:30-9:30 p.m.): Red Skelton Show, sustaining.
Dec. 8 (10-11 p.m.): Best of Broadway, "The Philadelphia Story", Westinghouse Electric Co. through McCann-Erickson.

NBC-TV

Nov. 15 (8-9:30 p.m.): Producers' Showcase, "State of the Union," Ford Motor Co. and RCA through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Nov. 17 (11 a.m.-12 noon): Home, pick-up of interior decorating discussion.
Nov. 18 (9:10-10 p.m.): Ford Theatre, "Summer Memory," Ford Motor Co. through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 20 (9-10:30 p.m.): Max Liebman Presents, "Best Foot Forward," Oldsmobile Div. of General Motors Corp. through D. P. Brothers Co.
Nov. 25 (9:30-10 p.m.): Ford Theatre, "The Legal Beagles," Ford Motor Co. through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 28 (4-6 p.m.): Hall of Fame, "Macbeth," Hallmark cards through Foote, Cone & Belding.
Dec. 2 (9-10:30 p.m.): Ford Theatre, "Girl in Flight," Ford Motor Co. through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 5 (7:30-9 p.m.): Max Liebman Presents, Reynolds Metal Co. through Russell M. Seeds.
Dec. 9 (9-10 p.m.): Ford Theatre, "Carley C. Co.," Ford Motor Co. through J. Walter Thompson.

[Note: This schedule will be corrected to press time of each issue of B-F.]
Ike Includes FCC Out

EXCEPT in the common carrier field, scant attention was given last week to a highly significant action by President Eisenhower. He established a cabinet-rank committee to review national telecommunications policy and organization.

Domestic radio and television broadcasting are specifically excluded from this committee's scope. That is as it should be, but there is one glaring omission. Why should not the Chairman of the FCC sit on this board which inevitably will invade the field of allocations of spectrum space for government and other services? The FCC is the government's expert agency on communications, whether common carrier, commercial broadcast, amateur or any of the various other classifications. Its fundamental function is in the field of allocations. One of the biggest problems with which the FCC has had to grapple has been the lack of adequate spectrum space for television in bands in which adequate equipment is available. That has been because government—largely military—has preempted a substantial portion of the vhf range for ultimate use in a national emergency.

Establishing the cabinet-level committee is doubtless desirable. Certainly there should be reappraisal of our national policy, because telecommunication is an indispensable arm of defense, cold war or hot. The progress made even since World War II has been prodigious. Updating for both peacetime and wartime patterns is desirable.

Practically all of the serious problems in both radio and television broadcasting in its past have resulted from shortages in spectrum space. That has been because the President allocates frequencies to the government, without regard to whatever views the FCC may have on public requirements. That's the situation that has prevailed under years of Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC) control—a group made up of government experts, with the FCC all but on the sideline.

The President's new committee is headed by Arthur S. Flemming, director of Defense Mobilization and one of the ablest men in government. It is staffed by experts from various government agencies identified with the military and with external communications and intelligence. Presumably it has highest priority because four cabinet members and the heads of four other independent agencies will participate in its deliberations.

But there is to be no FCC participation at the committee level, and there was no specific mention of the FCC in the President's announcement. This could only mean that the architects of the plan want to continue the IRAC method of allocations control, or that they have no confidence in the FCC's judgment on matters pertaining to a national communications policy.

Emotionalism Out of Fashion

IN A peak session of last week's 45th annual meeting of the Assn. of National Advertisers, men who run large segments of U. S. broadcasting exchanged frank words with men largely responsible for keeping it running. The exchange should prove fruitful for both sides, broadcaster and advertiser.

The advertisers had a lot of questions for the network executives who appeared before them: the magazine concept of tv time sales and its possible ramifications; rising talent and production costs, and whether the CBS-NBC rivalry in particular isn't running costs up unreasonably; "deals" and rumored "deals"; whether networks should "bump" advertisers out of long-held time periods; the possibility of full-network discounts in tv; reports that radio may increase the frequency of commercials; the outlook for a "guaranteed circulation" in tv; and, of course, color television and what it may mean.

Details of the panel sessions involving both radio and tv are recounted at length elsewhere in this issue. The questions were lucid and to the point; so were the answers. The atmosphere was friendly, continuing the happy mood established at last year's ANA meeting after several years of often emotional attacks on radio and television time costs. Radio's case was made in a session entitled "The Advertisers' Court of Media Relations." But neither radio nor television was on trial—and the approach made possible a give-and-take that should be enlightening to all.

When to Start a Fight

WITH a new president, a set of sound objectives and an unchallengeable reason for existence, the Television Bureau of Advertising ought to succeed in recruiting a large membership.

The organization of an all-television promotion bureau comes at the proper time. So far newspapers, magazines and other advertising vehicles have not really buckled down to fight tv. That they will eventually be forced to do so is indicated in their growing awareness of television's virtues as an advertising medium.

As reported in B&T last week, the Cowles interests have explained frankly that they bought into WCCO-AM-TV Minneapolis as a hedge against possible decline of newspaper revenue due to diversion of advertising funds to television. We suspect other publishers foresee a similar future.

When the anti-television promotions get going, as they unquestionably will, telecasters will be glad indeed that they set up TvB. As TvB's organizers are aware, it will take time to establish the kind of bureau that will be needed when the tough selling competition starts.

Broadcasters would have been glad to have had a well-financed and experienced Broadcast Advertising Bureau when the opposition began to gang up on radio a few years ago. BAB did not become an influential agency until the fight was fully joined.

Collegiate Control

NOTRE DAME has been having more success with its football teams than with its long-range effort to convince the educational world and National Collegiate Athletic Assn. that a system of artificial and reactionary television controls cannot possibly endure. Nevertheless, Ed Krause, Notre Dame's athletic director, refuses to be awed by the NCAA hierarchy. Last week in Chicago, he again spoke out against the tv monopoly.

A year ago, feeling began to develop in favor of regional football telecasts. Even the powerful Big Ten had to yield to NCAA, however, when the usual boycott threat arose. Regional games would be a step in the right direction, Mr. Krause feels, but there's much to be done before several hundred campus executives can be convinced they should upset a policy based on such pretexts as fear of Notre Dame's ability to sell its football schedule to tv sponsors and a fallacious claim that de-monopolizing of football telecasts would wreck stadium gate receipts everywhere.

Perhaps events outside the NCAA control will come to the assistance of Mr. Krause and others who oppose rigid tv restrictions. It is doubtful that any network will wish to imitate ABC's unhappy experiences of this year in NCAA football telecasts. Without heavy-spending customers for a one-game-a-week schedule, NCAA may be forced to a liberalized policy.
FIRST in Baltimore with COLOR

LIVE LOCAL COLOR
LOCAL COLOR FILM
NETWORK COLOR

FIRST on the air in Baltimore with HIGH POWER

WBAL-TV
First with the finest in television

television Baltimore  •  NBC Affiliate  •  Nationally Represented by Edward Petry Co.
Colorful Florida

THE PERFECT SETTING FOR NATIONWIDE TELEVISION SHOWS

The ready made backgrounds of America’s Riviera are yours.
Let them add zest to your show, just as they have already done for PABST FIGHTS, TOAST OF THE TOWN, ORANGE BOWL FESTIVITIES, WIDENER HANDICAP, FLORIDA DERBY, WALTER WINCHELL, ARTHUR GODFREY, DON McNEIL, BAYUK FIGHTS AND MEL ALLEN… and most of these were originated by WTVJ.
For further information write WTVJ today… The South’s most fully equipped TV Station.

WTVJ
CHANNEL 4
MIAMI

Florida’s First Television Station. Florida’s First and only 1,000 ft. Tower. Florida’s First with network origination.
... and Florida’s First with COLOR.